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Abstract 

Prostate cancer (PCa) is a major carcinoma among Western men. The 

current prostate-specific antigen (PSA) test has limited sensitivity and 

specificity, necessitating the exploration of alternative non-invasive 

diagnostic markers. Recent studies indicate platelet RNAs, particularly 

mRNA and microRNA (miRNA), might serve as potential PCa indicators, 

based on the premise that PCa alters platelet RNA expression.  

An initial study on platelet miRNAs used small-RNA sequencing on 

samples from a Chinese cohort, followed by validation in a British cohort. 

Key findings revealed certain miRNAs, especially miR627 and miR22, 

displayed significant potential as diagnostic markers. Their combined 

detection yielded an area under the curve (AUC) value surpassing that of 

PSA. Including circulating tumour cell (CTC) data further improved 

diagnostic accuracy. For detecting clinically significant PCa, miR190 was 

the standout miRNA, potentially targeting the HMGA2 gene.  

Platelet mRNA sequencing from a British cohort failed to reveal differential 

mRNA expression, which could be due to actual absence or technical 

issues. Concerns arose regarding white blood cell (WBC) contamination 

in platelet samples, potentially affecting RNA data. Evidence from DAPI 

nucleus staining and mRNA-seq data supported this suspicion. Only 25% 
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of the samples met purity standards for platelet RNA analysis. To address 

this, I introduced several modifications of the platelet collection.  

The research suggests PCa might influence platelet RNAs, potentially 

positioning them as additions to a diagnostic panel alongside other 

biomarkers. However, this requires further exploration and methodological 

optimisation. 
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Chapter I: Introduction and Aims 

1. Anatomy and Development of the Prostate  

1.1 Location and Structure 

The prostate gland is a pyramid-shaped component of the male 

reproductive system, located below the bladder and in front of the rectum, 

surrounding the urethra [1]. It averages 15-20 g in weight. Histologically, 

it is divided into peripheral, transition, and central zones, where the 

peripheral zone is most prone to cancer [2] [3]. 

1.2 Prostate Formation and Growth 

The prostate forms from the urogenital sinus (UGS) during the 10th to 12th 

weeks of fetal development, influenced by androgens [4, 5]. Postnatally, 

the gland grows gradually without significant enlargement after puberty, 

maintaining a stable size in adults. Prostatic diseases typically increase 

with age and reduced serum androgen levels [6]. 

2. Prostate Histology and Cancer: From Hormonal Influence to 

Disease Progression 

2.1 Histology of Prostate 

The prostate's histological structure includes a fibromuscular stroma 
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surrounding prostatic glands with ducts [7-9]. These glands produce 

secretions like PSA in response to 5-α-DHT, influencing various cell types 

including luminal, basal, and intermediate cells [10]. Luminal cells are 

primary secretory cells, basal cells support structure and are less 

dependent on androgens, and intermediate cells are a mix of the two [10]. 

2.2 Role of Hormones in Prostate Development 

DHT, derived from testosterone via 5-alpha reductase, is crucial for 

prostate development, affecting tissue growth from embryonic stages to 

adult size [11]. This growth is tightly regulated until puberty, when 

increased testosterone and DHT levels cause significant enlargement [12]. 

2.3 Prostate Cancer Progression 

The precise origin of PCa cells is still under investigation, with both stem 

and differentiated cells exhibiting tumorigenic potential [13]. Both luminal 

[14, 15] and basal [16, 17] phenotypes have been discovered in PCa. 

Intermediate cells, due to their similarity to PCa stem cells, are also 

speculated to be involved in neoplastic transformation [18, 19].  

The malignant transformation of cells encompasses a progression from 

benign to malignant phenotypes. This process initiates with prostatic 

intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN), marked by luminal cell proliferation with 

dysplasia along the ducts. High-grade PIN, considered a precancerous 
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lesion, exhibits large, hyperchromatic nuclei with prominent nucleoli [20]. 

Subsequently, PIN progresses to localized prostate adenocarcinoma, 

which can evolve into invasive carcinoma upon the degradation of the 

basal cell layer and invasion through the basal lamina. Locally advanced 

prostate cancer can metastasise via the lymphatic and circulation system 

to distant organs such as the bones, liver, brain, and lungs. Bone 

metastasis is the most prevalent [7] [9].  

3. Epidemiology 

3.1 Global Prevalence of PCa 

PCa is the second most commonly diagnosed cancer in men worldwide 

[21]. In 2020, about 1.4 million new cases were diagnosed worldwide [21]. 

In England, 41,201 new cases were identified out of 48,588 across the UK 

in 2017, according to Cancer Research UK's statistics. 

An autopsy study-based systematic review reported a 5% prevalence of 

PCa in men under the age of 30, increasing to 59% in men over the age 

of 79, with an odds ratio (OR) of 1.7 (1.6–1.8) per decade [22]. These 

figures correspond with CRUK data, indicating that 35% of diagnoses 

were in individuals aged 75 and over, compared to a mere 2% in those 

under 50 years, between 2015 and 2017 (Cancer Research UK 

https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/ Accessed [09][2023]). 

https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/
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3.2 Geographical Variations in PCa Incidence 

Geographical differences in PCa incidence are stark. The highest age-

standardised rates (ASRs) per 100,000 are found in Australia, New 

Zealand and Northern America, standing at 111.6 and 97.2 respectively, 

whereas Eastern and South-Central Asia report the lowest rates, with 

ASRs of 10.5 and 4.5 [23]. Discrepancies are also observed within Europe, 

with Western and Northern regions having higher ASRs (94.9 and 85 

respectively) than Eastern and Southern regions (34.0 and 35.9 

respectively) [24]. The low ASRs was explained to be associated to a diet 

high in antioxidants from grains, vegetables, olive oil, and etc. [25]. 

3.3 Racial Disparities in PCa Diagnosis 

Racial disparities also exist in PCa incidence rates. Asian men, particularly 

those from China, Japan, and India, exhibit the lowest rates [31]. In 

contrast, African men are most affected, displaying a risk three times 

higher than Caucasian men [24]. In fact, one in four African men are likely 

to develop PCa at some point in their lives [26]. Moreover, African 

American men are often diagnosed with more advanced diseases and 

have poorer prognoses compared to white men [27]. Potential reasons 

behind these disparities, such as genetic predisposition should be 

considered [27-30]. Interestingly, as Japanese men who have a lower risk 
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of PCa moved to California where there was a higher PCa incidence rate, 

those Japanese risks of PCa were found higher, close to the figure of local 

American men [31]. This study implied the role of environmental or dietary 

factors in PCa development [32, 33].  

4. Aetiology 

4.1 Germline mutations 

Studies have reported an association between various genetic mutations 

and the risk of developing PCa. For example, genome-wide association 

studies have identified more than 200 susceptibility loci that contribute to 

PCa risk [34-37]. Furthermore, clinical cohort studies have indicated that 

15% to 17% of germline mutations exist in PCa [38, 39]. 

Among numerous findings which have reported germline mutations 

associated with PCa, breast cancer gene family (BRCA family of BRCA1 

and BRCA2) has shown its importance in the development and 

progression of PCa. PCa with germline BRCA1/2 mutations more 

frequently exhibited aggressive features compared to non-carriers [40]. 

Another study reported that men with BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations had 

a significantly higher incidence of malignant disease, and the rate of PCa 

among BRCA1 carriers was more than twice as high compared to the 

general population [41]. Furthermore, the combined BRCA1/2 and ATM 
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mutation carrier rate was significantly higher in lethal PCa patients (6.07%) 

than in localized PCa patients (1.44%) [42].  

More interest has been taken in BRCA2, mutations in which have been 

found to be associated with aggressive PCa [43]. Similarly, another study 

demonstrated that BRCA2 mutation carriers had a higher incidence of 

PCa, a younger age at diagnosis, and more clinically significant tumours 

compared with non-carriers [44].  

4.2 Role of Hormones in the Aetiology of PCa 

Androgens, including both testosterone and DHT, are believed to play a 

role in the development of prostate cancer. Prostate cells continue to be 

sensitive to androgens throughout life, and it is thought that androgens 

may promote the growth of cancerous cells in the prostate [45].  

Research has suggested that high levels of androgens may increase the 

risk of prostate cancer, but the relationship is complex [12]. Once prostate 

cancer has developed, it is often initially sensitive to androgens, and one 

common treatment approach is to reduce androgen levels or block their 

activity, a treatment known as androgen deprivation therapy [46]. 

On a genetic level, mutations or alterations in the androgen receptor gene 

have been implicated in the progression of prostate cancer, mainly after 

hormone therapy [47, 48]. Some prostate cancer patients have been 
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found to have increased expression of AR transcripts that activate AR-

target genes, potentially promoting the growth of cancer cells [49]. 

4.3 Risk factors 

There are a large number of exogenous/environmental factors which may 

be related to the risk of developing PCa. Hypertension, waist 

circumference, and metabolic syndrome were reported to be associated 

with a greater risk of PCa [50, 51]. Interestingly, obesity was shown to be 

affiliated with lower risk of low-grade PCa, but higher risk of high-grade 

cancer which might be due to the environmental determinants [52, 53]. 

Regarding dietary factors, a dose-response relationship between alcohol 

intake and PCa was published [54]. Coffee was shown to reduce the risk 

of PCa [55], and a similar association was found with soy products 

(phytoestrogens) [56]. 

5. Early Detection of Cancer and Diagnostic Evaluation of 

Prostate Cancer 

In many scientific and medical contexts, the term “cancer early detection” 

refers to the discovery of cancer before the manifestation of symptoms 

and progression of the disease. Screening refers to the administration of 

simple tests across a healthy population to identify individuals who, 
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although asymptomatic, may have the disease. The primary goal of 

screening is to detect the disease at an early stage, where treatment is 

most effective. However, the balance of benefits and potential harm from 

screening is a critical consideration [57]. Therefore, cancer early detection 

may enhance the likelihood of successful treatment (before the tumour 

has spread), lowering morbidity and improving survival [58]. 

The conventional diagnostic pathway for PCa Involves checking for 

abnormal PSA levels and/or conducting a digital rectal examination (DRE) 

[59]. If these tests suggest abnormalities, a random systematic transrectal 

ultrasound-guided prostate biopsy (TRUS) may follow  [60]. However, the 

reliability of standard TRUS is questionable [61], and additional biopsies 

of hypoechoic lesions have limited diagnostic value [62]. Reports showed 

that using MRI led to more diagnoses of clinically significant cancers, 

without increasing biopsy recommendations or overdiagnosing 

insignificant cancers [63, 64]. Therefore, according to the European 

Association of Urology (EAU) guidelines, an MRI scan, noted for its high 

sensitivity in detecting aggressive PCa, is recommended before 

performing a biopsy [65, 66].  

6. Classification and Staging of Prostate Cancer 

6.1 Gleason Score and International Society of Urological Pathology 2014 
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Grade 

In PCa, the Gleason grading system, a classic histopathological tool, 

differentiates between indolent and aggressive forms of PCa based on 

comparative tissue architecture. In the original system, the Gleason score 

(GS) ranges from 1 to 5, with a higher score indicating greater abnormality 

in the tissue [67]. The International Society of Urological Pathology (ISUP) 

modified the GS in 2005, which now includes the Gleason grade of the 

most extensive (primary) pattern, plus the second most common 

(secondary) pattern [68]. Clinically, pathologists rarely assign scores of 2-

5. In 2014, GS grades 1 and 2 were eliminated from ISUP [68, 69]. Hence, 

Gleason scores range from 6 to 10, with a score of 6 as the lowest grade 

of cancer (Table 1) [69]. Cancer with a higher GS is more aggressive, 

suggesting a worse prognosis [70]. 
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Table 1. International Society of Urological Pathology 2014 grade (group) 
system [69]. 

Gleason score ISUP grade 

≤6 1 

7 (3+4) 2 

7 (4+3) 3 

8 (4+4 or 3+5 or 5+3) 4 

9-10 5 

ISUP: international society of urological pathology. 

6.2 Clinical Tumour Node Metastasis (TNM) classification and EAU Risk 

Group Classification of PCa 

The aim of a tumour classification system is to group patients with similar 

prognoses. The TNM system, provided by the American Joint Commission 

on Cancer (AJCC) and the Union for International Cancer Control (UICC), 

serves this purpose (Table 2) [71]. Classification systems like the TNM 

has been used to stratify patients in clinical trials.   
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Table 2. Definitions of American Joint Committee on PCa TNM criteria.  

 

T: tumour, cT: clinical tumour, pT: pathologic tumour, N: lymph node, M: metastasis 
(Adapted from [71]) 

The EAU risk group classification system is designed to categorise 

patients with localised PCa who have a similar risk of biochemical 

recurrence after receiving treatment like radical prostatectomy and 

external beam radiotherapy [72]. While categorizing the risk groups, 
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factors like PSA, Gleason score, International Society for urological 

pathology grade system (ISUP), and TNM criteria are taken into account 

in each risk group (Table 3).  
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Table 3. Risk stratification for biochemical recurrence of localised and locally 
advanced PCa.  

 

(Adapted from [73].) 

6.3 Clinically Significant PCa 

The term 'clinically significant' prostate cancer primarily differentiates 

between PCa that may cause morbidity or mortality and 'insignificant' PCa 

that might not cause harm but could potentially lead to overtreatment [22], 

a major drawback of PSA screening [73]. The clinical focus is now shifting 

to accurately detecting clinically significant PCa in order to reduce 

overdiagnosis [74].  

In contrast to easier identification of ISUP grade 1 as ‘insignificant’ 

because of its rare extraprostatic extension and seminal vesicle invasion 

[75, 76], the definition of ‘clinically significant’ remains controversial.  The 

previous systems classifies Gleason score 7 as intermediate-risk PCa 

without distinguishing between Gleason 3+4 and 4+3 [69]. Furthermore, 

studies have used varying definitions, such as ISUP grade 2 (Gleason 3+4) 

and above or ISUP grade 3 (Gleason 4+3) and above, underscoring the 
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lack of a universally accepted definition [62, 77-79]. 

Recent data shows that PCa with ISUP grade 2 is often undetected during 

a man's lifetime [80] or upgraded [81]. Reports showed that the outcomes 

of ISUP grade 2 may be closer to ISUP grade 1 concerning cause-specific 

survival and early metastasis development [82, 83]. Hence, diagnosis of 

ISUP grade 2 could potentially lead to overtreatment.  

According to the EAU's recent guidelines, ISUP grade 3 has a close 

association with poor prognosis, while patients with ISUP grade 2 

(Gleason 3+4) tend to have a good prognosis with less metastasis. 

Therefore, this project will consider 'clinically significant' PCa as ISUP 

grade 3 (Gleason 4+3), and above in the biomarker study, to better group 

patients with poor prognosis. Detecting patients with ‘clinically significant’ 

PCa becomes another aim in my study.  

7. Treatments of Prostate Cancer 

7.1 Treatment of Low-risk disease 

Active Surveillance (AS) involves regular monitoring without immediate 

treatment, suitable for low-risk cancers unlikely to spread. MRI is key for 

identifying aggressive cancers in this group [84, 85]. Changes in PSA 

levels during AS warrant a repeat MRI and biopsy before initiating active 
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treatment [86]. 

7.2 Treatments of Intermediate-risk PCa 

Treatments include Radical Prostatectomy (RP) [87, 88] and radiotherapy, 

possibly combined with ADT, offering improved survival and disease 

control. Low-volume intermediate-risk patients might qualify for AS, with 

treatment adjustments based on biopsy results [86]. 

7.3 Treatments of Non-metastatic, High-risk PCa  

Recommended treatments include RP [89-91] with lymph node dissection 

[92, 93], followed by radiotherapy or ADT [94-96]. Other options involve 

advanced radiotherapy techniques combined with long-term ADT [97-101].  

7.4 Treatments of Metastatic PCa 

Treatment primarily consists of ADT, with CT and bone scans for diagnosis 

[102]. It's often combined with systemic therapies like docetaxel for 

symptom management and complication reduction [103, 104].  

In terms of ‘volume of disease’ – referring to the amount or size of 

diseased tissue or lesions within a patient – it’s an important factor in 

treatment planning. In the CHAARTED (Chemo-hormonal Therapy versus 

Androgen Ablation Randomized Trial for Extensive Disease in Prostate 

Cancer) trial, ‘volume’ of PCa has proven to be a valuable predictor of 
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treatment benefits (Table 4) [105-108]. For patients with low-volume PCa 

according to CHARRTED criteria, ADT with prostate radiotherapy (RT) is 

recommended by the STAMPEDE study [108]. 

In summary, the clinical focus of prostate cancer treatment primarily 

centers on part of intermediate (ISUP>2) and higher-risk diseases, leaving 

room for further research in the field of cancer detection.  
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Table 4. Definition of high- and low-volume risk in CHAARTED. 

High Low 

>4 Bone metastasis including >1 outside 
vertebral column or pelvis 

OR 

Visceral metastasis 

Not high 

 

8. Biomarkers for Prostate Cancer diagnosis 

8.1 Introduction of Biomarkers 

A biomarker is a biological molecule found in blood, other body fluids, or 

tissues that serves as an indicator of a normal or abnormal process, 

disease, or condition [109]. A biomarker is defined as “a characteristic that 

is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biologic 

processes, pathogenic processes or pharmacologic responses to a 

therapeutic intervention” by the official National Institutes of Health in 2001. 

This definition encompasses the clinical applications of diagnostic 

biomarkers, including their role in population screening and disease 

diagnosis.  

Biomarkers can be derived from various sources and have different 

components, such as proteins, nucleic acids, gene expressions, 

antibodies, peptides, or certain cell types such as circulating tumour cells 

(CTCs) [109]. The presence of biomarkers in locations like the circulation, 
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excretions, or secretions makes them accessible through non-invasive 

methods, leading particular interest to the concept of "liquid biopsies" 

[109].  

Currently, various cancer biomarkers are endorsed for clinical application, 

predominantly for monitoring treatment responses in advanced disease 

stages, rather than for initial cancer detection [109]. However, screening 

guidelines for many disorders are debated and change over time, with 

tests often misaligned with evidence, significant shifts in detection criteria 

and disease definitions, and changes by health organizations [110]. 

There also might be a disparity in how therapeutics and diagnostic 

biomarkers are perceived. Treatments offering slight enhancements in 

survival are often viewed as 'successful.' In contrast, diagnostic 

biomarkers offering similar advancements in disease detection or 

prognosis might be deemed 'failures.'  

For a diagnostic biomarker to be genuinely effective, it should excel in 

both sensitivity and specificity. A commendable positive predictive value 

of over 10% mandates both a high sensitivity (>80%) for early and 

asymptomatic disease detection and an unparalleled specificity (≥99.5%) 

[111]. Yet, balancing sensitivity and specificity is crucial in real-world 

applications. A biomarker is a biological molecule found in blood, other 
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body fluids, or tissues that serves as an indicator of a normal or abnormal 

process, disease, or condition [109].  

8.2 Psychological Impact on Patients Who Receive an Early Cancer 

Diagnosis 

The psychological impact on patients is a considerable concern. Early 

detection can undoubtedly be beneficial in terms of improving treatment 

outcomes, but it can also lead to stress and anxiety, particularly if a patient 

is identified as high-risk but does not yet have a definitive cancer 

diagnosis. This "waiting game" can have a significant psychological toll 

[112].  

For patients who do receive a cancer diagnosis, the information that these 

tests provide about their prognosis may also have significant 

psychological effects. Some patients may prefer not to know this 

information, while others may want to use it to inform their treatment 

decisions and plan for their future. Moreover, potential false-positive or 

false-negative results can lead to undue stress or a false sense of security, 

respectively. This uncertainty underscores the importance of further 

improving the accuracy and reliability of these early detection methods. 

To improve the predictive value of the discovered biomarkers, in this study, 

I conducted additional trials aimed at combining different biomarker 
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candidates. 

8.3 Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) 

8.3.1 Origin of PSA 

PSA, a serine protease produced by the prostate epithelia, primarily 

functions in semen gel dissolution by proteolyzing the major gel-forming 

proteins such as semenogelin I, semenogelin II, and fibronectin [113]. 

Though typically present in low levels in the blood, PSA concentrations 

can rise in the presence of PCa [113]. However, elevated PSA levels are 

not solely indicative of cancer and may also result from benign prostatic 

hypertrophy (BPH), prostatitis, or other non-malignant conditions  

Interestingly, studies have identified PSA expression in breast cancer 

[114]. This phenomenon might be partly attributed to the shared 

expression of BROCA-2 in both cancers, which are hormonally influenced 

[115]. 

8.3.2 PSA Testing: Specificity, Sensitivity, and Implications 

Based on a recent meta-analysis, at the cutoff of 4ng/ml, PSA provides a 

sensitivity of 92% and a specificity of 16% [116]. Here, the specificity refers 

to PSA ability to correctly identify those without PCa (true negative rate). 

Low specificity means that PSA incorrectly identifies many individuals as 

having PCa when they do not, leading to false positive results. PSA has 
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low specificity because PSA is not tumour-specific and the PSA level can 

be elevated due to some non-malignant reasons, such as benign prostatic 

hypertrophy (BPH), prostatitis, urinary tract infection and ejaculation [117, 

118]. Consequently, the low specificity of the test can lead to unnecessary 

and invasive tissue biopsies in individuals without cancer [119, 120]. 

Despite its lack of specificity, PSA testing revolutionized PCa diagnosis 

[121] and led to decreases in mortality according to American national 

screening results [122]. The utility of PSA testing has been confirmed by 

studies such as European Randomized Study of Screening for PCa, which 

reported modest PCa survival benefits from PSA testing [123]. 

8.3.3 Controversies Surrounding PSA Testing: Overdiagnosis, 

Overtreatment and Detection Limitations 

However, the controversy surrounding PSA testing stems from concerns 

of overdiagnosis and overtreatment due to the limitation of PSA in 

differentiating aggressive PCa from indolent tumour [124]. It has been 

found that over half of the patients diagnosed with early-stage PCa via 

PSA testing have an indolent form of the disease, suggesting that these 

patients may not die of cancer even without treatment [73]. When a 

potentially non-harmful (indolent) tumour is detected (overdiagnosis), it 

might then lead to unnecessary treatments (overtreatment). Several trials 
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found no significant differences in mortality rates between PSA screened 

and unscreened groups [125, 126]. Therefore, the risks and harms 

associated with PSA testing led to initial recommendations against PSA-

based screening by the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) 

[73]  and AUA guidelines [127]. However, this stance has been contested 

by clinicians, citing increased diagnoses of advanced PCa in the absence 

of PSA screening [128-131] and gradual increases in PCa-related 

mortality [132]. Additionally, a 16-year randomised trial in Europe also 

found the value of PSA in reducing PCa associated mortality [133]. 

Given these conflicting data, it is clear that while systemic screening may 

not be ideal, there is a growing need for individualised early detection 

strategies for PCa. Thus, PSA testing has been re-evaluated and 

upgraded from a grade ‘D’ (Discourage the use of this service.)[134] to a 

grade 'C' (Offer or provide this service for selected patients depending on 

individual circumstances.) [135, 136] recommendation, implying that PSA 

testing should be individualised [135]. As such, the EAU’s guidelines 

continue to list PSA as a crucial biomarker for PCa detection.  

In summary, while PSA remains a valuable tool in PCa detection, its 

limitations underscore the need for the development of more accurate 

diagnostic tools. Further research on refining existing biomarkers and or 
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exploring novel ones to enhance early detection is needed to reduce 

overdiagnosis and overtreatment of PCa. 

8.4 Alternative Biomarkers for PCa Detection 

Given the limitations of PSA screening, several other biomarkers have 

been developed to improve diagnostic accuracy. Blood-based biomarkers 

such as the Prostate Health Index (PHI) (free, total PSA, and the pro-PSA 

isoform) and the four kallikreins (4K) (free, intact, total PSA and kallikrein-

like peptidase with age, DRE and prior biopsy status) score have been 

reported to improve the prediction of clinically significant PCa in patients 

with PSA levels ranging from 2 to 10 ng/ml [137-139]. 

In the field of urinary biomarkers, prostate cancer gene 3 (PCA3), a long 

non-coding RNA (lncRNA), has shown promise in detecting PCa in men 

with elevated PSA levels [26, 140, 141], although its ability to 

independently detect ISUP grade remains uncertain [142]. Combination 

tests such as the Michigan Prostate Score (MiPS), which uses PCA3, 

serum PSA, and the TMPRSS2-ERG fusion gene [143], have been 

developed to improve detection [144]. The SelectMDX test, which 

measures HOXC6 and DLX1 mRNA levels, has also shown efficacy in 

detecting high-risk PCa [145] and reducing unnecessary biopsies [146]. 

Emerging techniques such as the use of exosomes released from cancer 
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cells (ExoDx prostate intelliscore) have also shown promise in reducing 

unnecessary biopsies [147]. However, further validation is necessary to 

confirm the efficacy of these newer markers [148]. 

In the future, the role of artificial intelligence and machine learning in 

predicting cancer based on biomarkers could provide an interesting angle 

[149]. In particular, these technologies can be used to analyse a vast array 

of biomarkers and clinical data to create predictive models for PCa, 

improving the accuracy of diagnosis [150, 151].  

9. Emerging Circulating Biomarkers in Liquid Biopsies for Cancer 

Detection  

Having reviewed common biomarkers like PSA and PSA-based biomarker 

panels in PCa detection, I next examined other biomarkers, which aim to 

address some of the challenges around early cancer detection. 

In clinical practice, when the patient is suspected has cancer, the next 

step typically involves a tissue biopsy to confirm the diagnosis. However, 

tissue biopsy has several limitations. For instance, the procedure is 

invasive and often requires surgical involvement, limiting its applicability. 

Patients undergoing long-term treatments face not only the physical 

burden of repeated biopsies but also mental stress and an increased risk 
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of complications. In the case of PCa, these may include bleeding, 

infections, and even sepsis [152]. Additionally, due to intra-tumour 

heterogeneity, spatial variations can result in incomplete or inaccurate 

biopsy results when only a limited number of procedures are performed 

[153-155]. Finally, inaccessible or multiple cancer sites can further 

complicate biopsy results.  

An alternative to tissue biopsy is liquid biopsy, which is less invasive and 

less costly. Liquid biopsies involve simple body fluid sampling, such as 

peripheral blood, and enable real-time and repeatable biomarker analysis. 

For cancer detection, blood is one of the most frequently used resources 

for biomarker analysis. This encompasses cell-free nucleic acid, 

circulating tumour cells (CTCs), exosomes, and platelets, all of which are 

either already in clinical use or being developed. 

9.1 Cell-free Nucleic Acid 

Cell-free DNAs (cfDNAs) are DNAs freely in peripheral blood, albeit at low 

concentrations [156]. cfDNAs include a majority of DNAs from normal cells 

and a minority from cancer cells, termed circulating tumour DNAs (ctDNAs) 

[157]. Their presence in plasma or serum was first detected in patients 

with nasopharyngeal cancer [158] and melanoma [159]. The US Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) has approved several ctDNA-based diagnostic 
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tests to ensure the safe and efficacious application of targeted therapies 

[160]. One such test is the Cobas EGFR Mutation Test V.2, designed to 

detect EGFR exon 19 deletions or exon 21 L858R mutations. This test 

aids in selecting non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients for 

treatment with specific EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Another notable 

test is the therascreen PIK3CA RGQ PCR Kit, which identifies 11 PIK3CA 

mutations in ctDNA. This is used to guide the treatment of breast cancer 

patients with alpesilib [160]. 

First reported in the late 1980s, ctDNAs originate from malignant cells and 

enter the bloodstream via cell death processes such as necrosis and 

apoptosis [161]. Detectable in blood (serum or plasma), ctDNAs contain 

mutation information [162, 163], and are increasingly used as cancer 

biomarkers [164-167]. Currently, there is limited evidence supporting the 

clinical validity and utility of ctDNA assays in the context of early-stage 

cancer [168]. As for the value of tumour early detection, a prospective 

study on breast cancer showed that ctDNAs can detect mutant PIK3CA 

molecules preoperatively in early-stage (stage I–III) patients with a 

sensitivity of 93.3% and a specificity of 100% [169]. Regarding PCa, DNA 

methylation—a common early tumorigenesis event—can serve as a 

diagnostic marker [170, 171]. Different panels of DNA methylation 
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markers have been developed for early detection with high accuracies, 

such as the hypermethylation of ST6GALNAC3 [172], CCDC181 [172], 

and HAPLN3 [172] and promoter methylation of APC [173], FOXA1 [173], 

and GSTP1 [173]. 

RNA analysis offers a “real-time” snapshot of which genes are being 

actively expressed at any given moment, helping to understand 

transcriptional activity. Although RNAs are conventionally much less 

stable [174-176]. MicroRNAs (miRNA) display better stability than 

messenger RNAs when exposed to RNase in circulation [177]. This 

stability is linked to either the miRNA structure [177] or its microparticle 

carriers in circulation [178, 179]. With this protection from degradation, 

extracellular vesicle-incorporated cell-free miRNA analysis has become a 

primary focus of circulating tumour RNA (ctRNA) research. The presence 

of circulating miRNA in cancer was first reported in 2008 [180], with 

elevated levels of miRNA-155, miRNA-210, and miR-21 found in patients 

with lymphoma [180]. Furthermore, Mitchell et al. reported that detection 

of tumor-deritumouriR141 could distinguish PCa patients from healthy 

controls [181]. Subsequent studies have linked other miRNAs to the 

presence of PCa, including the downregulation of miR-125b, miR-221/222, 

Let-7b, and the upregulation of miR-25 and miR-93 [182, 183]. 
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Studying cell-free nucleic acid analysis is not without its challenges. The 

conditions of sample collection, such as plasma volume, storage 

temperature, and the time from blood collection to plasma isolation, can 

influence the results [184]. Moreover, different centrifugation protocols 

and purification methods may yield varied results. Extracellular vesicle-

incorporated miRNAs have been reported to carry different information 

compared to peripheral cell-free miRNAs [185]. Furthermore, the short 

half-life of cfRNAs after clinical collection can negatively impact their 

concentration for analysis [186]. In early-stage cancers, the typically low 

level of mutant cfDNA presents a significant challenge for distinguishing it 

from non-cancerous cfDNA variants [160, 187]. Lastly, a limited number 

of standardized methods have gained widespread acceptance and 

application [188]. 

9.2 Circulating Tumour Cells  

9.2.1 Definition 

Circulating tumour cells (CTCs) were first reported in the blood of cancer 

patients by the Australian physician Thomas Ashworth in 1869 [189]. 

These are tumour cells that have escaped from primary tumours or 

metastases into the peripheral blood [190]. Unlike other biomarker 

sources, CTCs offer the unique possibility of examining live cancer cells 
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[191]. 

As tumour cells proliferate and invade surrounding tissues, they release 

matrix metalloproteinases to degrade the basement membrane, allowing 

them to migrate via blood or lymphatic vessels to distant locations [192]. 

Once there, they can adapt to the new microenvironment and establish 

new colonies, a process known as metastasis [192]. 

Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is critical for this process. 

Before becoming CTCs, tumour cells can down-regulate epithelial 

markers such as E-cadherin and Cytokeratin (CK), while up-regulating 

mesenchymal markers like N-cadherin and Vimentin (VIM) [193]. This 

transition enhances the cells' ability to detach from the initial tumour 

invade the bloodstream, boosting their metastatic potential and survival 

[194]. Alternatively, CTCs can infiltrate passively without undergoing EMT 

transition due to mechanisms such as centrosome amplification-triggered 

invasion or external forces [195], retaining their epithelial phenotype [196]. 

CTCs can also form clusters with fibroblasts, leukocytes, endothelial cells, 

or platelets and other CTCs, which potentially enhance their metastatic 

potential and survival compared to individual CTCs [197]. As a 

heterogeneous population, CTC clusters may provide new insights into 

tumour heterogeneity [198].  
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9.2.2 Landmark Studies and Clinical Significance of CTCs 

In 2004, a landmark study titled "Circulating tumour cells, disease 

progression, and survival in metastatic breast cancer" represented a 

major advancement in the field of CTCs [199]. The study demonstrated 

that the number of CTCs could predict progression-free survival and 

overall survival in patients with metastatic breast cancer. It opened the 

door for extensive research into the utility of CTCs as a marker in various 

cancers [199]. The FDA approved the Parsortix system for clinical use to 

forecast the prognosis of advanced breast [200], and colorectal cancer 

[201], while CellSearch was approved by the FDA in predicting the 

outcomes of metastatic breast cancer [202] and metastatic castration-

resistant PCa [203]. 

Most studies have focused on CTC’s value as a reliable biomarker for 

treatment response and prognosis in advanced cancer patients [204, 205]. 

Whether CTCs could be used as a diagnostic marker remains under 

investigation.  

In a mouse model, CTCs were found in the early stage of breast cancer 

[206, 207]. In a 130-patient study of breast cancer from Tis to T1-4 stages, 

Jin et al reported CTC detection rates were 50% (Tis), 81.67% (T1), 91.07% 

(T2), 100% (T3), and 100% (T4) respectively [208]. In lung cancer, 3% of 
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patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease had positive CTC 

results. The follow-up showed that all CTC-positive patients were found to 

develop lung cancers within four years [209]. In non-small cell lung cancer, 

49% and 48% of patients in pTNM stage I and II respectively had positive 

CTC findings [210]. In colorectal cancer, a single medical center reported 

a CTC accuracy of 88% for all stages of cancer in 620 patients [211]. This 

study team also found a similar result in 667 patients with a specificity of 

86% and AUC of 0.940 for colorectal cancer detection [212]. Another study 

based on 88 cases showed that CTCs could detect colorectal cancer with 

a sensitivity of 75% sensitivity and a specificity of 100% [213]. However, 

these results were from a single centre which may need further validation 

by other independent centers. In hepatocellular carcinoma, a cut-off value 

of mesenchymal CTCs ≥ 1 was reported as meaningful for detecting late-

stage cases [214]. In pancreatic cancer, EMT-mediated CTC invasion was 

found at an early stage before clear malignancy was confirmed by 

histology [215]. Additionally, mesenchymal CTCs were observed in 76% 

of patients with pancreatic cancer from a 100-case study [216].  

Traditional clinical imaging can only detect tumours comprised of over 109 

cells [217]. Thus, for the aggressive subtypes of a cancer, early diagnosis 

becomes crucial. Whether metastatic dissemination of CTCs appears 
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early or not during tumour development is also in debatable, the discovery 

of CTCs has been reported in patients with solid tumours before the 

identification of distant metastasis [218-221], implying its potential for 

identifying aggressive cancer types. From the above findings in different 

cancers, CTCs demonstrated to be more promising in identifying the 

aggressive types of different cancers at early stage. 

Regarding PCa, CTCs have also shown its potential of early detection. A 

study from our research team showed that, in asymptomatic PCa patients 

with a family history of cancer or advanced age (>50 years), positive CTC 

counts (0.2-50 CTC/ml) were reported in half of the total patients [222]. 

Regarding clinically significant PCa, the AUC of clinically significant PCa 

prediction was 0.927 with the combination of CTCs, PSA, and a CTC gene 

panels, showing the value of CTCs in detecting this cancer type [223]. 

However, other studies using different CTC isolation methods have cast 

doubt on the diagnostic performance of CTCs in early cancer detection 

[224]. CTC was reported an accuracy of 53.2% with a sensitivity of 40.0% 

[225]. A study of 50 patients with clinically localized prostate cancer 

revealed a 50% positive rate for CTC, but no correlation with other factors 

such as PSA, TNM, and Gleason classifications [226].  In summary, the 

value of CTC in the early detection of PCa shows to be promising but 
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under investigation.  

Despite their potential, CTCs pose several challenges for cancer 

diagnosis. Firstly, their rarity in circulation makes detection difficult, even 

in metastatic stages, where there may be less than one CTC in 1ml of 

blood [227]. Since the correlation between the CTCs number and the 

tumour volume remains unclear, this makes the detection of early-stage 

cancers difficult [228-231]. A low detectable rate of CTCs in patients with 

early-stage cancer or with an advanced stage was reported in PCa. Helo 

et al. reported that there was a low frequency of CTCs in patients with 

localized disease [232], which was consistent with Davis’s result of only 

3.1% of patients having 3 or more CTCs in 22.5ml whole blood [233] and 

Loh’s finding of 14% in non-metastatic PCa by using the CellSearch assay 

[234].  

Furthermore, the results of CTC tests can vary greatly depending on the 

methods used. For example, differences were reported in the positive 

rates of CTC tests using CellSearch, CellCollector, and EPISPOT assay, 

with rates of 37.4%, 54.9%, and 58.7% respectively [220]. The 

comparison of CellSearch, Dual fluoro-EPISPOT, and CellCollector 

CANCER01 in another study showed CTC detection rates of 23.9%, 52%, 

and 57.7% respectively [235]. From the above results, CellSearch has 
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shown a relatively lower detection rate of CTC. 

There is a clear need for more efficient CTC isolation methods to improve 

detection sensitivity [217]. Recent developments, such as enhancing the 

specificity of CTC isolation using prostate cancer antigen expression, 

show promise [236].  For example, expression of AR in PCa tissue was 

reported to be significantly associated with the presence of CTCs in the 

blood. Diagnosis of PCa using CTCs combined with positive AR has a 

14.2% sensitivity and a 78.4% specificity [237]. Beside this, further 

research on how to improve molecular analyses of CTCs and their 

translation to clinical practice are needed [238].  

9.3 Exosomes  

Exosomes are small, extracellular vesicles characterized by a lipid bilayer. 

Ranging from 40 to 150 nm in diameter, these vesicles are expelled from 

cells, including cancer cells [239]. They carry a host of tumour-derived 

materials such as DNA, RNA, proteins (including oncoproteins, tumour 

suppressor proteins, and transcriptional regulators), and peptides, which 

serve to facilitate intercellular communication. Moreover, antigens of 

exosomes have been reported to offer valuable information about the 

originating cancer [240-242]. 

Exosomes act as biological messengers used by cancer cells to 
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encourage tumour growth in an autocrine manner [243]. By activating the 

autocrine pathway, exosomes can control cell polarity and movement, 

stimulating cancer cell invasion [244]. These vesicles also facilitate the 

transfer of oncogenic traits between primary tumours and recipient cells, 

effectively modulating the tumour microenvironment [245-247]. 

Given their stability in plasma and urine and their role in the disease 

process, exosomes offer a promising avenue for cancer detection [248].  

A comprehensive analysis of exosome levels in different body fluids and 

their potential role as tumour markers was published in 2017, showing the 

promise of using exosomes to overcome the limits of current tumour 

biomarkers [249]. Recent studies in PCa [250, 251], pancreatic [252], and 

breast cancer [253] have underscored their potential as a clinically 

relevant circulating biomarker.  

In the case of PCa, exosomes derived from cancer cells were found to be 

rich in prostate-specific antigen (PSA), thus mirroring the features of the 

originating PCa cells [251]. Additionally, exosomal RNA has been 

identified as a key player in intercellular communication within PCa [254]. 

Clinical studies have demonstrated that plasma exosomal miRNAs hold 

high diagnostic value for PCa, boasting a sensitivity of 86% and a 

specificity of 89% [255]. Another panel of 36 exosomal miRNAs has been 
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identified as potential biomarker candidates for PCa [256]. 

There are several challenges associated with the use of exosomes in 

cancer detection. The isolation and purification techniques for exosomes 

are still being refined [257-259]. With regard to isolation, the presence of 

components in biological fluids such as lipoprotein, chylomicrons, and 

other microvesicles that their size is similar to exosomes complicates the 

process [258, 260]. As for purification methods, while ultracentrifugation 

is a common and efficient way to purify exosomes from cell culture [261],  

its effectiveness decreases when applied to urine [262] and serum [261, 

263]. Microfluidics-based methods have been reported to yield better 

outcomes [264-267].  

10. Platelets 

10.1 Overview 

Platelets was first described by Max Schultze in 1865. They are an 

essential part of our blood [268]. Originally recommended for ‘those 

concerned with the in-depth study of the blood of humans’ [268], these 

minute elements, second only to red blood cells in abundance, are indeed 

vital to our health [269, 270].  

Named ‘piastrine,’ or ‘small plates,’ in Italian by Bizzozero 17 years after 
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their initial discovery [268], these 1.5-3 µm [271] discoid-shaped cells 

were reported to maintain a resting status without being activated, but play 

a crucial role in coagulation and thrombosis [272]. They bind to the walls 

of damaged blood vessels [273], and are activated in adhesion, 

aggregation, and clot formation [271]. Furthermore, their role extends 

beyond hemostasis. They are involved in several pathophysiological 

processes, including infection [274, 275], atherosclerosis [276, 277], and 

even cancer development [278-280]. 

Common cytoplasmic structures, such as lysosomes and mitochondria 

are found in platelets, while special granules which include alpha and 

dense types have also been discovered [281-284]. The alpha granules 

contain a variety of substances that play important roles in platelet 

activation, such as PF4, vWF, fibrinogen, PDGF, PF5, and 

thrombospondin [281, 283]. When platelets are activated, the alpha 

granules fuse with the plasma membrane and release their contents into 

the surrounding area. Alternatively, the special surface-connecting tubular 

system in platelets [285] may also provide a passage for the exchange in 

activation and other interactions [286]. This activation also causes 

platelets to undergo morphological and other biochemical changes [287], 

including a change in shape from a discoid to a spherical shape, which 
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allows for better adherence, as well as the synthesis and release of 

prostaglandin and other markers of platelet activation, such as P-selectin 

[283, 288, 289]. Additionally, there is a special membrane system in a 

platelet, allowing different types of communication to continue flexibly via 

both passing through the membrane directly [290, 291] and indirect 

vesicle transfer [292]. Therefore, activation of platelets causes not only 

the granules to fuse with the plasma membrane, but also triggers 

morphological and biochemical changes in platelets, enabling them to 

function more effectively. 

Originating primarily from megakaryocytes (MKs) in the bone marrow, and 

to a lesser extent, the lungs [290, 355], platelets reflect the functional 

subpopulations of their parent MKs [356, 357]. Notably, research suggests 

that specific markers could indicate differences in megakaryocyte 

differentiation and platelet formation, a topic of ongoing investigation. 

Platelets may primarily come from the platelet generating MK, a subgroup 

that are positive for the marker ARNTL, while immune MK, another 

subgroup of CD53 and LSP1 positive MKs primarily contribute to immunity 

[357]. Platelet-producing MKs only occupy a small percentage of total MK 

cells with larger size and slower migration velocity, suggesting their 

inability to be involved in immune response [357]. Understandably, in front 
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of cancer, platelet producing MKs may not firstly and directly interact with 

cancer, leaving their following platelet content remain stable. Finally, the 

lifespan of platelets ranges from 7 to 10 days, after which they are 

removed by the spleen [289]. 

10.2 Protein Synthesis, Composition and Intricate RNA Profile in Platelets 

Additionally, the protein content of platelets, while not fully understood, is 

believed to be derived largely from the cytoplasm during the maturation of 

megakaryocytes and from plasma [293]. Interestingly, evidence of de 

novo protein synthesis [293-295] in platelets has been reported, 

suggesting potential RNA changes within platelets [296, 297]. Biomarkers 

associated with PCa, including kallikrein-related peptidase-2 and -3, folate 

hydrolase 1, and neuropeptide-Y, have been reported to be exclusive to 

the platelets of PCa patients and absent in those from healthy donors 

[298]. Another study observed increased expressions of TGF-β, NF-κβ, 

VEGF and decreased expressions of AKT and PI3K in the platelets from 

hepatocellular carcinoma patients. Notably, AKT and PI3K appeared 

particularly useful in detecting early-stage HCC [299]. However, there is a 

limited sample size of only 20 cancer patients and 10 controls which 

necessitates further validation. 

While Bizzozero observed that platelets are anucleate [273], meaning 
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they lack a nucleus and hence a significant amount of DNA, they are not 

devoid of functional biomolecules [300]. Platelets contain functional 

ribosomes, signaling proteins, and various types of RNAs, parts of which 

can be remnant of the originating megakaryocytes [273, 301, 302]. 

Therefore, the transcriptome of platelets is largely reflective of 

megakaryocytes, representing about 70-90% of platelet profile [303, 304]. 

However, the RNA expression in platelets may be different from that in 

MKs. Interestingly, megakaryocytes were shown to differentially express 

mRNAs that subsequently manifest in varied RNA expressions within the 

platelets they produce. This phenomenon has been observed in 

conditions like lung cancer [305]. Another example is that matrix 

metalloproteinases and their tissue inhibitors were reported to be 

selectively sorted into platelets [306]. This mechanism makes the origin of 

platelet RNA contents non-uniform. Moreover, the abnormalities in the 

medullary and/or extra medullary megakaryocyte niche could influence 

transcriptional profile of platelets [307]. The genomic mutations in 

megakaryocyte could result in the change of the platelet profile [307, 308]. 

Upon stimulation, megakaryocyte-derived pre-mRNA transcripts in 

platelets were reported to be differentially spliced into mature mRNA 

differently [309]. 
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After platelets are formed, they are capable of actively responding to 

different external stimuli via changing their RNAs. The RNA content of 

platelets can change in response to various stimuli, with and without 

activation. In the thrombin-mediated activation, mRNA formation by pre-

mRNA-splicing was shown that platelets accurately remove introns from 

interleukin-1beta pre-mRNA, yielding a mature message [309]. Similar 

finding was also reported that by the stimuli of endotoxin, platelets 

expressed TLR4, binding Lipopolysaccharide to induce splicing of 

unprocessed IL-1beta RNA [310]. Finally, it has been reported that 

platelets can directly take up RNA from other vascular cells [311] and 

tumour cells [312]. Report showed that platelets from both glioma and 

prostate cancer patients carry cancer-specific RNA like EGFRvIII and 

PCA3 respectively [312].  

Thus, the different constitutions and possible changes of the RNAs in 

platelets make them potential candidates for further study. 

10.3 Crosstalk between Tumours and Platelets  

Platelets, traditionally implicated in haemostasis and thrombosis [313], 

have been associated with solid tumours for over 150 years, with early 

reports documenting thrombosis in malignancy [314, 315]. In the present 

day, thrombosis is acknowledged as a common manifestation in the 
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relationship between cancer and platelets. However, the complex and 

bidirectional interactions between tumours and platelets extend beyond 

thrombosis and warrant further exploration for their potential implications 

in cancer progression and treatment [279]. This bidirectional reaction will 

be introduced in the following paragraph separately. 

10.3.1 How Do Tumours Affect Platelets? 

In addition to modifying platelet activity, tumours can enhance platelet 

production, a process known as thrombocytosis. Thrombocytosis, 

characterized by an elevated platelet count, has been reported in various 

solid cancers including lung [316], kidney [317], stomach [318], colon, 

breast, uterine [319] and ovary cancers [280]. Tumour cells can stimulate 

the bone marrow to produce more megakaryocytes – the precursors to 

platelets – through various factors. A clear example is seen in ovarian 

cancer, where tumours secrete cytokines such as interleukin-6 that 

stimulate hepatic thrombopoietin production. This process promotes the 

expansion and maturation of megakaryocytes in the bone marrow, leading 

to an increased production of platelets [320].   

Tumours could activate platelets and this education process of tumour-

induced platelet activation occurs through two primary mechanisms: direct 

and indirect tumour cell-induced platelet activation [273, 321].  
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Direct activation is facilitated through physical contact between cancer 

cells and platelets. By using surface receptors/ligands, tumour cells 

directly bind and activate platelets [322]. Molecules present on the surface 

of cancer cells such as P-selectin [278, 323-327], integrins [328-330], and 

glycoproteins [331-333] facilitate the binding of platelets to cancer cells.  

Cancer cells can also indirectly ‘educate’ platelets by releasing various 

factors into the bloodstream, triggering platelet activation [334]. These 

factors, such as proteinase [335-337], TF [338, 339], adenosine 

diphosphate [336, 340, 341], matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) [342, 343], 

TXA2 [344-346] and so on, can stimulate platelet activation and 

aggregation, potentially leading to thrombosis. For example, in pancreatic 

[347, 348], brain [349], and breast cancer [347], tumour cells can release 

TF through microparticles, which is a potent initiator of blood clotting [339]. 

By this way, tumours could also ‘educate’ platelets at an early stage in 

cancer development, making platelets themselves a potential resource for 

early cancer detection.  

Based on the preceding discussion, tumour cells can activate platelets via 

both direct and indirect mechanisms. An interesting example can be 

observed in CTCs. Both the direct mechanism (through interactions with 

glycoproteins, integrins, and P-selectin) and the indirect method (involves 
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a ligand-receptor approach, encompassing P2Y receptors, PAR, and TXR) 

were reported and shown in [321]. 

As a result of these interactions, the concept of “tumour-educated 

platelets (TEPs)” has emerged [350-352], suggesting a role for platelets 

that extends beyond traditional functions and has implications for cancer 

biology. 

10.3.2 How Do Platelets Effect Tumour Cells? 

The interplay between cancer cells and platelets is bidirectional [353], with 

platelets implicated in various phases of cancer progression [273]. 

Platelets promote tumour angiogenesis. 

10.3.2.1 Platelets Involve Angiogenesis 

A critical role of platelets in cancer involves the promotion of angiogenesis 

– the process of forming new blood vessels that provide tumours with 

essential nutrients and oxygen. Platelets facilitate tumorigenesis through 

several mechanisms. Firstly, platelets secrete angiogenic factors. 

Platelets secrete various growth factors, including vascular endothelial 

growth factor (VEGF) [323, 354-357], platelet-derived growth factor 

(PDGF) [356, 358-360], and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) [357, 

360], which stimulate the formation of new blood vessels by binding to 

endothelial cell receptors. Secondly, platelets also house proteases like 
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matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and plasminogen activators that can 

degrade the extracellular matrix, facilitating the migration of endothelial 

cells and the creation of new blood vessels [361, 362]. Thirdly, platelets 

can directly adhere to tumour vasculature through the interaction between 

tissue factor (TF) and thrombin, thereby enhancing endothelial cell 

proliferation [363]. The formation of platelet aggregates triggers 

coagulation, leading to microthrombi that can occlude blood vessels and 

create hypoxic regions, a common characteristic of solid tumour [364, 

365]. Therefore, platelets aid in promoting the survival and proliferation of 

tumor vessels [366]. Finally, platelets can also release anti-permeability 

factors like angiopoietin-1 and serotonin, which help stabilize tumour 

blood vessels, preventing intra-tumoral bleeding and facilitating tumour 

grow [367]. 

10.3.2.2 Platelets Promote Tumour Proliferation 

During the initial stages of tumour growth (typically less than a few 

millimeters in size), tumour not require a blood supply for continued 

growth [368], which means platelets might not have a direct impact during 

this period. However, several studies indicate that platelets could indirectly 

influence tumor proliferation even at this stage. For instance, in vitro 

studies have demonstrated that platelets can release transforming growth 
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factor-beta1 (TGF-β1) without direct contact, thereby stimulating the 

proliferation of ovarian cancer cells [369]. A study conducted on the lung 

cancer cell line A549 indicated that platelet-derived microvesicles 

enhanced cancer proliferation by increasing cyclin2 expression [370]. 

Further, in clear cell renal cell carcinoma, suppression of the platelet 

isoform of phosphofructokinase led to altered glycolysis, which resulted in 

cell cycle arrest [371]. 

10.3.2.3 Platelets Enhance Tumour Invasion 

Platelets contribute to cancer cell invasion via several mechanisms. 

Platelets are a major reservoir for transforming growth factor β (TGFβ) 

[372], which has been reported to induce and maintain tumour invasion 

[373, 374]. Platelets also contribute to the degradation of the extracellular 

matrix (ECM) by secreting proteases such as matrix metalloproteinases 

(MMPs) and plasminogen activators. These enzymes can degrade the 

ECM, thereby enabling cancer cells to invade surrounding tissues. For 

instance, MMP7 has been reported to enhance the invasion of 

chondrosarcoma cells [375]. Platelets can stimulate the production of 

MMPs in breast cancer cells, reinforcing cancer invasion [376]. 

Furthermore, platelets assist in tumour extravasation, which is the 

movement of cancer cells from blood vessels into surrounding tissues. 
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Platelets proximal to tumours can regulate vascular permeability by 

releasing substances such as TXA2 [377], 12-HETE [377], and ATP [378, 

379]. This regulatory action can lead to the retraction of endothelial cells, 

exposing the basement membrane and facilitating cancer cell 

extravasation. 

10.3.2.4 Platelets Assist Metastasis 

Platelets contribute to metastasis through several mechanisms. Firstly, 

platelets induce epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), a crucial 

process whereby cancer cells acquire a more invasive and motile 

phenotype [380]. Platelet-derived factors, like TGF-β, induce EMT by 

suppressing cell adhesion molecules and upregulating mesenchymal 

markers. The activation of the TGFβ/SMAD and NF-κB pathways, by 

platelet-derived TGF-β and direct platelet-tumour cell contacts, initiates a 

shift to an invasive mesenchymal-like phenotype, thereby promoting 

metastasis, especially in lung cancer [381]. Platelets promote anoikis 

resistance. Anoikis is a specialized form of programmed cell death 

triggered when cells lose their connection to the extracellular matrix [382]. 

For tumour cells to metastasize, platelets help tumour cells gain 

resistance to anoikis by several pathways [383]. Platelet-derived 

Autotaxin plays a role in this resistance [384]. ATX transforms 
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lysophosphatidylcholine into lysophosphatidic acid [384]. When LPA binds 

to the LPAR-1 receptor on circulating tumour cells (CTCs), it activates the 

RhoA-Gα12/13-YAP-1 signaling pathway, promoting anoikis resistance in 

CTCs [385]. By triggering the RhoA-MYPT1-PP1 pathway that leads to 

YAP1 dephosphorylation and its subsequent nuclear translocation, 

platelets inhibit tumour cell apoptosis and enhance the expression of 

genes associated with cell survival [386]. Platelet‑derived growth 

factor‑BB was reported to suppress anoikis through the Hippo/YAP 

signaling pathway in pancreatic cancer [387]. 

Secondly, platelets assist CTC survival in circulation. Platelets can adhere 

to cancer cells, promoting their movement through the bloodstream [388]. 

Circulating tumour cells (CTCs) are susceptible to immune attacks and 

mechanical stress. Platelets, utilizing P-selectin, bind to the mucin on 

tumours, creating a physical barrier [326]. This shields CTCs from immune 

system attacks, including tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) [389]  and 

natural killer (NK) cell-induced cell death [390]. Platelets not only offer 

physical protection but may also inhibit the ability of NK cells to detect 

cancer cells. Platelets mask CTCs by shifting ‘pseudonormal’ major 

histocompatibility class I molecules on cancer cell surfaces, dampening 

the anti-tumor response tumour cells [391]. Moreover, platelet-derived 
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TGF-β inhibits the activity of NK cells by downregulating NKG2D [392]. 

Platelets play a crucial role in helping CTCs adhere successfully to the 

epithelium at a distant site [393]. Platelet-derived ATP can disrupt the 

endothelial barrier to create gaps by activating endothelial P2Y2, thus 

enabling CTC transmigration and extravasation [378]. 

On the contrary, reports suggest that platelets may also impede tumour 

development. Mouse platelets have been shown to inhibit the growth of 

prostate cancer cells in vitro [394]. Similar observations were made in co-

cultures of human platelets with melanoma and renal cell cancer cells, 

where increasing platelet density led to cancer cell cytotoxicity [395]. The 

inhibition effect has also been reported in leukemia [396, 397], lung cancer 

[396], cervical cancer [398], melanoma, and adenocarcinoma [399]. The 

multifaceted Interactions between platelets and tumours reflect the 

complexities. Further research is required to tease apart these 

complexities and determine under what conditions platelets inhibit versus 

promote tumour progression. 

10.3.3 The Clinical Potential of Platelets in Cancer Treatment 

Notably, the role of platelets becomes increasingly pronounced in 

advanced stages of cancer, especially in the metastatic phase. Studies 

have reported significant increases in agonist-induced and spontaneous 
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platelet aggregation [334, 400, 401], implying the platelet’s potential to 

monitor cancer advancement. However, this phenomenon is not universal 

across all cancer types, as some studies have reported no change in 

platelet activity in ovarian cancer [402] and even decreased reactivity in 

other cancers [403].  

Interestingly, a study shows that tumour cell-induced platelet activation 

can protect tumours from natural killer cell-mediated lysis, suggesting 

platelet as a potential therapeutic target [391]. Based on the above 

mechanism, cancer treatment could be considered by disrupting the 

adhesion of platelets to tumour cells, theoretically limiting tumour 

progression based on cancer-induced platelet activation. For instance, 

certain integrin blockers have been reported to inhibit platelet-tumor cell 

interactions [404]. 

Thrombocytosis has been reported to be associated with poor prognosis 

in patients with ovarian [320], oesophageal [405], pancreatic ductal 

adenocarcinoma [406] and liver carcinoma [407]. Existing literature offers 

limited data on the correlation between thrombocytosis and prostate 

cancer. One report showed that there was minimal or no link between 

elevated platelet counts and prostate cancer [408]. On the other hand, 

another author observed a higher platelet count correlated with an 
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increased chance of a prostate cancer diagnosis but without a connection 

with poor prognosis [409]. 

10.3.4 Platelets in the Early Detection of Cancer 

Historically, studies have primarily concentrated on the correlations 

between platelet count and cancer progression and prognosis. These 

studies indicate that patients with elevated platelet counts often exhibit 

shorter disease-specific survival rates across various types of cancer, 

including lung, colon, breast, pancreatic, kidney, and gynecologic cancers 

[278]. However, recent investigations suggest that platelets could serve 

as potential biomarkers for the early detection of cancer. Research has 

highlighted thrombocytosis as an indicator of increased risk for early-stage 

lung and colorectal cancers [410-412]. Additionally, one study found that 

platelet counts and mean platelet volume were elevated in patients with 

early-stage lung cancer compared to healthy individuals [413]. A long-term, 

ten-year study further established that ovarian and stomach cancer 

patients also had higher platelet counts six months before their cancer 

diagnoses [412]. 

A study comprising 298 patients suspected of having cancer (126 with 

benign prostatic hyperplasia and 172 with PCa), revealed that the platelet-

to-lymphocyte ratio could be a valuable predictor of prostate cancer [414], 
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a finding echoed in a subsequent study [415]. These investigations 

suggest that certain platelet parameters could contribute to the 

development of a non-invasive blood test for early cancer detection [416]. 

However, these parameters are subject to significant fluctuations and can 

be influenced by inflammation-associated factors, which presents a 

potential challenge [417, 418].  

10.3.5 Potential of Platelet RNAs in Cancer Detection 

The alteration of RNA profiles in platelets has been previously reported 

during activation [419, 420]. The ongoing interaction between tumour cells 

and platelets could also result in alterations in platelet RNA profiles [352, 

421, 422]. These changes can occur through multiple mechanisms. 

Mechanism included the absorption of extracellular molecules released 

by tumour cells or direct cell-to-cell contact [311, 312]. Tumours can 

package their RNAs into extracellular vesicles (EVs) and transfer these 

RNAs to platelets [273, 312]. One study identified two cancer-specific 

biomarkers – EGFRvIII and PCA3, from glioma and PCa respectively – 

transferred to platelets via tumour membrane vesicles [312]. Alternatively, 

cancer cells can directly transfer RNA to platelets through cell-cell contact 

[273]. The mechanisms behind this RNA transfer still require further 

investigation. Another mechanism could involve post-transcriptional 
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regulation such as pre-mRNA splicing. Despite the absence of direct 

evidence linking this mechanism to tumour-platelet interactions, functional 

spliceosomes in platelets have been reported to splice pre-mRNA 

differently based on specific stimuli [309, 423, 424]. 

Platelets, shown to participate in cancer development and progression, 

have raised interest as potential biomarkers for early cancer detection, 

particularly with regards to alterations in platelet mRNAs. 

Preliminary studies using microarray technology indicated that as many 

as one third of all human genes are present at the mRNA level in platelets 

[300, 304, 425]. Moreover, human platelets contain the fundamental 

components of the mRNA translation apparatus which respond to 

physiological stimuli through biosynthetic processes, highlighting their 

active and dynamic role in cellular responses [296, 426, 427]. 

An Initial study In 2015 demonstrated that, among 228 patients with 

varying cancers (lung, colorectal, glioblastoma, pancreatic, hepatobiliary, 

and breast) and 55 healthy participants, platelet mRNA could identify 

cancer with a diagnostic accuracy of 96% and locate the primary cancer 

site with 71% accuracy [352]. In a follow-up study, the researchers utilized 

the ThromboSeq pipeline which incorporates particle-swarm optimization 

algorithms to generate biomarker panels of platelet RNAs. This method 
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detected early-stage non-small-cell lung cancer with an 81% accuracy 

rate [351]. By refining this method [428], the authors later achieved 

diagnostic accuracies of 95% and 87% for glioblastoma [429] and 

sarcoma [430] respectively, using platelet mRNA profiles. Nevertheless, 

potential contamination from leukocytes during initial platelet isolation 

could influence these sequencing results [352, 428]. 

Another research group identified seven mRNA (RSL24D1, IFI27, CRYM, 

HBD, IFITM3, FCGR2A, and KLHDC8B) from the platelet RNA profile as 

potential biomarkers, further validated by RT-PCR [431]. Of these, 

RSL24D1 demonstrated a sensitivity of 71.8% and a specificity of 64.3% 

for early pan-cancer detection [431]. However, these results require 

further validation. These studies collectively indicate that platelets could 

serve as a source of potential biomarkers for early cancer detection. 

Platelet mRNAs, given their dynamic response to tumour presence, could 

correspondingly change, making them a promising focus area. While no 

studies have reported on platelet mRNAs in detecting PCa, as of my 

knowledge cutoff, the potential for platelets to aid in early PCa diagnosis 

is eagerly to be investigated. 

MiRNAs, noncoding single-stranded RNA molecules of about 18-22 

nucleotides (nt) in length, are developmentally preserved and play a 
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significant role in the posttranscriptional regulation of genes [432]. They 

begin as long primary transcripts (pri-miRNAs), produced in the nucleus 

by RNA polymerase II or III [432]. The microprocessor complex, made up 

of the RNase III enzyme Drosha and its partnering component DGCR8, 

transforms these pri-miRNAs into 70-100 nt precursor RNAs (pre-

miRNAs). Following this initial split, the pre-miRNAs are moved to the 

cytoplasm by Exportin-5/RanGTP, where they undergo further processing 

into a 19-25 nt duplex by the RNase III endonuclease Dicer and TRBP 

[182]. The ultimate step of Dicer processing likely leads to the 

incorporation of the two strands into the RNA-induced silencing complex 

(RISC), with an Argonaute protein serving as its key constituent [182].  

Within RISC, miRNAs hinder the translation of target mRNAs by altering 

their stability, typically through binding to their 3' untranslated region 

(UTR), but sometimes also to the 5' UTR or the coding sequence [433]. 

Consequently, miRNAs can either lead to the degradation of perfectly 

complementary mRNA or incite translational repression through a variety 

of mechanisms [433].  

MiRNAs are inherently dynamic and responsive entities. This 

characteristic is primarily attributed to their pivotal role in the following 

mechanism. MiRNAs primarily function at the post-transcriptional level to 
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regulate gene expression. This means that they act on mRNA molecules 

after transcription has occurred, either by inhibiting the translation of these 

mRNAs into proteins or by promoting their degradation [434]. Because of 

this post-transcriptional activity, miRNAs can rapidly modulate protein 

levels in response to cellular signals or environmental changes. A single 

miRNA can target multiple mRNAs, and a single mRNA can be targeted 

by multiple miRNAs. This network-like regulatory system allows miRNAs 

to quickly modulate a wide array of genes and pathways in response to 

cellular cues [435].  

Due to the intricate nature of these regulatory mechanisms and the fact 

that one miRNA can influence multiple mRNAs, it’s unsurprising that 

miRNAs contribute to virtually all major cellular processes, including cell 

proliferation, differentiation, migration, apoptosis, and stemness 

maintenance [436]. Changes in the expression of miRNAs related to 

cancer may be triggered by chromosomal rearrangements, promoter 

methylation, or transcriptional deregulation. This fascinating aspect has 

led to an explosion in research, particularly in understanding the role of 

miRNAs as potential biomarkers for cancer diagnosis [437].   

Different miRNAs and functional miRNA pathways have been reported in 

platelets in some non-cancer diseases [438-440]. For example, platelet 
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miRNAs have been shown to be released and be taken up by epithelial 

cells during myocardial infarction. For example, miR-22 and -423 were 

reported decreased in these patients [441]. A transfer of miRNA between 

platelets and vascular smooth muscle cells has also been shown in artery 

injury [442]. Plus, sequencing results showed that alterations in platelet 

miRNA expression during activation may lead to significant changes in the 

platelet proteome, revealing an association between microRNA profiles 

and platelet reactivity. This proposes a potential function for small 

regulatory RNA species in regulating mRNA translation within platelets 

[443]. There is no published proof of applying platelet miRNA for PCa 

detection currently. However, considering the platelet miRNA changes in 

other diseases and associated proteome alternation during activation, 

assessing the expression levels of specific miRNAs in platelet samples 

from both PCa and non-cancer patients may provide new insights into 

cancer diagnosis. Therefore, in this project, the further research of platelet 

miRNA expression was performed. 

Overall, the dynamic nature and multifaceted role of platelets in health and 

disease make them an exciting area for continued research. 

11. Hypothesis and Aims  

11.1 Hypothesis 
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My hypothesis is that the RNA expression profile in the platelets of 

peripheral blood changes significantly when these platelets interact with 

PCa cells. We anticipate that these changes in RNA expression could 

serve as a basis for developing peripheral blood platelet RNA-based 

biomarkers for the early detection of PCa.  

11.2 Aims 

To identify platelet RNA changes in the blood samples of PCa patients 

evaluating their potential use in the early detection of PCa. To identify 

differentially expressed mRNA and/or miRNA in the platelets of PCa 

patients compared to a non-cancer control group, using RNA-sequencing 

(Next-Generation Sequencing). 

To develop RNA panels based on these differential expressions and to 

validate these panels by comparing the PCa group with the non-cancer 

control group, using Reverse Transcription Quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR).  

Additionally, investigate the potential of a platelet RNA panel as a tool for 

detecting unfavourable PCa. (Such a tool could be critical for the clinical 

management of PCa by allowing for earlier intervention in patients with 

clinically significant PCa.)  
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Chapter II: Material and Methods 

1. Primary Patient Samples 

Peripheral blood was obtained with informed consent from patients at St 

Bartholomew’s Hospital (London, UK) and University College London 

Hospital (Project CPM: C-ProMeta-1). Patients were recruited in two 

cohorts: 1. patients with newly diagnosed PCa 2. Non-cancer patients. All 

blood samples were stored at room temperature and processed within 4 

hours after the collection. Three ml of blood was used to extract platelets. 

1ml of blood was used in the modification of platelet collection. 

2. Platelet Isolation by Two-step Centrifugation 

3ml whole blood was gently transferred from purple-cap EDTA-coated 

vacutainer tubes into an empty 3ml syringe shortly after its collection in 

the hospital. Platelets were isolated from whole blood by a two-step 

differential centrifugation (Figure 1).  

The first centrifugation step (200 g at RT for 20 minutes) separated the 

platelet-rich plasma (PRP) from the erythrocytes and leukocytes. PRP 

was carefully pipetted into a 1.5ml Eppendorf tube. To minimize leukocyte 

contamination, only the upper 2/3 of the PRP was collected to avoid 

disturbing the leukocyte-containing buffy coat.  
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The second centrifugation step (400 g for 20 minutes) yielded the platelet 

pellet. The supernatant was removed by pipetting without disturbing the 

platelet pellet and was discarded. After isolation, platelet samples were 

stored in 700l QIAzol Lysis Reagent (Qiagen, UK) at -80 ⁰C for future 

use.   
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Figure 1. Two-step differential isolation of platelets.  

Two steps were performed to acquire platelet pellets. Three ml of whole blood was 
centrifuged at 200g for 20 minutes under room temperature. Then the upper two third 
of the PRP was then transferred to an Eppendorf for another centrifugation of 400g for 
20 minutes under room temperature to collect platelet pallet. 

3. Total RNA Extraction from Platelets Using miRNeasy Micro 

Kit (Qiagen, UK)  

Total RNA was extracted from platelets using the miRNeasy micro kit 

(Qiagen, UK). The extraction procedure was adhered to the 

manufacturer’s protocol as follows: The platelet samples were first thawed 

at RT for five minutes after removal from -80 °C. In a fume hood, 140 μl of 

chloroform was added to each sample, which was then shaken vigorously 

by hand for 15 seconds after securely capping the tube. The samples were 

incubated for two minutes at RT before being centrifuged for 15 min at 

12,000 g at 4°C. The upper aqueous phase was carefully transferred to a 

new 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube by angling the tube at 45° and pipetting the 
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solution out. Then 1.5 volumes (about 525 μl) of 100% ethanol were 

added to this mixture and mixed thoroughly by pipetting. The mixture was 

pipetted into a RNeasy MinElute spin column in a 2ml collection tube and 

centrifuged at 8500 g for 15 seconds. The flow-through was discarded. 

Seven hundred μl of RWT from the kit was added to the RNeasy MinElute 

spin column. Then the column was centrifuged for 15 seconds at 8500 g 

and the flow-through was discarded. 500μl Buffer RPE was added to the 

same column following centrifugation under the same 

conditions/parameters. Then 500μl of 80% ethanol was added to the spin 

column and the same procedure was repeated once. The spin column 

was placed in a new 2 ml collection tube (supplied by the kit) and 

centrifuged at 10000 g for 5 minutes with the column lid opened to dry the 

membrane. The spin column was then placed in a new 2ml collection tube 

(supplied by the kit). RNase-free water (14 μl) was added at the centre of 

the spin column membrane. Then the tube was centrifuged at 10000g for 

one minute to elute the RNA. RNA was stored at -80 °C. 

4. Quantification and quality Control of RNA extraction 

The quality and quantity of total RNA isolated were determined using 

NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher, USA) with a 1μl 

sample and an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (RNA 6000 Picochip) (Agilent, 
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USA) with a 2ul sample. 

5. Small RNA sequencing of a Chinese cohort 

In the project (F18FTSECWLJ0101_HUMmuyS), total platelet RNA from 

20 treatment-naïve PCa and 20 non-cancer Chinese samples were sent 

for small RNA-sequencing to the Beijing Genomics Institute in 2018.  

By polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) gel, the separation of RNA 

segment was performed. The library was built following cDNA synthesis 

and PCR amplification. Small RNA (sRNA) sequencing was performed 

using BGISEQ-500 technology. Bowtie is used to map reads to the 

reference genome. MiRDeep2 was used to predict novel miRNA by 

exploring the characteristic hairpin structure of miRNA precursor. Small 

RNA expression level was calculated by using Transcripts PerKilobase 

Million. DEGseq was used to analyze differentially expressed RNAs. Both 

p-value (<0.05) and FDR were used to help determine which miRNAs 

were differentially expressed between the groups. 

6. Fluidigm Multiple Reverse Transcription Quantitative Real-

Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-qPCR) 

Samples for Fluidigm multiple RT-qPCR were prepared using the 

miRCURY LNA RT Kit (Qiagen)/ miRCURY LNA miRNA PCR assay 
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(Qiagen)/ TaqMan® PreAmp Master Mix/ and TaqMan Gene Expression 

Assays (Thermo Fisher ScientificTM). 

cDNA synthesis 

cDNA prepared in a reverse-transcription reaction using the miRCURY 

LNA RT Kit (Qiagen) serves as the template. RNA was thawed on ice. 5x 

miRCURY RT SYBR® Green Reaction Buffer and nuclease-free water, 

and 10x miRCURY RT Enzyme were thawed at room temperature. The 

reverse-transcription reaction mix was prepared on ice (Table 5). The 

reactions were incubated for 60 min at 42°C following another incubation 

at 95 °C for 5 min. The reactions were then placed on ice to cool down. 

The cDNA was then stored at -20°C for later use. The cDNA was diluted 

1:10 in nuclease-free water. 
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Table 5. Reverse-transcription reaction components for cDNA preparation for 
Fluidigm system. 

Components Volume (μL) 

5x miRCURY RT SYBR® Green 
Reaction Buffer 

2 

nuclease-free water 5.5 

10x miRCURY RT Enzyme 1 

Template RNA 1.5 

Total volume 10  

Pre-amplification  

The pre-amplification was performed using miRCURY LNA miRNA PCR 

assay (Qiagen), TaqMan® PreAmp Master Mix and TaqMan Gene 

Expression Assays (Thermo Fisher ScientificTM). 

The technology of locked nucleic acids (LNA) was used in the procedure. 

LNA are a class of high-affinity RNA analogues which have thermal 

stability during the PCR process. LNA enhanced primers improve the 

sensitivity and specificity of PCR.  

To perform the preamplification reaction, TaqMan® PreAmp Master Mix 

(2.5 μL), pooled LNA primer mix (1.25 μL) and diluted cDNA (1.25 μL) 

were mixed to make a reaction mixture of a total of 5 μL. The list of used 

primer assays is shown in Table 6. The pre-amplification was then 

performed using the following PCR program: denaturation at 95 °C for 10 

minutes, followed by 15 cycles at 95 °C for 15 seconds and 60 °C for 4 
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minutes for amplification. Finally, the amplified product was diluted 1:10 in 

nuclease-free water.  
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Table 6. List of primer assays used in Fluidigm multiple RT-qPCR   

YP00206084-Hsa-miR-let7a-3p LNA primer 

YP00205651-Hsa-miR-1250-5p LNA primer 

YP02106758-Hsa-miR-1304-3p LNA primer 

YP02105660-Hsa-miR-1306 LNA primer 

YP00204763-Hsa-miR-190a-5p LNA primer 

YP00204196-Hsa-miR-191-3p LNA primer 

YP00205869-Hsa-miR-195-5p LNA primer 

YP00204255-Hsa-miR-22-5p LNA primer 

YP00204772-Hsa-miR-23a-3p LNA primer 

YP00204676-Hsa-miR-26a-2-3p LNA primer 

YP00204119-Hsa-miR-28-3p LNA primer 

YP00204796-Hsa-miR-323b-5p LNA primer 

YP00204516-Hsa-miR-342-5p LNA primer 

YP02100646-Hsa-miR-3613-3p LNA primer 

YP00204011-Hsa-miR-370-3p LNA primer 

YP00204586-Hsa-miR-380-3p LNA primer 

YP00204169-Hsa-miR-382-5p LNA primer 

YP00204221-Hsa-miR-532-5p LNA primer 

YP00205656-Hsa-miR-539-5p LNA primer 

YP00205907-Hsa-miR-548d-5p LNA primer 

YP02117351-Hsa-miR-5581-3p LNA primer 

YP02111017-Hsa-miR-5582-3p LNA primer 

YP00205979-Hsa-miR-627-5p LNA primer 

YP02102689-Hsa-miR-652-5p LNA primer 

YP00204725-Hsa-miR-664a-3p LNA primer 

YP02112777-Hsa-miR-6805-5p LNA primer 

YP00206082-Hsa-miR-744-3p LNA primer 

YCP0039481-Hsa-novel miR-1174 LNA primer (acaaggggggccugucggcugugg) 

YCP0039484-Hsa- novel miR-159 LNA primer (ggcggggagcagacagggg) 

YCP0039487-Hsa- novel miR-948 LNA primer (gggcagcuauggguggcgg) 

LNA: locked nucleic acids 
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7. Analysis of qRT-PCR Data and Panel Development 

For analysis of qRT-PCR results, ΔCt value for each target miRNA was 

calculated using the formula ΔCt = sample CtmiRNA – average 

Endogenous control Ct. Endogenous controls include U6, UniSP6, miR23, 

miR532, and miR548.  

2^-ΔCt was used to compare the expression levels of each miRNA in 

different groups of patients. Expression levels were compared by Mann-

Whitney U tests. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis 

was used to test the performance of predictors in identifying PCa patients.  

The area under the curve (AUC) was used to evaluate the predictive value 

of parameters. PSA levels and CTC numbers were recorded for panel 

development. Simple logistic regression was used to produce the index of 

each RNA candidate and other biomarkers for panel development, as 

combined risk score (CRS) = a* X + b*Y…, where ‘a’ and ‘b’ are the 

estimated log odds ratios, and X and Y are the candidate variables, such 

as miRNA expression or other biomarkers. Statistical analyses were 

performed in Graph Prism 8.3.0. 

Based on Youden index formula (sensitivity+ specificity-1), best cut-off 

points were determined [444]. 
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8. Prediction of miR190’s Target Gene 

For the prediction of miR190's target genes, we adopted miRWalk, a tool 

incorporating both TargetScan and miRDB databases 

(http://mirwalk.umm.uni-heidelberg.de/, Heidelberg University, Germany). 

We zeroed in on the genes commonly predicted by both TargetScan and 

miRDB.  

To discern the potential roles of these genes in cancer development, we 

undertook a comprehensive literature review. Genes identified as 

oncogenes in prior studies were selected for further investigation in 'The 

Human Protein Atlas' (https://www.proteinatlas.org/), examining their 

expression in both normal prostate tissue and cancer tissue [445-447].  

9. Preamplification by SMARTer-seq V4 

After the Bioanalyzer results showed the low input RNA quantity, the 

SMARTer-seq V4 (Takara, Japan) (SSV4) PLUS kit was used to 

preamplify the total RNA in the Barts and the London Genome Centre core 

facility. The SSV4 PLUS included SSv4 ultra low kit (SSV4 kit) and a 

library preparation kit for further sequencing. 
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10. Platelet mRNA-sequencing and Analysis of mRNA 

Next-generation Sequencing Data 

The RNA sequencing process (GC-EB-9183) was then executed on the 

Illumina NextSeq 500 platform. To exclusively concentrate on the mRNA 

population, an mRNA enrichment procedure was performed. This process 

involved the use of poly (A) tail-specific oligonucleotides for capturing 

mRNA molecules via their poly (A) tails, hence allowing for a more precise 

gene expression analysis. The enriched mRNA was reverse-transcribed 

into complementary DNA (cDNA). The cDNA was subsequently 

processed to create a sequencing library, which was then subjected to 

high-throughput sequencing on the Illumina NextSeq 500 platform. During 

this sequencing process, the cDNA fragments were read and converted 

into sequence reads that reflected the original mRNA molecules. Hisat2 

was used to align these generated reads to an annotated reference 

genome (CRCh38/hg 38 classification) employing RUM and BLAT 

algorithms. This alignment enabled the quantification of gene expression 

levels by counting the number of reads mapped to each gene or transcript. 

Following the mapping and quantification of gene expression, HTSeq was 

used for counting, and DESeq2 was applied for identifying differentially 

expressed genes (DEGs) between the two groups. 
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DESeq2 is a commonly used statistical tool for RNA-seq data analysis, 

designed to identify DEGs between varying sample groups. It accounts 

for factors such as library size, composition biases, and biological 

variability to produce accurate results. DESeq2 also incorporates 

normalization techniques to adjust for differences in sequencing depth 

and gene length, facilitating more reliable comparisons across samples. 

Data analysis was performed by Dr Faraz Khan from Dr Jun Wang’s 

bioinformatics service team at the Barts Cancer Institute. 

11. Evaluation of Platelet Recovery and Quantity in the 

Two-step Centrifugation Method 

Each blood sample was gently transferred from the vacutainer into an 

Eppendorf and centrifuge at 200 g at RT for 20 minutes without brake. 

Two-thirds of the upper layer of PRP were collected individually with the 

volume recorded, and then were gently mixed. PRP (10l) from each 

collection was used for platelet counting which was diluted accordingly 

and then was added in a manual haemocytometer. The result was 

calculated by using a microscope with 10x or 20x objective lens. By 

multiplying the platelet count in 10l PRP and total volume of PRP, the 

initial total numbers of platelets in collection of PRP were performed. 
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Then the PRP collected in the first step was centrifuged at 400g for 20 min 

at RT to collect the platelet pellet. Then the pallet was resolved by 50l 

PBS. After the mixture of suspension, 10l suspension was collected, 

diluted and added in a manual haemocytometer for platelet counting like 

the above way. Platelet recovery was roughly estimated as the following 

(using the average value of platelet number in 0.5ml whole blood as 150 

million): 

Platelet recovery (%) = 
PLT count in collection

150 million
 X 100%  

The total number of platelets collected=platelet number in 10l 

suspension X 5. 

Additionally, the efficiency of platelet collection was calculated by the ratio 

between platelet count in PRP after the first centrifugation and final 

platelet count in collection after the secondary centrifugation. 

12. 4’, 6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) Staining for 

WBC Contamination in Platelets Collected from Two-step 

centrifugation 

The platelet pellet collected from the two-step centrifugation was 

resuspended in 50l PBS. The suspension (10 l) was then loaded on a 
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glass slide. Mounting medium containing 4’, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 

(DAPI) was added to count nucleated cells- contaminating leukocytes 

using the Axioplan fluorescence microscope with 10x objective lens.  

WBC count under microscope can be classified into five groups as the 

following: 0, 1-10, 11-20, 21-50, 51-100 WBC/ slide. 

WBC contamination rate was roughly estimated as the following (using 

the average value of platelet number in 1-ml whole blood as 300 million): 

WBC contamination rate= 
5∗ WBC count under a microscope

9 
  (per 

million platelets) 

13. Accurate Evaluation of WBC Contamination Rate in 

Platelets Collected by Two-step Centrifugation 

Two-step centrifugation for collecting platelets was performed as the same 

as the previously established protocol. The platelet pellet from the second 

step was also resuspended in 50l PBS. Then 10l resuspension was 

stained by DAPI and nucleated cells (WBCs) were counted by using the 

Axioplan fluorescence microscope with 10x objective lens at the same 

way, while another 10l resuspension was used for platelet counting by 

manual haemocytometer under microscope (Figure 2). Finally, WBC 

contamination rate for each sample was calculated and expressed as 
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WBCs/ 1 million platelets. 
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Figure 2. The workflow of evaluation of the two-step centrifugation.  

After the pallet was collected and resolved in 50 l PBS by the two-step method. 10l 

resuspension was used for platelet counting, while another 10 l received DAPI 
staining for WBC check. DAPI: 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. 

14. Method modifications for Platelet Collection 

15.1 Taking the Upper ½ PRP for Platelet Collection 

Each 1ml of whole blood was split into two 0.5ml samples, both of which 

were gently transferred from the vacutainer into an Eppendorf and 

centrifuged at 200g at RT for 20 minutes without brake (the same as 

previous two-step method).  

Two-thirds and one-half of the upper layer of PRP were collected 

individually. After the first-step centrifugation, both collections were 
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centrifuged at 400g for 20 min at RT to collect the platelet pellet.  

The pellet was resolved by 50µl PBS. After the mixture of suspension, 

10µl suspension was collected for platelet counting, while another 10µl 

suspension was used for WBC contamination check by the same method 

mentioned previously. The platelet collection and the WBC contamination 

outcomes were compared by paired T-test in excel (Microsoft Office 

Professional Plus 2016).  

15.2 Application of Magnetic Beads in Platelet Collection 

Each sample of whole blood was gently transferred from the vacutainer 

into an Eppendorf and centrifuged at 200g at RT for 20 minutes without 

brake. Two-thirds of the upper layer of PRP was collected and then gently 

mixed. The PRP was split into two. One received additional centrifugation 

at 400g for 20 min at RT to collect the platelet pellet.  

The other half was transferred to a 5ml polystyrene round-bottom tube 

and purified by magnetic beads. EasySep Human CD45 depletion cocktail 

II (50µl/ml) was added (Stemcell Technologies, Canada) to the sample, 

mixed, and incubated at RT for 5 mins. Vortex EasySep Dextran 

RapidSpheres (Stemcell Technologies, Canada) were vortexed for 30 

seconds. RapidSpheres (75µl/ml) were added to the sample. Previously 

prepared buffer (PBS containing 2%FBS and 1mM EDTA) was then added 
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to top up the sample to 2.5ml, then mixed by gently pipetting up and down 

three times. The tube was placed without a lid into an EasySep™ Magnet 

(Stemcell Technologies, Canada) and incubated for five minutes at RT. 

The magnet was picked up and in one continuous motion, the magnet and 

tube were inverted. Then the suspension was poured into a new tube. The 

tube was then removed from the magnet. A new tube was placed without 

a lid into the magnet and the previous manipulation was repeated. The 

suspension was finally collected and centrifuged at 400g for 20 minutes 

for collecting the platelet pallet.  

Finally, 50µl PBS was used to resolve the two pallets individually. Among 

them, 10µl resuspension each was used for platelet counting, while 

another 10µl resuspension each was used for DAPI check. WBC and 

platelet counting were performed and compared as the same method 

mentioned before (Figure 3).   
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Figure 3. The workflow of the comparison of WBC contamination between 
magnetic beads and two-step collection methods.  

Magnetic beads were added after the collection of the upper 2/3 PRP. Then further 
centrifugation of 400g at 20 min, platelet counting and DAPI staining were also 
performed. PRP: platelet rich plasma, DAPI: 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. 

15.3 Application of Additional Centrifugation in Platelet Collection 

The total of 1.5ml whole blood of each sample was centrifuged at 200g for 

20 min without brake. The upper 2/3 plasma was collected and was aliquot 

to three Eppendorfs evenly.  

The first Eppendorf was not centrifuged (the 2-step centrifugation), while 

the 2nd and 3rd ones were centrifuged at an additional 100g and 200g 

respectively. Then the upper 2/3 plasma in three Eppendorf was further 

collected and centrifuged at 400g 20 min for collecting platelet pellet. The 

pellet was then resolved in 50µl PBS. After the mixture of suspension, 10µl 
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of the suspension was for WBC counting via DAPI, while another 10µl was 

for platelet counting via the same method mentioned before.  

The lower 1/3 plasma in the three Eppendorf was also collected for WBC 

counting via a Countess II Automated Cell Counter (ThermoFisher 

Scientific, USA) (Figure 4).  

Finally, WBC clean rates, the efficiency of platelet collection, and WBC 

contamination rates of different methods were calculated and compared 

separately. 
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Figure 4. The workflow of the comparison between 3-step and 2-step purification 
methods. 

An additional centrifuge (100g and 200g 10 min at RT) was added between the step 
of collecting the upper 2/3 PRP and the further centrifugation of 400g at 20 min, while 
the lower 1/3 PRP was directly used for WBC counting. RT: room temperature, PRP: 
platelet rich plasma, WBC: white blood cell. 

15.4 Application of 3µm Filter in Platelet Collection 

Each sample of whole blood was gently transferred from the vacutainer 

into an Eppendorf and centrifuge at 200 g at RT for 20 minutes without 

brake. Two-thirds of the upper layer of PRP were collected and then were 

gently mixed. The PRP was split into two. One received additional 

centrifugation at 400g for 20 min at RT to collect the platelet pellet. WBC 

and platelet counting was performed as the same method mentioned 

before. 
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The other half of upper 2/3 PRP was transferred to an Eppendorf, which 

included a 3µm membrane filter (3 µm, Ultiporn, Pall Corporation, USA) 

which was pre-wetted with 50µl water (Figure 5). The Eppendorf was 

centrifuged at 100g at RT for 1 minute to collect a purified PRP. The PRP 

was centrifuged at 400g for 20 min at RT to collect the platelet pellet. WBC 

(DAPI) and platelet manual counting were performed and compared as 

the same method mentioned before. 
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Figure 5. The workflow of new purification method with 3µm membrane filter.  

After same first-step centrifugation, half of the upper 2/3 PRP was transferred to an 
Eppendorf with a 3µm membrane and was then centrifuged at 100g at RT for one 
minute to collect a purified PRP for the same second-step centrifugation. PRP: platelet 
rich plasma, RT: room temperature. 

15.5 Application of 1µm Filter in Platelet Collection 

Each sample of whole blood was gently transferred from the vacutainer 

into an Eppendorf and centrifuge at 200 g at RT for 20 minutes without 

brake. Two-thirds of the upper layer of PRP were collected and then were 

gently mixed. The PRP was split into two.  

One received additional centrifugation at 400g for 20 min at RT to collect 

the platelet pellet. WBC and platelet counting was performed as the same 

method mentioned before (the same as the two-step centrifugation). 

The other was transferred to a 1ml syringe, which was connected to a 
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1µm filter (Nylon Syringe Filters, 1 µm, SF18106, TISCH scientific, USA). 

The filter and syringe were then put in an AL-1000 syringe pump (Aladdin 

SyringeONE Programmable Syringe Pump, WPI, UK) in order to acquire 

a stable and slow speed. At the speed of 80µl per minute in the pump, the 

PRP passed through a filter and was collected by an Eppendorf. Then the 

PRP received a centrifugation at 400g for 20 min at RT to collect the 

platelet pellet. WBC and platelet counting were performed as the same 

(Figure 6).  
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Figure 6. The workflow of new purification method with 1µm filter.  

After the same first-step centrifugation, half of the upper 2/3 PRP was transferred to a 
1µm filter with an AL-1000 syringe pump. Then the PRP passed through the filter and 
was collected. After that, the collection received the same second-step centrifugation 
and was analysed for platelet counting and WBC contamination. PRP: platelet rich 
plasma. 
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CHAPTER III: Platelet miRNA Sequencing and 

Validation for PCa Diagnostic Biomarker 

Development 

1. Introduction 

Previous research has suggested a correlation between miRNA 

expression changes and tumorigenesis [437], as well as demonstrated 

the presence of functional microRNA pathways and diverse microRNAs in 

platelets in relation to various non-cancer diseases or at different activities 

[438-440, 443]. Platelet mRNA has been reported to be changed in 

different cancers [352]. Based on miRNA’s regulatory mechanisms to 

influence multiple mRNAs, we hypothesized that when interacting with 

PCa cells, the miRNA expression profile in peripheral blood platelets might 

exhibit notable changes, which could serve as an early detection marker 

for PCa. 

A collaborative team previously conducted an experiment in China (Beijing 

Genomics Institute in 2018), wherein they collected platelets from 20 PCa 

patients and 20 non-cancer patients for RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) 

analysis (F18FTSECWLJ0101_HUMmuyS). Their primary objective was 
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to identify differentially expressed miRNAs. These findings will be 

summarised at the beginning of this chapter and I aim to further validate 

(Fluidigm multiple RT-qPCR) the differentially expressed miRNA in the UK 

to explore the potential in developing PCa diagnostic biomarkers. 
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2. Results  

2.1 Small RNA-seq in China 

In collaboration with a research team in China (Dr. Jiayu Gu and Prof. 

Ninghan Feng, Jiangnan University affiliated Central Hospital), small 

miRNA-seq of platelet samples from 20 Chinese PCa patients and 20 

patients with benign prostate hyperplasia have been performed and 

differentially expressed microRNA (miRNA) between PCa and non-cancer 

patients have been identified. Twenty-one of most differentially expressed 

platelet miRNAs (p <0.001 and false discovery rate <0.1) were shown in 

Table 7. 
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Table 7. Differentially expressed platelet miRNAs between Chinese PCa and 
non-cancer patients with p < 0.001. 

miRNA name Log2FC P value (Cancer 
vs. non-Cancer) 

FDR (Cancer vs. non-
Cancer) 

Novel_mir1174 7.88 2.56E-16 4.41E-13 

Hsa-let-7f-1-3p 3.44 9.42E-09 8.12E-0.6 

Hsa-miR-5581-3p 3.81 2.55E-08 1.47E-05 

Novel_mir159 5.87 4.23E-07 0.0002 

Hsa-miR-378i -6.08 6.28E-07 0.0002 

Novel_mir948 2.66 2.47E-06 0.0007 

Hsa-miR-1306-5p 2.49 2.79E-06 0.0007 

Hsa-miR-370-3p -1.67 9.17E-06 0.0020 

Hsa-miR-378g 3.62 1.76E-05 0.0034 

Hsa-miR-4685-3p 2.22 3.09E-05 0.0053 

Hsa-miR-122-3p -2.82 5.58E-05 0.0087 

Novel_mir628 -2.61 6.16E-05 0.0089 

Hsa-let-7e-3p 2.02 0.00011 0.0140 

Hsa-miR-28-3p 1.46 0.0017 0.0206 

Novel_mir1034 -2.53 0.00030 0.0400 

Hsa-miR-664-3p 1.49 0.00040 0.0432 

Has-miR-517-5p  2.72 0.00048 0.0470 

Novel_mir323 0.95 0.00049 0.0470 

Has-miR-1284 1.13 0.00054 0.0488 

Has-miR-328-3p 1.29 0.00077 0.0661 

Has-miR-6813-3p -1.56 0.00090 0.0738 

FC: fold change; FDR: false discovery rate; Log2FC over 0 indicates a higher level in 
non-cancer group, PCa: prostate cancer. 
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2.2 Results of validation via Fluidigm in a larger British cohort of 206 

PCa and 77 non-Ca patients 

From November 2020 to July 2021, I extracted total RNA from a total of 

233 platelet samples (comprising 192 from PCa and 41 from non-cancer 

patients) according to the aforementioned procedure. In total, 328 platelet 

RNA samples were extracted for future use, which includes 95 samples 

extracted by another team member, Jiaying Lu. 

After obtaining the differentially expressed miRNAs from the Chinese 

RNA-seq, a British validation was performed, encompassing a cohort of 

206 PCa and 77 non-Ca cases for analysis (details were included in 

appendix). All participants had undergone a tissue biopsy for diagnosis. 

Initially, we compared the average ages of the PCa (64.8 years) and non-

Cancer (63.7 years) groups, yielding a p-value of 0.38. This outcome 

suggests no significant difference in ages between the groups. The patient 

distribution includes 48 cases of clinically significant PCa (Gleason score > 

3+4), 158 cases of indolent PCa, and 77 non-cancer cases. Out of all the 

patients, PSA levels were recorded for 258 patients, while CTC numbers 

were available for 198 PCa cases and 53 non-Cancer cases.  

I compared the expression of five internal control genes: miR23, miR532, 

miR548, U6, and UniSp6, between PCa and non-cancer cases. Among 
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these, miR532's expression showed most stable (p=0.27) and was 

primarily calculated during comparison (Table 8). 
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Table 8. Expression of internal control genes (U6, UniSp6, miR32a, miR532, 

and miR548) in the cohort of 206 PCa and 77 non-cancer controls.  

Expression of internal 
control genes 

The cohort of 206 PCa and 77 non-cancer controls 

PCa Non-Cancer p value 

U6 21.06±3.83 20.14±3.95 0.07 

UniSp6 

 

16.75±10.36 12.46±9.74 0.07 

miR23a 

 

5.90±3.76 10.98±9.43 <0.0001 

miR532 

 

12.59±2.15 12.61±1.61 0.27 

miR548 

 

17.96±2.49 19.90±3.34 <0.0001 

Among the five internal reference genes, miR532 exhibited the most stable expression 
(p= 0.27) with an acceptable standard deviation. (Expression values are represented 
as average ± standard deviation.) PCa: prostate cancer. 

 

2.2.1 Analysis of miRNA Expression in PCa and Non-Cancer Patients  

Five of the candidate miRNAs (miR195, 22, 28, 627 and 664) were 

expressed at a higher level in the non-Cancer group compared to the PCa 

group (all p values< 0.05).  Among these five miRNAs, miR627 and miR22 

showed their lowest p values< 0.0001. 

Subsequently, we performed a three-step analysis in order to identify the 

best candidate miRNA(s) as a biomarker to distinguish PCa from non-PCa.  

Firstly, AUC analysis of each miRNA was performed, which identified 
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miR627 as having the highest AUC of 0.6965 with p value less than 

0.0001 (Figure 7). Secondly, CRSs was then calculated using different 

combinations of miRNAs. The combination of miR22 and miR627 resulted 

in highest AUC value of 0.7136, p<0.0001 (Figure 8). Finally, we 

compared the AUCs of CRSs consisting of miRNA combinations and other 

biomarkers, such as CTC number as well as PSA (Figure 9). The 

combination of miR22 and miR627 largely improved CTC’s AUC value 

from 0.6541 to 0.7817, which was also significantly higher than the AUC 

of PSA alone (0.5315) in detecting PCa from non-Cancer cases in the 

study.  

In summary, for detecting PCa from non-cancer control, the combinations 

of miR22, miR627 with and without CTC were chosen to make the panel 

as the following: 

CRS without CTC number=-0.5163* (2^-∆CTmiR22)-11.91* (2^-

∆CTmiR627) 

CRS with CTC number=-0.5163*(2^-∆CTmiR22)-11.91*(2^-∆CTmiR627) 

+0.4818* (CTC number) 

Compared with PSA’s low specificity (16% at the cutoff of 4.0 ng/ml as 

well as sensitivity of 92%), using the cutoff point of -2.341 in the panel of 

miR22 and miR627 provided the best outcome of a sensitivity of 88.89% 
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with the specificity of 50.51%. Furthermore, using the cutoff point of -2.003 

in the above panel with CTC number provided a close sensitivity of 88.24% 

and a better specificity of 62.58%.   
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Figure 7. Comparison of miRNA expressions between PCa and non-Cancer.  

The highest AUC value was found as 0.6965 in miR627 (fresh red) (p<0.0001), 
followed by miR22 (green) with 0.6794 (p<0.0001). PCa: prostate cancer, AUC: area 
under the curve. 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of different miRNA combinations between PCa and non-
Cancer.  

The combination (black) of miR22 and miR627 provided the highest AUC value of 
0.7136 (p<0.0001).  PCa: prostate cancer, AUC: area under the curve. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of AUCs in miR22 and miR627 with other biomarkers.  

The combination (brown) of miR22 and miR627 with CTC number provided the most 
suitable AUC value of 0.7817. CTC: circulating tumour cell, PSA: prostate specific 
antigen, AUC: area under the curve. 

2.2.2 Analysis of miRNA Expression in Distinguishing Aggressive PCa 

from Latent PCa and Non-cancer 

The inability of PSA to distinguish between aggressive and latent PCa 

contributes to overdiagnosis and overtreatment [73]. Clinically, it is critical 

to identify and focus on aggressive PCa cases for effective management. 

In this study, candidate miRNA expression in aggressive and the rest 

(latent PCa and non-cancer patients) was analysed to evaluate the 

potential of platelet miRNA(s) as biomarkers to differentiate aggressive 

cancers from non-cancer and indolent patients.  

I compared the expression of five internal control genes: miR23, miR532, 

miR548, U6, and UniSp6, between aggressive and latent PCa cases. 

MiR532's expression remained stable and was applied during the 
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following calculation. MiRNA 190 was the only significantly differentially 

expressed miRNAs which was highly expressed in the rest group between 

the two groups (p=0.0056) with AUC of 0.6299 (Figure 10).  
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Figure 10. ROC of miR190 expression between aggressive PCa and the 
remaining.  

AUC: area under the curve, ROC: receiver operating characteristic curve. 

2.2.3 Analysis of miRNA expression in aggressive PCa and latent PCa 

patients 

The comparison of miRNA expression between aggressive and latent PCa 

was also performed and significantly differentially expressed miRNAs 

(miR190, miR548, miR195 and miR28) between the two groups were 

shown in Table 9. 
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Table 9. Mann-Whitney T test of miRNAs expression in platelets between 
aggressive and latent PCa patients by internal control gene miR532. 

control probes Highly 
expressed in 
latent PCa 

P value Highly 
expressed in 
aggressive 
PCa 

P value 

miR532 miR190 0.0033 miR195 0.0452 

 miR548 0.0266 miR28 0.0336 

PCa: prostate cancer. 

To determine the optimal candidate miRNA(s) for aggressive PCa 

detection, I performed a ROC analysis on each candidate miRNA. The 

miRNA with the highest area under the curve (AUC) was miR190 

(AUC=0.6412, p=0.0033) (Figure 11), which showed higher expression in 

the latent PCa group. 

Interestingly, combinations of miRNA candidates did not enhance 

detection over miR190 alone. However, a combination of miR190, CTC 

count, and PSA offered an improved AUC value of 0.77 (p<0.0001), 

outperforming PSA alone (AUC=0.7534) (Figure 12).  
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Figure 11. Comparison of miRNA expressions between aggressive and latent 
PCa.  

MiR190 (purple) had the highest AUC value of 0.6412 (p=0.0033) in the four miRNA 
candidates. PCa: prostate cancer, AUC: area under the curve. 

  

Figure 12. Comparison of AUCs in miR190 with other biomarkers.  

The combination of miR190 with CTC and PSA (blue) showed the highest AUC of 0.77, 
while PSA (green) provided the AUC of 0.7534. PCa: prostate cancer, AUC: area under 
the curve, PSA: prostate specific antigen. 

In summary, while miR190 alone (AUC=0.6412) underperformed against 

PSA (AUC=0.7534) in detecting aggressive from latent PCa, the 

combination of miR190, CTC count, and PSA further enhanced PSA’s 

detection accuracy (AUC=0.77). This led to the following panel 

development: 
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CRS-2 = -0.7199*(2^-∆CTmiR190) +0.07105*CTC number+0.0399*PSA 

A cutoff point of -0.07563 provided a balanced sensitivity (80.77%) and 

specificity (71.88%) for aggressive PCa detection. 

2.2.4 Results of the target genes of miR190 

MiRNAs play crucial roles in various biological processes, including the 

regulation of gene expression. To gain insights into the potential impact of 

miR190a-5p, we sought to predict its downstream target genes. For this 

purpose, we used a well-established suite of bioinformatics tools, 

miRWalk, which includes two primary databases: TargetScan and miRDB. 

These databases utilize different algorithms to predict miRNA targets, thus, 

we consolidated the results to ensure predictions, focusing specifically on 

genes that were jointly identified by both. 

Understanding the roles these target genes play in cancer development 

is critical to interpreting the potential impact of miR190. Given the reduced 

expression of miRNA190a-5p in the aggressive PCa group in this study, 

we posited an oncogenic role for the predicted genes. A comprehensive 

review of the existing literature for the predicted genes was conducted. 

Genes reported as oncogenes in published studies were highlighted for 

further investigation. Then 'The Human Protein Atlas' 

(https://www.proteinatlas.org/), an open-access resource was utilized to 
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provide information on the normal and cancer tissue-specific expression 

of proteins. This allowed us to examine the selected oncogenes' 

expression profiles in both normal and cancer tissue, adding another layer 

of complexity to our understanding of miR190's potential role in cancer.  

Eleven genes were consistently predicted by both TargetScan and 

miRDB: TRPS1, PAX6, MYO5A, PARP8, SMAD2, NUCKS1, PLD1, 

ZNF207, HMGA2, YARS1, and KIF2A. Given that miRNA190a-5p 

showed lower expression in aggressive PCa in this study, we 

hypothesized that its target genes would exhibit oncogenic properties. A 

literature review revealed SMAD2 [448-451], PLD1 [452-457], HMGA2 

[458-464], and KIF2A [465] as documented oncogenes. These genes 

were then analyzed for their expression in both normal prostate tissues 

and PCa tissues using 'The Human Protein Atlas'. Moreover, I conducted 

a comparison of survival curves between high and low expression of 

these genes from the same database ('The Human Protein Atlas') (Table 

10). 

After analyzing gene expression in prostate tissue and the correlation with 

prognosis in survival curves, the high-mobility group AT-hook 2 gene 

(HMGA2) emerged as the most promising target gene for miR190. 

Generally, HMGA2 demonstrated medium staining (indicating higher 
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expression) in prostate cancer tissue compared to the low staining in 

normal prostate tissue (Figure 13). Additionally, HMGA2 expression 

correlated with poor prognosis (p=0.033) (Figure 14). The higher 

expression in PCa and its association with poor prognosis make HMGA2 

a compelling candidate gene for miRNA190a-5p. 
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Table 10. List of the expression of four targeted genes of miR190a-5p in normal 
prostate tissue and prostate cancer tissue and the correlation between gene 
expression level and patient survival. 

 Expression in 
normal prostate 
tissue 

Expression in 
prostate cancer 
tissue 

Poor prognosis in 
survival curve (p value)  

SMAD2 high medium 0.049 

PLD1 low  high NA 

HMGA2 low medium 0.033 

KIF2A Not detected low NA 

HMGA2 showed higher expression in prostate cancer tissue with the poor prognosis 
(p=0.033). (data from https://www.proteinatlas.org)  

 

   

Figure 13. Expression of HMGA2 in normal prostate tissue and PCa tissue.  

The expression in normal prostate tissue (left) is low, while it is high in prostate cancer 
tissue (right). (data from https:// https://www.proteinatlas.org/, image credit: Human 
Protein Atlas, image available from v 23.0. proteinatlas.org) PCa: prostate cancer. 

 

Normal Prostate  PCa 

https://www.proteinatlas.org/
https://www.proteinatlas.org/
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Figure 14. The survival curve of PCa patients with low and high expressions of 
HMGA2.  

PCa patients with high expression of HMGA2 showed a poorer prognosis (p=0.033). 
(data from https://www.proteinatlas.org, data available from v 23.0. proteinatlas.org) 
PCa: prostate cancer. 

  

https://www.proteinatlas.org/
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3. Discussion 

3.1 Small RNA sequencing  

Both p value and FDR were used to help determine which miRNAs are 

differentially expressed between PCa and non-cancer groups in the RNA-

seq.  

The p-value describes the probability that in the data of the miRNA-seq, 

the null hypothesis is typically that there is no difference in the expression 

of a particular miRNA between the two groups. Here p value less than 

0.05 indicates that the likelihood of the data arising by chance (assuming 

the null hypothesis is true) is low, therefore providing evidence against the 

null hypothesis. 

The FDR is a method used to correct for multiple comparisons. In a 

miRNA-seq experiment, when the expression of thousands of miRNAs 

was compared, some statistically significant results just were achieved by 

chance (false positive) [466]. The FDR is a way of controlling for these 

false positives. A commonly used method to control the FDR is the 

Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [467]. A smaller FDR means that it is less 

likely to be making false discoveries.  

In summary, p values provide an initial measure of statistical significance, 
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while FDR is used to correct for multiple testing and control the rate of 

false positives. Therefore, with the joint help of these two parameters, 

differentially expressed miRNAs were selected from the RNA-seq. 

3.2 Validation in the British cohort of 206 PCa and 77 non-Ca patients 

3.2.1 Patient Selection in the Cohort of 206 PCa and 77 Non-cancer 

Patients 

Age difference has been reported as a significant confounding factor that 

could potentially contribute to disparities observed between cancer and 

non-cancer patients [120]. If, for instance, the majority of the non-cancer 

control group comprises younger donors, this age discrepancy may 

directly influence the outcome of the results. In this study, however, we've 

controlled for this factor. The average age of the prostate cancer (PCa) 

patients was 64.8 years, closely mirroring the non-cancer group's average 

age of 63.7 years (p=0.38). Thus, we've minimized age-related bias in our 

results, eliminating the need for further age adjustment prior to analysis.  

Our primary clinical question revolves around distinguishing patients with 

PCa from those with benign diseases such as benign prostate hyperplasia 

and prostatitis. This question is crucial for the early detection of cancer 

[468]. Accordingly, our study's design has been tailored to address this 

clinical concern, incorporating patients who were suspected of having 
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PCa and had undergone age-matched prostate biopsy.  

In my validation study of different miRNAs, the ratio between PCa and 

non-cancer is about 2.68:1 (206 PCa patients vs. 77 non-Cancer patients). 

The ratio between different groups is crucial for minimizing bias and 

ensuring statistical validity. An acceptable ratio often ranges between 1:1 

and 2:1 for either group, as this helps to reduce potential biases and 

maintain sufficient statistical power. Ratios deviating from this range may 

introduce biases, such as increased false positives or negatives, which 

can compromise the study's integrity.  

Therefore, in my study, the ratio of 2.68:1 might have led to an 

overestimation or underestimation of the association between specific 

miRNAs and cancer, potentially resulting in false positives or negatives, 

respectively. Although the sequencing phase maintained a balanced ratio 

of 1:1, this balance does not automatically mitigate potential biases arising 

in the subsequent validation phase. However, the balanced initial phase 

does add a degree of credibility to the findings, suggesting that the 

identified miRNAs are of genuine interest and not merely products of an 

imbalanced group effect. 

To enhance the reliability, validity, and applicability of the study's findings, 

addressing the sample imbalance is essential. Future adjustment may 
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include:  

Balancing the Ratios: Aim to increase the number of non-cancer samples 

or reduce the number of cancer samples in future studies to achieve a 

closer approximation to the desired ratio. This adjustment will help align 

the study more closely with standard practice and reduce bias.  

Applying Statistical Adjustments: Implement techniques such as weighted 

analysis in the validation phase, where individuals from the 

underrepresented (non-cancer) group could be assigned more weight to 

counterbalance the analysis. This approach can help mitigate the impact 

of the imbalance and make the study's conclusions more robust.  

Conducting Sensitivity Analysis: Perform statistical comparisons under 

different ratios of cancer to non-cancer patients to assess the sensitivity 

of the results to sample imbalance. Consistency in findings across various 

scenarios would indicate that the results are robust against the imbalance, 

lending greater confidence in the study's conclusions.  

These strategies aim to correct the noted imbalance and should be 

considered critical components of future research design and analysis to 

ensure the production of reliable and generalizable results. 

Furthermore, in my validation study, the observed proportion of clinically 

significant prostate cancer (PCa) was 23% (48/206). This figure is an 
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estimate of the true proportion in the broader population; hence, it is 

subject to sampling error, which refers to the discrepancy that arises from 

analysing a sample instead of the entire population. Due to this, there is 

inherent uncertainty around this estimate.  

To address this uncertainty and assess the reliability of our sample 

proportion, confidence intervals (CIs) was added. The 95% confidence 

interval for the proportion of clinically significant PCa in my study was 

calculated to be approximately 17.25% to 28.75%. This range is 

consistent with proportions reported in other studies, supporting the 

conclusion that the proportion of clinically significant PCa samples in the 

cancer group of our validation study is statistically reasonable. This 

agreement with existing research reinforces the validity of our findings and 

suggests that our sample provides an accurate reflection of the true 

distribution of clinically significant PCa [469].  

3.2.2 The Choice of Fluidigm Multiple RT-qPCR 

Potential bias in RNA-seq experiments can be induced by factors such as 

selective amplification and variations in library preparations, not to 

mention the influence exerted by subsequent data interpretation. RT-

qPCRs, employing TaqMan and SYBR Green methods, deliver highly 

accurate and specific evaluations of predetermined targets [302]. 
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Therefore, to validate those miRNAs found in Chinese patients, these 

methods were used to confirm profiling data derived from the RNA-seq 

experiment in British platelet samples. 

Fluidigm® BioMark microfluidic system was used in our study, which is an 

automated, high-performance qPCR system. It applies microfluidics 

technology to process samples at nanoliter-scale volumes for multiple 

qRT-PCR [470]. Its microfluidic technology is based on dynamic arrays of 

integrated fluidic circuits (IFCs). There are thousands of controlled valves 

and interconnected channels in IFCs. By the patterns in IFCs, molecules 

of samples and reagents can be mixed accordingly. A typical chip format 

from Fluidigm is capable of building 9,216 PCR reactions (96.96 chip 

format; 96 samples × 96 assays) in one qPCR run[471]. Besides, Fluidigm 

system reduces the requirement of the reaction volume from 10 µL–20 µL 

down to 10nL scale, making it more cost-effective and less time-

consuming[470]. In the study, regarding multiple targeted miRNAs, this 

method largely saved materials and time. 

Compared to traditional PCR technology, Fluidigm system uses 

microfluidic chips with a pre-determined layout for samples and assays, 

causing limited flexibility. However, these multiple tests could still cause 

potential bias. Once a chip is loaded and running, it cannot be paused, 
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modified, or added to. Furthermore, due to Fluidigm’s chip-specific layout, 

the number of reactions is fixed by the type of chip used (for example, in 

the study, 96.96 chip was used for 96 samples against 96 assays), 

meaning that for smaller experiments, there can be a significant number 

of unused reaction chambers. 

3.2.3 The Choice of the miRNA Targets for Fluidigm Multiple RT-qPCR 

To a fixed 96.96 chip, there could be 96 RT-qPCRs performed at maximum. 

Considering three biological replicates, 32 targets could be chosen for the 

maximum utility in one 96.96 chip. Due to the accessibility of miRNA 

primers in the preparation for the Fluidigm multiple RT-qPCR, totally, 30 

miRNAs were selected from the previous Chinese RNA-seq for further 

validation by Fluidigm, including the first three novel miRNAs. U6 and 

Unisp6 were also included in the Fluidigm as the internal control genes. 

In this way, the final 32 targets were confirmed. 

3.2.4 The Choice of Endogenous Control Genes in the Data Analysis  

In this study, five endogenous control genes—U6, UniSp6, miR548, 

miR532, and miR23a—were utilized. Reference genes are essential to 

normalize qPCR data and account for variability introduced during the 

experimental process [472]. U6 and UniSP6 are frequently employed in 

miRNA studies due to their typically stable expression across diverse 
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conditions and samples. However, their expression can vary depending 

on the specific experimental setup, tissue types, and disease states [473]. 

Thus, the stability of these commonly used controls was evaluated before 

their use as reference genes in this study. 

Since the selection of reference genes does not have a "one-size-fits-all" 

solution [474], all the five candidates of reference genes were compared 

in the study. On one hand, both U6 and UniSp6which are commonly used 

in miRNA analysis exhibited a marginal variability in the Fluidigm results 

(both p=0.07). Moreover, UniSp6 has a high standard deviation. On the 

other hand, miR532 from the three (miR548, miR532, and miR23a) 

miRNAs which demonstrated relatively consistent expression across all 

samples based on the miRNA sequencing data showed its stability 

(p=0.27) with low standard deviation. Consequently, miR532 was treated 

more reliable as the internal control gene than others. And the stability 

was further confirmed via different grouping, such as the comparison 

between aggressive and the rest groups or between aggressive and latent 

groups. To enhance the reliability of results and prevent misinterpretation, 

miR532 was prioritized to normalize Fluidigm (RT-qPCR) data. 

Subsequent calculations, including AUC, combination, and comparison, 

were based on miR532 accordingly. Additionally, in the following analysis 
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between aggressive and the rest (p=0.52) or latent PCa (p=0.73), the 

stable expression of miR532 was also confirmed.  

In summary, in the context of analyzing platelet miRNAs in PCa in this 

study, U6 and UniSP6, despite being commonly used, were not the best 

controls compared to miR532 due to the stability of expression. This 

finding may help to identify a new set of internal control genes for further 

analysis of platelet miRNAs in qPCR studies. 

3.2.5 Potential Reasons for Low Rate of Differentially Expressed miRNAs 

Validated by Fluidigm qRT-PCR 

Both of the results from the Chinese sequencing and the British validation 

showed differentially expressed miRNAs in platelets between PCa and 

non-Cancer groups, supporting the project’s hypothesis of RNA change 

during the interaction between platelets and PCa. The positive result is 

also instrumental in designing a larger validation to build better statistical 

outcome due to the case limitation of the Fluidigm test. 

However, compared to multiple differentially expressed miRNAs in the 

Chinese sequencing data, only five out of 30 miRNA candidates have 

been shown lower expression in the PCa group of validation.  

Several causes could potentially explain the difference.  
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First, it could be the result of ethnic variation. In contrast to the high 

incidence of PCa in the UK (173/100,000 rank first with 26% in new male 

malignancy in 2017 from CRUK), China has a low incident rate of PCa [26, 

475] (7.1/100,000 rank 7th in new male malignancy in 2015 [476]). 

Although there is a rapid increase of PCa in China in recent years, the 

disparity between China and Western countries remains [477] and the 

basis for this is unknown. Additionally, distinct genomic alterations [478] 

and environmental factors [30, 32] may contribute to the difference. 10% 

of PCa risk single-nucleotide polymorphism previously identified in 

European data could be successfully confirmed in Asian group. The racial 

difference was also confirmed by the other publication which found 

different risk loci of PCa in Chinese men [479]. Different risk loci might 

imply that the different pathways of tumour development could exist, 

providing a window to deeply understand racial differences in PCa [480]. 

The difference might also imply genetic and molecular alterations which 

play important roles in disparity between different racial groups of PCa 

[481]. 

Second, bias could be easier formed due to a small-size study. There are 

only 20 PCa and 20 non-cancer cases in the Chinese miRNA-sequencing, 

reaching the minimum request of sequencing. This small size could 
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decrease the statistical power by increasing the margin of error.  

Finally, different detection technology has different detection sensitivity 

and limitation. For example, the primer set used for qRT-PCR are custom 

designed and may not be perfect, resulting in unreliability in those RNAs 

with low expression level (low reads).  Hence, there could be different 

results upon the same sample group from Fluidigm multiple RT-qPCR and 

RNA-seq. 

3.2.6 Analysis of differentially expressed miRNAs between PCa and non-

Cancer control in the cohort of 206 PCa and 77 non-cancer patients 

3.2.6.1 Analysis of Single miRNA in the Cohort 

My analysis of AUC for each miRNA candidate revealed that miR627 had 

the highest AUC value of 0.6965, closely followed by miR22 at 0.6794 and 

miR28, miR664 and miR195 (0.6454, 0.6085 and 0.5880). When it comes 

to biomarker development, AUC values can be interpreted as follows: an 

AUC between 0.8 and 0.9 signifies good performance, while an AUC 

between 0.7 and 0.8 denotes fair performance, and an AUC ranging from 

0.6 to 0.7 indicates poor performance [482]. In this study, the AUC values 

of the individual miRNAs suggest that a single platelet miRNA biomarker 

may only be able to distinguish between prostate cancer (PCa) and non-

cancerous states to a limited extent, resulting in less-than-optimal AUC 
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values. 

3.2.6.2 Panel Development 

Cancer represents a multifaceted ailment, making it improbable for a 

solitary genetic abnormality to adequately encompass the complexities 

within a tumour, thus providing sufficient diagnostic information for clinical 

decisions. However, combining these miRNA biomarkers, each potentially 

illuminating a special facet of the disease, could pave the way for more 

accurate diagnoses.  

The study experimented with various combinations among these five 

miRNA candidates, finding that a panel combining miR22 and miR627 

offered the highest AUC value of 0.7136, elevating the performance from 

poor to fair. The enhanced AUC value from this combination suggests that 

each miRNA provides unique insights into the disease's state, and 

collectively, they give a more comprehensive view of the disease, which 

is a commonly observed concept in multi-marker diagnostic assays [483]. 

The five miRNAs’ low expressions in the PCa group implied the potential 

role as suppressor genes. The findings of miRNAs could inspire new 

research questions. For example, why do these specific miRNAs have 

such a significant impact on prostate cancer detection? Understanding the 

underlying mechanisms might lead to further improvements in diagnostic 
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tests, or even suggest new targets for treatment. Finally, the combination 

of miR627 and miR22 could provide a sensitivity of 88.89% and a 

specificity of 50.51%. The improvement of the specificity (PSA’s specificity: 

16%) for PCa detection could be helpful to avoid more unnecessary 

prostate biopsy. 

Our research then focused on refining the miRNA panel. Available data 

provided us with Circulating Tumour Cell (CTC) counts for 198 out of 206 

PCa cases and 53 out of 77 non-cancer cases as well as PSA in blood 

samples. The decision to incorporate the CTC number into the panel is 

informed by findings across various cancers. It's been observed that CTCs 

can be detected during the early stages of diseases such as breast cancer 

[206-208], lung cancer [209, 210], and colorectal cancer [211-213]. 

Specifically regarding PCa, studies have shown that asymptomatic PCa 

patients, particularly those with a family history of cancer or of advanced 

age, reported positive CTC counts in approximately half of the participants 

[222]. Furthermore, prior research by our team identified the presence of 

at least one CTC in roughly 30% of latent and over 50% of aggressive 

PCa patients in the early stage [223]. Given these attributes of CTCs, their 

inclusion in the panel was anticipated to boost its specificity, prompting us 

to incorporate CTC numbers into the panel's development. Finally, a panel 
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comprising miRNA22, miRNA627, and the CTC count was developed, 

which yielded the highest AUC value of 0.7817, nearing the criterion for a 

good AUC performance at 0.8. The panel with CTC number then provided 

a slightly decreased sensitivity of 88.24% as well as a better specificity of 

62.58% compared to the miRNA combination alone. With the help of 

CTC’s tumour specificity, the addition to miRNA combo further enhances 

the panel’s specificity of more than 10% at the expense of a slight 

decrease in sensitivity due to the low detection rate in the PCa [223]. Thus, 

including CTC count in our panel gives more potential of the panel for 

early cancer detection. This panel could potentially lead to an increase in 

early detection rates of PCa, which in turn could result in less unnecessary 

biopsy. 

While this study has its limitations—such as the limited AUC value of the 

platelet miRNA combinations solely or with CTC—the discoveries offer a 

fresh perspective for future cancer detection methodologies. Even though 

the results may not be immediately ready for clinical application, they do 

underline the potential utility of platelet miRNA as a component in the 

development of a comprehensive cancer detection panel. 

In cancer diagnostics, there are precedents for the beneficial use of 

combined markers that individually might not yield substantial information. 
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For instance, in evaluating indeterminate lung masses identified by 

computed tomography-positron emission tomography (CT-PET), a 

combination of previously known but individually uninformative 

biomarkers has proven beneficial [484]. In the context of prostate cancer, 

an interesting parallel can be drawn with prostate cancer gene 3 (PCA3). 

While PCA3 had limited individual value in detecting prostate cancer (with 

a sensitivity of 64% and specificity of 76% at a cut-off of 35), it was found 

to enhance the specificity of PSA screenings [485]. This reinforces the 

potential role of platelet miRNA in the development of a multi-faceted 

approach to prostate cancer detection. Further trial may be focused on 

searching other markers to boost the panel’s prediction. 

3.2.6.3 Comparison to PSA 

In comparison to the low AUC value of PSA (0.5315) in the study, both 

miRNA panel (miR22 and miR627) and the panel incorporating CTC count 

demonstrated substantially higher AUC values (0.7136 and 0.7817 

respectively), emphasizing the potential of miRNAs for prostate cancer 

detection. These findings could be particularly significant for early prostate 

cancer diagnosis. Considering our samples were predominantly obtained 

from clinical visitors, who might already be symptomatic or have other 

benign prostate diseases such as BPH or prostatitis, their PSA levels 
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could be potentially higher than asymptomatic individuals screened in the 

general population. This could explain the relatively lower AUC value of 

PSA in distinguishing between prostate cancer and non-cancer cases in 

this study.  

Compared to the reported PSA’ sensitivity of 92% and a specificity of 16%, 

the miRNA panels, with and without CTC count, delivered a close 

sensitivity (over 88%), whilst a relatively high specificity (approximately 50% 

and 62% respectively). The miRNA panel could be used because of its 

improved specificity, avoiding more unnecessary tissue biopsy. Striking a 

balance between higher sensitivity and potential costs of lower specificity 

is key to achieving an acceptable positive predictive value of >10% [111]. 

Future attempt could look for a better balance following a new combination.  

Generally, the results showed that platelet miRNA could make up for 

current PSA’s low specificity and to build a panel with other markers for 

PCa detection. 

3.2.7 Analysis of MiR190 for the Detection of Aggressive PCa groups  

The final goal of cancer biomarker is to enhance patient care and health 

outcomes. Regarding the prognosis of PCa, patients of aggressive PCa 

(Gleason score > 3+4) have a clear worse prognosis. Further analysis of 

the study was performed in the evaluation of platelet miRNA’s detection 
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of aggressive PCa.   

In the findings, miR190 was lowly expressed in the aggressive PCa group 

(AUC=0.6412, p=0.0033). Additionally, the combination of miRNA190, 

CTC number and PSA provided an AUC of 0.77. While the study brings to 

light promising correlations, it also underscores some challenges in using 

miRNAs as diagnostic biomarkers for aggressive PCa. 

The analysis revealed that the use of miR190 alone as a biomarker for 

aggressive PCa provided no significant improvement over traditional PSA 

testing (AUC: 0.65 and 0.75 respectively). This highlights the inherent 

difficulty of identifying biomarkers that outperform PSA, which despite its 

limitations, remains a robust indicator for aggressive PCa.  

The combination of miR190, CTC count, and PSA offered an AUC of 0.77. 

It indicates that the integration of these factors does not translate to 

significant gains in sensitivity and specificity in the detection of aggressive 

PCa. 

Interestingly, the combination of different miRNA candidates did not 

enhance the detection of aggressive PCa beyond what was achievable 

with miR190 alone. This could suggest a lack of synergistic interaction 

between the miRNAs in influencing the disease phenotype or could be 

due to the complex regulatory networks of miRNAs, where different 
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miRNAs can target the same genes and vice versa. This complexity might 

have diluted the potential cumulative effect of combined miRNAs. 

Understanding the underlying mechanisms of miRNA regulation in PCa 

could also shed light on why some combinations of miRNAs fail to improve 

detection accuracy. 

HMGA2 is frequently amplified in human cancers, and in PCa, HMGA2 

messenger RNA was significantly elevated (p<0.05). Moreover, it was 

more prevalent in the high Gleason grade group (p<0.05) [458]. HMGA2 

was found to stimulate the expression of human telomerase reverse 

transcriptase, which in turn enhanced telomerase activities and increased 

telomere length. The upregulation of HMGA2 may be linked with telomere 

maintenance for tumorigenesis [459]. In pancreatic cancer, knockdown of 

HMGA2 inhibited cell proliferation [486]. In LNCaP, DU145 or PC3 cell 

lines, downregulation of HMGA2 could inhibit cellular proliferation, 

invasion, and metastasis, and improve cellular apoptosis [458, 460-464].  

In summary, after a comprehensive analysis of miR190's downstream 

gene, HMGA2 emerges as a promising candidate. 
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CHAPTER IV: mRNA Sequencing of Platelet 

from PCa and Non-Cancer Patients 

1. Introduction 

Following the success of miRNA analysis, the next step of my study turned 

to the platelet mRNA. Prior research indicated that platelet may interact 

with cancer with RNA alternation [352, 421, 422]. Platelet mRNAs 

exhibited differential expression between other cancer patients and 

controls, suggesting their potential as diagnostic markers [351, 352]. 

Therefore, in this project, mRNA expression profile in the platelets of 

peripheral blood was hypothesized changed significantly when interacting 

with PCa cells and was valuable for early detection of PCa. Therefore, 

platelets from 20 PCa patients and 20 non-Ca patients were collected and 

extracted for further mRNA-seq analysis to identify differentially 

expressed mRNA.  

Regarding total RNA extraction from platelets, miRNeasy Micro Kit 

(Qiagen, UK) was applied. The SMARTer-seq V4 (Takara, Japan) (SSV4) 

PLUS kit was used to preamplify the total RNA in the Barts and the London 

Genome Centre core facility. The RNA sequencing process was then 

executed on the Illumina NextSeq 500 platform.  The results and analysis 
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will be introduced in the following paragraphs. 

2. Results 

2.1 Results of Platelet RNA Sample Preparation  

The 20 RNA samples from PCa and 20 samples from non-cancer 

patients were selected (Table 11).  
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Table 11. Details of RNA quality and quantity measured by Bioanalyzer and 
Nanodrop in the final 40 cases for RNA-seq. 

Sample 
ID 

Nanodrop 
conc (ng/ 
µL) 260/280 260/230 

RIN 
Score 

Bioanalyser 
conc (ng/µL) 

Total RNA 
yield (ng) 

PPPP017 72.38 1.96 1.14 7 18.5 148 

PPPP047 36.1 2.17 0.71 7.2 4 32 

PPPP049 42.11 1.91 0.58 8.2 16 128 

PPPP053 32.58 1.74 0.82 7.1 5 40 

PPPP056 35.43 1.72 0.59 7.2 6 48 

PPPP063 36.46 1.81 0.47 7.9 8 64 

PPPP067 26.12 1.87 0.19 6.7 6.8 54.4 

PPPP074 37.07 1.82 0.88 8.9 7 56 

PPPP122 40.52 1.71 0.68 8.4 6 48 

PPPP123  58.4 1.81 0.39 8.5 2.193 17.544 

PPPP127 54.27 1.9 0.88 8.9 13 104 

PPPP139 22.74 1.83 0.83 6.3 4.4 35.2 

PPPP141 18.58 1.73 0.39 7.9 4 32 

PPPP153 31.92 1.79 0.96 8.3 0.66 5.28 

PPPP156 65.29 1.86 0.15 8 2.4 12 

PPPP164 79.67 2 0.67 6.9 23.9 191.2 

PPPP170 56.75 1.82 0.3 7.2 1.9 9.5 

PPPP178 49.17 1.82 0.21 8.5 2.138 17.104 

PPPP216 35.7 1.75 0.29 7.7 0.7 3.5 

PPPP257 41.91 1.75 0.49 7.8 13 104 

PPPP267 49.23 1.89 0.71 7.7 17.4 139.2 

PPPP272 41.44 1.97 0.35 8.4 14.6 116.8 

PPPP278 38.38 1.95 0.41 7.4 11.9 95.2 
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PPPP279 32.54 1.77 0.28 7.3 8.9 71.2 

PPPP294 39.8 1.88 0.97 6.9 15.3 122.4 

PPPP308 35.36 1.84 0.22 7.4 0.5 2.5 

PPPP310 63.78 1.9 0.39 8.2 1.7 8.5 

PPPP316 73.72 1.87 0.36 7 2.1 10.5 

PPPP329 64.35 1.9 0.95 7.8 3.8 19 

PPPP338 42.83 1.82 0.67 8.1 1.5 7.5 

PPPP341 49.54 1.89 0.24 7.6 2.5 12.5 

PPPP342 49.59 1.93 0.11 8.8 12 60 

PPPP343 43.98 1.77 0.12 7.5 0.9 4.5 

PPPP344 33.92 1.63 0.26 6.7 0.6 3 

PPPP347 32.05 1.89 0.33 7.3 1.3 6.5 

PPPP348 54.19 1.8 0.47 8.2 1.8 9 

PPPP350 58.17 1.74 0.37 7.8 1.9 9.5 

PPPP355 42.2 1.79 0.1 8.1 1 5 

PPPP356 39.54 1.78 0.27 7.5 0.9 4.5 

PPPP361 74.95 1.9 0.68 8.2 2.1 10.5 

RIN: RNA Integrity Number. 

2.2 Results of Quality and Quantity Control for RNA Extraction from 

Platelets 

2.2.1 Evaluation and Improvement of Platelet RNA Extraction Quality: A 

Comparative Analysis of Two Extraction Rounds 

To assess the quality of platelet RNA extraction, all six samples extracted 

in the first round were sent for analysis. Four out of six RNA samples 

(PPPP307, PPPP321, PPPP352, and PPPP359) were initially analyzed 
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by the Bioanalyzer at Barts Cancer Institute, yielding low RIN scores 

(Table 12). Two additional samples, PPPP104 and PPPP108, were 

included in a secondary analysis for reference. After the first-round quality 

check, all reagents used for RNA extraction and downstream analysis 

were replaced to rule out potential contamination. Due to budget 

constraints, the quality of eight samples from the secondary extraction, as 

well as two from the initial extraction (PPPP104 and PPPP108), were 

assessed using the Bioanalyzer at the Barts and the London Genome 

Centre core facility. The enhanced RNA quality in subsequent batches 

was evident in the second round of Bioanalyzer results (Table 13, Figure 

15).    
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Table 12. The first-round Bioanalyzer quality results. 

 

In the primary analysis of four RNA samples, only one sample (PPPP359) registered 

a RIN score of 3.1, with the quality of the remaining samples being too low to quantify. 

RIN: RNA Integrity Number. (The table's formatting and color are fixed as per the 

original report.) 

Table 13.The second-round RNA quality check by Bioanalyzer. 
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A total of ten samples (including two blood samples from PPPP129 taken at different 

times and the initial samples PPPP104 and PPPP108) were evaluated in the Barts 

and the London Genome Centre core facility. The highest RIN score (8.5) was found 

in PPPP178, while the lowest RIN score (2.1) was associated with PPPP104 from the 

initial extraction. (The table's formatting and color are fixed as per the original report.) 

 

 

Figure 15. The second-round RNA quality check by Bioanalyzer.  

Using the Agilent Bioanalyzer RNA pico chip, traces of total platelet RNA were isolated 
from ten samples taken from nine individuals. The quality evaluation of platelet RNA 
was demonstrated by the presence of 5S, 18S, and 28S ribosomal RNA near the 100-, 
2,000-, and 4,000-nt product sizes. The quality checks of the second-round were 
stable except the first-round extraction samples PPPP104 and PPPP108 which lacked 
obvious peaks of ribosomal RNAs. (The figure's formatting and color are fixed as per 
the original report.) 

2.2.2 Assessing and Overcoming RNA Quality and Quantity Challenges 

for mRNA Sequencing in Platelet Samples.  
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After the stability of my RNA extraction technique was confirmed by the 

secondary bioanalyzer check, 20 platelet samples from PCa and 20 

samples from non-cancer patients were first selected, then extracted and 

sent to the Genomic Centre (Blizard Institute, the Faculty of Medicine and 

Dentistry, Queen Mary University of London) for mRNA sequencing. The 

RNA quality and quantity were checked both by Nanodrop and 

Bioanalyzer by the Genome Centre (Table 14).   
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Table 14. Details of all RNA quality and quantity measured by Bioanalyzer and 
Nanodrop of the first 40 platelet RNA samples selected for RNA-seq in Blizard 
Institute. 

Sample 
ID 

Nanodrop 
concentrati
on (ng/µL) 

260/28
0 

260/23
0 

RIN 
Scor
e 

Bioanalyser 
concentrati
on (ng/µL) 

volume 
remainin
g (µL) 

Total 
ng 

PPPP047 36.1 2.17 0.71 7.2 4 8 32 

PPPP053 32.58 1.74 0.82 7.1 5 8 40 

PPPP056 35.43 1.72 0.59 7.2 6 8 48 

PPPP061 26.43 1.77 0.57 5.7 3 8 24 

PPPP062 30.07 1.8 0.5 5.7 5 8 40 

PPPP063 36.46 1.81 0.47 7.9 8 8 64 

PPPP074 37.07 1.82 0.88 8.9 7 8 56 

PPPP080 39.77 1.78 0.73 6.1 7 8 56 

PPPP122 40.52 1.71 0.68 8.4 6 8 48 

PPPP127 54.27 1.9 0.88 8.9 13 8 104 

PPPP141 18.58 1.73 0.39 7.9 4 8 32 

PPPP239 33.16 1.75 0.25 4.6 6.9 8 55.2 

PPPP278 38.38 1.95 0.41 7.4 11.9 8 95.2 

PPPP054 36.14 1.91 0.64 4.7 9.9 8 79.2 

PPPP067 26.12 1.87 0.19 6.7 6.8 8 54.4 

PPPP164 79.67 2 0.67 6.9 23.9 8 191.2 

PPPP260 79.39 1.55 0.82 6.6 15.4 8 123.2 

PPPP314 37.51 1.88 0.65 5.4 6.1 8 48.8 

PPPP348 38.61 1.82 0.23 6.6 8.4 8 67.2 

PPPP353 35.81 1.67 0.15 5.2 2.4 8 19.2 

PPPP017 72.38 1.96 1.14 7 18.5 8 148 

PPPP049 42.11 1.91 0.58 8.2 16 8 128 
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PPPP211 36.19 1.74 0.44 5.8 8.2 8 65.6 

PPPP257 41.91 1.75 0.49 7.8 13 8 104 

PPPP267 49.23 1.89 0.71 7.7 17.4 8 139.2 

PPPP272 41.44 1.97 0.35 8.4 14.6 8 116.8 

PPPP275 38.06 1.87 1.03 5 16.7 8 133.6 

PPPP279 32.54 1.77 0.28 7.3 8.9 8 71.2 

PPPP284 34.3 1.81 0.86 5.8 9.5 8 76 

PPPP288 19.27 1.8 0.46 2.4 2.7 8 21.6 

PPPP294 39.8 1.88 0.97 6.9 15.3 8 122.4 

PPPP308 21.04 1.68 0.56 4.4 4.6 8 36.8 

PPPP329 36.96 1.9 0.34 6.3 9.5 8 76 

PPPP343 21.01 1.89 0.68 4.2 4.8 8 38.4 

PPPP342 46.36 1.95 0.83 6.1 18.4 8 147.2 

PPPP346 45.36 1.64 0.57 N/A 0.159 8 1.272 

PPPP118 38.98 1.89 0.71 4.6 5.6 8 44.8 

PPPP139 22.74 1.83 0.83 6.3 4.4 8 35.2 

PPPP145 29.55 1.86 0.58 5.4 5.5 8 44 

PPPP172 37.62 1.65 0.35 7.9 0.194 8 1.552 

 

Since not of all the first 40 cases were able to meet the minimum 

requirements of RNA-seq (at least 100ng total RNA per case with RIN 

score equal or over 7), more cases were provided. Totally, 50 PCa and 41 

non-cancer samples were selected and sent to the Genomic Centre for 

quality and quantity measurement.  The RNA quality and quantity results 

are shown in appendix. Regarding RNA quantity, 11 samples from these 
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91 cases met the requirement of over 100ng for standard RNA sequencing, 

while 38 samples’ RIN scores equaled or were more than 7. Due to the 

inadequate quantity of total RNA in the majority of the samples, 

amplification of RNA was applied in all the RNA samples with the help of 

SMARTer-seq V4 (Takara, Japan) ahead of the mRNA-seq. Then the 20 

RNA samples from PCa and 20 from non-cancer patients were finally 

chosen for RNA-seq.  

2.3 Results of mRNA-seq 

2.3.1 Analysis of mRNA Expression in PCa and Non-cancerous Groups 

Using Hisat2 and HTSeq 

Gene counts of each sample were shown in Table 15. Hisat2 was used to 

align these generated reads to an annotated reference genome. Following 

the mapping and quantification of gene expression, HTSeq was used for 

counting. The analysis revealed no significant difference in mRNA 

expression between the PCa and non-cancerous groups. 
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Table 15. Gene counts of the 40 samples for mRNA sequence. 

Sample Name gene_counts (>5 
reads) 

Sample Name gene_counts 

PPPP049 14193 PPPP067 10841 

PPPP272 13836 PPPP053 10736 

PPPP278 13639 PPPP047 10533 

PPPP257 13335 PPPP056 10506 

PPPP348 13040 PPPP216 10465 

PPPP164 13031 PPPP338 10358 

PPPP127 13017 PPPP063 10269 

PPPP153 12857 PPPP170 10218 

PPPP017 12708 PPPP139 10187 

PPPP267 12470 PPPP356 10186 

PPPP123 12356 PPPP074 10122 

PPPP347 12215 PPPP350 10112 

PPPP344 12103 PPPP342 10086 

PPPP294 11954 PPPP355 9925 

PPPP279 11854 PPPP329 9694 

PPPP122 11637 PPPP316 9625 

PPPP310 11628 PPPP341 9513 

PPPP308 11566 PPPP141 9489 

PPPP343 11458 PPPP156 9119 

PPPP361 10984 PPPP178 6576 

One gene which was counted for more than 5 times was included.   

2.3.2 Principal Component Analysis 

In this RNA-seq study, a principal component analysis (PCA) was 
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performed to investigate the variation in gene expression between PCa 

and control patients (Figure 16). The PCA plot demonstrated that the 

samples did not form distinct clusters. In this plot, the principal 

components are not linear combinations of gene expression data that 

encapsulate the maximum variation within the dataset. The first principal 

component (PC1) accounted for 61% of the variance, while PC2 

represented 6% (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16. Principal component analysis (PCA) plot of the RNA-seq data.  

Each point on the plot represents an individual sample, and its position is determined by its scores on PC1 and PC2. There was no 
clear separation between the subgroups with PC1 at 61% and PC2 at 6%. PC: principal component. 
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2.3.3 DESeq2 analysis for DEGs 

432 differentially expressed genes between PCa and control with p-values 

less than 0.05 were identified after the DESeq2 analysis. However, their 

adjusted p-values were far from reaching 0.05. The results of the 

differentially expressed genes as evaluated by DESeq2 are depicted in 

(appendix).  

2.3.4 Existence of WBC in platelet samples 

The presence of WBC-associated genes in platelet samples were shown 

both in my sequencing data and previously published data from Best’s 

study on platelet RNA for cancer detection [314].  

We identified genes such as P2RY12, PTPRC, ITGAL, CD4, CD8A, 

ITGAM, FUT4, HLA-DRA, and CD68 as WBC markers which were not 

shown in platelets based on literature reports with the reads of each gene 

founded in both our and previous published data. 

To validate these markers further and address potential WBC 

contamination in our platelet samples, I turned to the Human Protein Atlas 

(HPA). Based on this validation, P2RY12, CD68, and FUT4 from the list 

of WBC markers were excluded due to their unavailability in blood or lack 

of relevance to WBC contamination. This process provided a solid 

alternative confirmation, ensuring our final marker candidates are 
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accurate and reliable.  

Finally, the table of WBC gene markers, reflecting this validation, has been 

incorporated into the thesis (Table 16):  
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Table 16. Comparison of WBC marker’s reads in our and Best et al. sequencing 
data. 

Gene.ID in our seq Gene.Symbol function average of 
all case 
reads (our) 

average 
of all case  
reads 
(Best's) 

ENSG00000081237 PTPRC Pan-WBC 1529.2 696.2 

ENSG00000005844 ITGAL lymphocyte 161.4 45.4 

ENSG00000010610 CD4 CD4 121.5 24.1 

ENSG00000153563 CD8A CD8 84.2 2.8 

ENSG00000169896 ITGAM macrophage 141.6 104.5 

ENSG00000204287 HLA-DRA APC 1262.4 373.1 

The reads of markers in WBC (PTPRC), lymphocyte markers (ITGAL, CD4 and CD8) 
and other subtype cells were confirmed existence both in our and Best’s results [352]. 
WBC: white blood cell. 
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3. Discussion  

3.1 Biological Reasons for the Absence of Differential mRNA Expression 

in RNA-seq 

The DESeq2 analysis did not reveal any differentially expressed genes 

between the platelet mRNA of PCa and non-cancer patients. The result 

could be attributed to either a true and biological absence of differences 

at the mRNA expression level between PCa and non-cancer, and/or 

potential technical issues. Regarding the former, there are several factors 

at mRNA level. 

While the initial study introducing the use of platelet mRNA for cancer 

detection was published in 2015 [352], the same group indicated ongoing 

research in this area specifically for PCa detection in 2018 [487]. To date, 

there hasn't been any published paper on the use of platelet mRNA for 

PCa detection. This lack of publications may suggest a potential absence 

of differential mRNA expression between PCa and non-cancer cases.  

As we know, the majority of platelet RNA originates from megakaryocytes. 

If the mRNA profile remains largely consistent when interacting with 

cancer cells, this might suggest that the mRNA within platelets is 

inherently stable and resistant to alterations from external cancerous 

factors. Combining the different result at miRNA level in the study, it seems 
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that differential expression at the miRNA level might not necessarily 

translate to noticeable changes at the mRNA level in platelet if the 

miRNAs target multiple mRNAs or if their effect on mRNA stability is subtle. 

Since miRNAs often work by downregulating their target mRNAs, either 

by repressing translation or promoting mRNA degradation, a ‘silenced’ 

mRNA without degradation might also explain the ‘stability’ which is 

insignificant corresponding change in mRNA levels after the interaction 

with miRNA.  

Even if RNA transfer occurs between PCa cells and platelets, it might not 

necessarily lead to significant differential expression in platelet mRNA. It's 

possible that the amount of RNA transferred isn't substantial enough to 

impact the overall profile or that the transferred RNA doesn't remain stable 

or functional within the platelets for a time interval.  

It might be possible if there is no noticeable difference in the expression 

profile of mRNA, it does not necessarily mean that there is no functional 

impact. Some mRNA molecules, even if not differentially expressed, might 

still play crucial roles in mediating interactions between PCa cells and 

platelets. This could involve changes in translation, modifications, or other 

non-expression-based interactions. 

Overall, the above analysis could imply a robust mechanism ensuring 
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platelet mRNA stability, which would be interesting to delve into even at a 

protein level. It could be also interesting to explore if megakaryocytes 

themselves show any differential mRNA expression in the presence of 

PCa. In the following part, I will analyze other reasons for the absence of 

difference.  

3.2 Other Reasons for the Absence of Differential mRNA Expression 

Between PCa and Non-cancer Groups 

3.2.1 Small Effect Size between Groups 

Using 20 samples from each of the PCa and non-cancer groups is a 

moderate sample size for RNA-seq experiments. The adequacy of this 

size depends on the anticipated effect sizes (differences in gene 

expression) and the variability within each group. While a larger sample 

pool enhances the statistical power of the analysis, the decision to include 

20 samples from each group in this study was primarily due to budget 

constraints. Given previous studies that reported clear differential mRNA 

expressions between cancerous and non-cancerous controls [351, 352, 

429], there was an optimistic anticipation of detecting large effect sizes in 

PCa in the study.  

The observed lack of differences might suggest a small effect size in the 

data. Such nuances in gene expression could get obscured by 
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background variability, especially in smaller sample sizes. Hence, to 

assert that this subtle effect is genuine and not a product of random 

variation, an increased sample size for future RNA-seq experiments may 

be essential. 

3.2.2 Potential High variability in the Cancer Group 

The heterogeneity in the PCa group might have introduced high variability. 

For instance, based on the Gleason score, the PCa cases in this study 

encompassed both clinically significant (GS>3+4) and favourable PCa 

(GS<3+4) cases. Given the varied prognosis between these subgroups 

[82, 83], combining them might have augmented the intra-group variability 

of gene expression. If the overarching aim is biomarker development that 

discriminates between PCa and non-cancer cases, then the broad 

spectrum of PCa cases should be acknowledged. To mitigate the potential 

variability introduced by such heterogeneity, a larger sample size might be 

warranted.  

Alternatively, because the detection of clinically significant PCa is one 

clinical emphasis, a focused analysis comparing clinically significant PCa 

with non-cancer controls could provide clearer insights with relatively low 

variability.  

3.2.3 Limited Depth of Sequencing 
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The inability to detect differences might also stem from inadequate 

sequencing depth, which is especially crucial for lowly expressed genes. 

If the budget permits, deeper sequencing in future analyses might 

elucidate any differential expressions.  

3.2.4 Quality Consideration  

The Quality issues could also be attributed to the absence of difference in 

results. For example, sequencing itself and sample quality (suboptimal 

RNA quality, phenol contamination, and contamination of WBCs) will be 

discussed in the following part. 

The quality of RNA-seq data is paramount for accurate differential 

expression analysis. If sequencing data is of poor quality or if there's a low 

mapping rate, it becomes challenging to accurately quantify gene 

expression levels, leading to false negatives in the case.  

Quality of sequencing reads: Low-quality reads can introduce noise and 

make it difficult to discern genuine expression differences from artifacts. 

Alternatively, in the initial RNA extraction, low RNA quantity was revealed 

and pre-amplification (SMARTer V4) was applied. This additional step 

could introduce potential sources of error and bias, causing uneven 

amplification, increased noises, and the reduction in complexity.  

Mapped sequencing reads: After sequencing, the next step is to map the 
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sequencing reads to a reference genome or transcriptome. If a significant 

proportion of the reads cannot be mapped to the reference, it suggests 

potential issues with the data quality. 

In summary, the quality of the sequencing data, which can influence the 

outcomes of the RNA-seq analysis. 

Lower-than-optimal RIN scores and RNA quality might introduce high 

levels of noise into the sequencing data, obscuring potential differences 

[488]. The requirement for optimal RIN scores varies between kits. For 

instance, mRNA sequencing necessitates a RIN score of at least 7.0, 

whereas the SMARTer V4 kit requires a higher RIN score of 8.0. The 

average RIN score for my samples was 7.7, part of which was less than 

the recommended value.  To minimize contamination, we procured new 

reagents for individual use and enforced the use of filter-tipped pipette tips. 

We also changed gloves frequently and regularly cleaned lab equipment 

and areas with purifying agents. 

3.2.5 Potential Phenol Contamination 

Phenol can inhibit PCR reactions and reverse transcription, negatively 

affecting the SMARTer preamplification and library construction for 

sequencing, thereby leading to inaccuracies in downstream analysis. The 

inhibitory effect of phenol has been observed when the levels were as low 
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as 0.02% [489, 490]. 

In our dataset, disparities in RNA quantities measured by the Nanodrop 

and Bioanalyzer hinted at potential phenol contamination. Specifically, 

while a 260/280 ratio between 1.8 to 2.2 in Nanodrop results is generally 

viewed as indicative of acceptable quality, ratios below 1.8 often suggest 

contamination by phenol or guanidine salt in nucleic acid samples [524, 

528].  

Of our mRNA-seq samples, 13 out of 40 displayed ratios under 1.8. These 

samples also exhibited a rightward shift in the 260 nm peak, which aligns 

with the absorbance peak of phenol around 270 nm, indicating possible 

contamination [507]. Upon a direct comparison of RNA quality and 

quantity between these 13 samples and the remaining 27, no significant 

difference was observed in RIN scores (p=0.62) or RNA quantities 

(p=0.12). These findings suggest that while phenol contamination might 

be present, it doesn't appear to markedly affect the RNA's quality and 

quantity in the study. 

For future endeavors, it would be prudent to accurately measure the 

percentage of phenol in samples to quantify the extent of contamination. 

Furthermore, investigation of any differences in RNA-seq data between 

potentially contaminated (13 cases) and uncontaminated platelet samples 
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(27 cases) could be considered in order to discern any broader impacts 

on data quality.  

3.2.6 Confirmed White Blood Cell Contamination 

The dilution of RNA signatures due to contaminated WBCs could have 

biased the results [491]. Moreover, one WBC has been found to contain 

12,500 times more mRNA than a single platelet [492], possibly causing a 

larger bias in the mRNA-seq results.  

The suspect was supported both by the WBC contamination check in 

those samples by DAPI during platelet collection (See Chapter V in the 

part of evaluating the WBC contamination rate in the two-step differential 

centrifugation) and by the existence of reads of WBC markers which were 

reported mainly expressed in leucocytes rather than platelets  in the 

sequencing data [493, 494]. Furthermore, this presumption of WBC 

contamination in platelets was corroborated by examining WBC markers' 

reads in other published datasets, even when those studies employed 

different methods of platelet isolation, sequencing, and data analysis [352].  

In conclusion, addressing these above technical issues could potentially 

reveal obscured differences and could potentially identify differences in 

platelet RNA between PCa and non-cancer patients. Given the potential 

influence of WBC contaminants on platelet isolation and subsequent 
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RNA-seq results, we've conducted further evaluations. Details of these 

assessments are available in Chapter V. For future research endeavors, 

cross-verifying findings using independent datasets, preferably in 

collaboration with other teams, could be invaluable in ensuring the 

robustness of our results.   

3.3 Analysis of PCA plot 

In the PCA plot, the absence of clear separation between the groups 

indicates that the underlying biological or experimental factors might not 

significantly contribute to the observed gene expression patterns. 

The combined contribution of PC1 and PC2 to the total variance in the 

data is less than 80%. This threshold is often considered to determine how 

many principal components are required to adequately represent the data 

[495, 496]. These results suggest that PC1 and PC2 do not capture a 

significant enough portion of the overall variation to account for the 

majority (80% or more) of the dataset's variability. Therefore, they might 

not be closely associated with the differences between groups. 

There are several possible explanations for this observation. Firstly, the 

most significant sources of variation captured by PCA might not reflect all 

group-specific differences. There might be other minor sources of 

variation that drive the differences between the groups. Secondly, PCA 
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assumes linear relationships between variables, but gene expression 

patterns can exhibit non-linear behavior. Therefore, if the differences 

between the groups are non-linear, PCA might not effectively capture 

them with only the top principal components. Finally, technical noise, 

batch effects, or confounding factors unrelated to the groups of interest 

can introduce additional variation that might dilute the group-specific 

differences, making them harder to detect. 

In such cases, other methods designed for group comparisons, such as 

DESeq2, was considered for identifying differentially expressed genes. 

3.4 The preparation for RNA-seq 

3.4.1 Total RNA vs. Poly-A RNA: the Choice of RNA Isolation 

Both total RNA isolation and polyadenylated (poly-A) RNA isolation 

techniques are viable options for mRNA sequencing preparation. Total 

RNA isolation involves the extraction and purification of all RNA molecules 

present in a sample, including ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA 

(tRNA), messenger RNA (mRNA), and other non-coding RNAs, while 

Poly-A RNA isolation specifically targets and enriches for mRNA 

molecules that contain a polyadenylated tail at their 3' end, which is a 

characteristic feature of most eukaryotic mRNAs and plays a crucial role 

in mRNA stability, translation, and regulation [497]. 
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In this project, the reason that the method of total RNA isolation was 

applied due to the following points. Firstly, total RNA isolation methods 

capture all RNA species present in the sample, providing a more 

comprehensive representation of the transcriptome while Poly-A RNA 

isolation methods, such as oligo(dT)-based capture, typically have high 

enrichment efficiency for mRNA molecules where can be some bias 

towards abundant transcripts. Secondly, regardless to sample 

compatibility: Poly-A RNA isolation is more commonly used in eukaryotic 

systems, where the majority of mRNA molecules have a poly-A tail [498]. 

However, for platelets with atypical mRNA characteristic, total RNA 

extraction may be suitable. Finally, based on the current accessible 

technique support in the Institute, such as isolation protocol, the quality 

and quantity evaluation of total RNA and sequencing, total RNA extraction 

is more practical. 

3.4.2 Quality Improvement of RNA extraction  

The Bioanalyzer detected subpar RNA quality in the initial RNA extraction 

experiment. The Bioanalyzer is a chip-based capillary electrophoresis 

device that employs fluorescence dyes to bind to RNA [499]. This process 

separates sample components based on electrophoretic mobility, with 

smaller fragments migrating faster than larger ones. The fluorescent dye 
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molecules bind to DNA or RNA strands, allowing for their detection. By 

examining the distribution and integrity of RNA samples, particularly rRNA 

(5s, 18s, and 28s), the Bioanalyzer evaluates the quality of the RNA 

samples [500, 501]. These rRNAs are more stable compared to other RNA 

species, making them a valuable benchmark. When these stable RNAs 

show signs of degradation, it often suggests that the less stable RNA 

species are likely also degraded. A common metric used to evaluate RNA 

integrity is the 28/18S rRNA peak ratio. A ratio close to 2:1 is typically 

considered an indicator of high-quality RNA, as it represents a natural 

abundance of the 28S rRNA relative to the 18S rRNA. This ratio can vary 

based on the sample and tissue type, and a deviation from this ratio can 

suggest potential RNA degradation [498, 500, 501]. However, a report that 

rRNA underwent complete degradation, while the mRNA remained intact 

was also published [502]. Regarding mRNA integrity, some publications 

[498, 503] preferred 28S as an indicator rather than 18S, while others 

disagreed [504]. 

Bioanalyzer assigns a numerical score, known as the RNA Integrity 

Number (RIN), ranging from 1 to 10 [505]. To assess the quality of RNA 

samples, a higher RIN value indicates superior RNA integrity [506]. In the 

initial Bioanalyzer assessment for the four samples from the first RNA 
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extraction, only PPPP359 achieved a RIN score of 3.1. The other samples 

had scores too low to register, indicating that the first extraction provided 

a poor RNA quality.   

Several factors may have led to the low RNA yields. Firstly, RNA quality 

and quantity can vary due to pre-extraction procedures [507]. However, 

as all initial samples displayed poor quality, this explanation seems 

unlikely. Secondly, RNA degradation may occur if samples are stored at 

room temperature for extended periods post-isolation, activating RNases 

[508]. To prevent this, we used cold QIAzol as the guanidine lysis buffer 

and stored samples in a -80℃ freezer within 10 minutes of isolation to 

prevent RNase activation. Thirdly, RNase contamination during the RNA 

extraction process may have led to RNA degradation. RNases are 

pervasive in laboratory environments [509] and can degrade RNA 

samples [510, 511]. To prevent potential contamination, new reagents 

were acquired for individual use. Other precautions included the strict use 

of filter-tipped pipette tips, frequent glove changes, and regular cleaning 

of laboratory instruments and work areas using purifying agents such as 

RNaseZap (Thermo USA). Additionally, there were concerns about 

potential errors in the preparation of the wash buffers. Two washing 

buffers (RWT and RPE) require the addition of ethanol when a new bottle 
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is opened. Ethanol-containing solutions are capable of washing salts but 

not extracting RNA [512]. The previously used buffers lacked clear 

labelling regarding the addition of ethanol, as they had been used by other 

team members. Therefore, I obtained new buffers with detailed labels 

indicating the date of ethanol addition.  

As a result of these adjustments, the average RIN score improved from 

2.9, as determined by the first-round Bioanalyzer assessment, to a mean 

of 7.7 in the subsequent Bioanalyzer examination. This marked 

improvement in RIN in the secondary bioanalyzer evaluation confirms the 

enhanced stability and quality of RNA extraction, validating the 

procedures we undertook. 

3.4.3 Analysis of the difference in RNA quantity between Nanodrop and 

Bioanalyzer 

Out of the 91 samples with sufficient RNA concentration (> 100 ng) for 

sequencing based on Nanodrop results, only 11 samples were found to 

be higher than 100 ng according to the Bioanalyzer measurements. The 

substantial disparity observed between Nanodrop and Bioanalyzer 

prompts a need for further comprehension of their mechanisms and 

comprehensive comparison. The difference in the mechanisms of RNA 

quantity detection should be considered. On the other hand, Nanodrop, 
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functioning as a spectrophotometer, quantifies RNA concentration by 

measuring the absorbance of nucleic acids at a wavelength of 260 nm 

[513]. When a 260 nm light source is shone on the sample, the amount of 

light passing through and the amount of light absorbed by the sample can 

be determined [514]. The RNA quantity observed by Nanodrop, however, 

could be mistakenly higher due to phenol or salt contamination.  

In the platelet isolation protocol used in the project, QIAzol, a 

phenol/guanidine-based reagent, was routinely employed to lyse platelets 

and release RNA. After phenol serves to lyse platelets to free RNA and 

remove nucleases [499], its complete removal through following 

chloroform extraction is crucial. Otherwise residual phenol may cause 

contamination in the RNA samples. Due to the obvious higher RNA 

concentration from the Nanodrop check, this kind of contamination was 

suspected. Further studies have demonstrated that QIAzol contamination, 

particularly by phenol, can lead to more pronounced increases in 

Nanodrop readings compared to those obtained with the bioanalyzer [499, 

515, 516]. In the Nanodrop results, a 260/280 ratio ranging from 1.8 to 2.2 

is generally considered indicative of pure RNA, while ratios below 1.8 

suggest the presence of phenol or guanidine salt contamination in nucleic 

acid samples [513, 517]. In my findings in the later 91 RNA samples, 40 
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out of 91 cases had ratios less than 1.8, implying that contamination could 

exist in more than 40% of cases. Additionally, A rightward shift was 

detected in the 260 peak in my samples (The picture was not shown due 

to the incapability of download in Nanodrop.), which was consistent with 

previous reports that the addition of QIAzol could cause such a shift in the 

260 peak [518].  

Thus, it was suspected that the so-called ‘high’ RNA concentration 

observed in the samples could be due to contamination, such as residual 

QIAzol. Although the protocol applied in the study was consistent with the 

ratio of 5:1 recommended by the Qiagen QIAzol handbook, it may be still 

challenging to avoid such contamination during RNA extraction from 

limited-volume sample materials, leaving phenol in the upper phase after 

centrifugation with chloroform.   

The Bioanalyzer, as a representative of microfluidics-based "lab-on-a-

chip" technology, utilizes chip-based capillary electrophoresis, employing 

traditional gel electrophoresis principles and fluorescence dyes that 

specifically bind to RNA [499]. By separating the sample components 

through microchannels based on their size and detecting the fluorescent 

dye molecules that intercalate into the RNA strands, the Bioanalyzer 

provides automated sizing and quantitation information in a digital format. 
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The quantification of RNA is performed through the comparison of the 

RNA sample to a set of RNA standards of known concentration that are 

run alongside the testing sample. The Bioanalyzer's software interprets 

the electropherogram generated by the device, and it uses the fluorescent 

signal intensities of testing samples compared to the signals of the 

standards to calculate the concentration of RNA in a sample. Specifically, 

for each fragment of RNA in the sample, the Bioanalyzer measures the 

area under the curve in the electropherogram, which correlates with the 

quantity of that RNA fragment. By adding together the areas for all the 

RNA fragments, the Bioanalyzer can estimate the total concentration of 

RNA in the sample [519]. The Bioanalyzer quantifies RNA based on the 

fluorescence signal, and the RIN score is used to indicate the integrity of 

the RNA. While the fluorescence-based quantification gives an estimate 

of RNA quantity, the actual state of the RNA (whether intact or degraded) 

is better reflected by the RIN value. A lower RIN score indicates more 

degraded RNA, whereas a higher RIN score suggests the RNA is largely 

intact. Thus, while the quantity measured by the Bioanalyzer is consistent, 

the RIN score serves as a measure of RNA quality. It is crucial to consider 

both quantity and quality (RIN score) when selecting samples for RNA-

seq, with a preference for samples with higher RIN scores to ensure the 
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integrity of the RNA being sequenced. Finally, by using the criteria from 

Bioanalyzer, I selected samples for the RNA-seq. 

In the first 40 RNA samples sent to the Genomic Centre, 12 out of 17 

cases whose RIN were equal or over 7 had less than 100ng RNA. Based 

on the mechanism of Bioanalyzer, the 12 cases’ quantities may be close 

to the real value, implying inadequate RNA production in the samples.  

3.4.4 Addressing Contamination Concerns in RNA Extraction 

Regarding the improvement of the contamination, several potential 

measures can be implemented to address the persistent concern of 

residual phenol in the RNA extraction protocol. One such measure is the 

careful transfer of the upper aqueous phase, which contains the RNA, to 

a fresh tube. It is crucial to exercise caution to avoid disturbing the 

interphase or the organic phase and prevent the transfer of any lower 

organic phase that may contain residual phenol. Additionally, the duration 

of the previous 15 minutes in the centrifugation for RNA separation could 

be lengthened.  

Another possible approach is to perform an additional isopropanol 

precipitation step. Following the separation of the RNA-containing 

aqueous phase, isopropanol can be gently added, and the mixture can be 

incubated at -20°C for an adequate duration. Subsequently, the mixture 
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can be centrifuged to pelletize the RNA, and the supernatant, which 

contains residual isopropanol and any contaminants, can be discarded. 

However, it is important to consider the cost of RNA consumption 

associated with this supplementary step. 

The Takara SSV4 kit was initially used as a popular choice for single-cell 

RNA sequencing applications by generating full-length cDNA from low-

input RNA samples with as little as 10pg of total RNA, making it suitable 

for capturing the entire transcriptome of individual cells [520]. The SMART 

technique involves the use of a modified reverse transcription reaction, 

where a chimeric oligonucleotide called SMARTer oligo is used, enabling 

the synthesis of full-length cDNA by utilizing a template-switching 

mechanism. During reverse transcription, the SMARTer II A portion of the 

oligo anneals to the RNA template and primes the synthesis of the first 

strand cDNA. At the end of the first strand synthesis, the reverse 

transcriptase enzyme undergoes a template-switching event, allowing the 

reverse transcriptase to continue the synthesis of the second strand of 

cDNA, resulting in a full-length cDNA molecule [521]. The SSV4 kit is 

optimized for amplification from low-input RNA samples, requiring only the 

number of platelets in a single drop of blood with high sensitivity [428], 

which is crucial for my project of low RNA input, only 11/91 cases had RNA 
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more than 100ng after RNA extraction. Additionally, the SSV4 kit is known 

for its reproducibility and reliability in generating high-quality RNA-seq 

data and can be used for a wide range of downstream applications, 

including library preparation for Illumina sequencing platforms in the 

project [522].  

This technology requires RNA of high quality, preferring RIN score of 8 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. It is sensitive to the quality 

of the input RNA. Since it aims to amplify full-length cDNA, it requires 

intact RNA molecules with minimal degradation. If the RNA samples are 

degraded or of poor quality, it can lead to biased or unreliable results. The 

40 cases for the amplification in the project had high RIN scores of an 

average of 7.7, close to the instruction. Therefore, it was applied as the 

pre-amplification method ahead of mRNA sequencing. 

Regardless of the efficiency of library preparation for mRNA sequencing, 

TaKaRa SSV4 was reported to produce a relatively lower amount of 

coding mRNA [523] and/or higher output of ribosomal [522, 524] as well 

as non-coding RNAs [523]. However, the difference in expression profiles 

between the SSV4 kit and Illumina TruSeq stranded mRNA Sample 

Preparation kit was indicated as unnoticeable [522]. 

Like any amplification-based method, the SSV4 kit can also introduce 
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amplification bias, leading to the uneven representation of transcripts in 

the resulting cDNA. This bias can affect the accuracy and quantification 

of gene expression measurements, particularly for low-abundance 

transcripts.  
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CHAPTER V: Evaluation and Modifications of 

the Method of Platelet Collection 

1. Introduction 

The double-spin centrifugation method has garnered popularity in 

laboratory settings for platelet isolation, primarily due to its favorable 

platelet yield, cost-effectiveness, and simplicity of operation compared to 

other methods [525, 526]. However, despite its widespread use, there 

remains a lack of standardization in platelet preparation [525, 527]. In our 

study, we adhered to previously reported protocols, employing a first spin 

at 200g for 20 minutes to segregate platelets and a subsequent spin at 

400g for 20 minutes to concentrate them [428, 528-532]. 

Platelet isolation aims to separate platelets from other components 

present in whole blood. Due to their small size and low density, platelets 

can be effectively separated through centrifugation [533]. During the first 

centrifugation step, the whole blood sample is subjected to a relatively low 

centrifugal force, resulting in the formation of two distinct layers: the upper 

PRP layer, which appears yellow and contains a higher concentration of 

platelets compared to whole blood, a buffy coat in the middle, and the 

bottom layer consisting of RBCs which are heavier [428, 525]. 
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Interestingly, larger and heavier platelets were reported to be mixed with 

RBCs in the upper part of the lower RBC layer [534]. 

A pivotal concern in platelet collection is the potential contamination with 

WBCs. Given the significantly higher RNA content in WBCs, their 

presence could dilute the distinctive RNA signature of platelets, thereby 

skewing results [491, 492, 535]. Alarmingly, upon detecting WBC markers 

in our mRNA-seq data, our subsequent assessment unveiled an average 

contamination rate of 40.4 WBCs per million platelets, higher than the 

reported range between 0 to 5 WBCs per million platelets [7, 9, 13]. Such 

a discrepancy underscores the need to re-evaluate and possibly refine 

our current double-spin technique, prompting the exploration of 

modifications to enhance its efficacy. 
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2. Results  

2.1 Evaluation of the Current Two-step Centrifugation for Platelet 

Collection 

The evaluation of the current method initiated with the calculation of the 

platelet count collected as well as the platelet recovery rate, then was 

moved to the check of WBC contamination. 

To assess platelet recovery, whole blood samples from a total of 47 PCa 

patients with platelets isolated using the 2-step centrifugation method 

between December 2021 and November 2022 were included. The 

number of platelet collection was 12,476,738 averagely by the 2-step 

centrifugation, ranging from 325,000 to 47,333,333 per sample (0.5ml 

whole blood). Furthermore, on average, across the 47 cases, the platelet 

recovery was found to be approximately 8.32% (details in appendix).  

Additionally, it was observed that approximately one-third (0.37) of the 

platelets collected after the first-step centrifugation (details in appendix).  
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2.1.1 Results of the Accurate Evaluation of WBC Contamination in the 

Two-step Centrifugation 

Due to the existence of WBC markers’ reads in my sequencing data, as 

well as the situation that the previous WBC check was unable to 

accurately estimate the WBC contamination, further accurate evaluation 

of WBC contamination was performed. Between December 2021 and 

November 2022, a total of 47 samples from PCa patients were analysed 

to assess WBC contamination rate.  

Briefly, the difference between the current and the previous evaluation 

method is that an additional platelet counting was performed each time 

following PRP transfer. The observed WBC contamination rates varied, 

ranging from 0 to 309.9 WBCs per 1 million platelets. The average WBC 

contamination rate was determined to be 40.4 WBCs per 1 million 

platelets, with a standard deviation (SD) of 72.9 WBCs per 1 million 

platelets (Table 17).  

Based on the results of the 47 cases, about 25% of the samples collected 

by the 2-step centrifugation provided equal or less than 5 WBCs per 1 

million platelets the WBC contamination rate (Figure 17).  
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Table 17. The accurate evaluation of WBC contamination rates in 47 platelet 
samples with the method of two-step centrifugation. 

ID Platelet count WBC count 

WBC contamination 
rate (WBC/1million 
platelets) 

PPPP415 1575000 75 47.6 

PPPP416 6362500 25 3.9 

PPPP417 2505000 70 27.9 

PPPP418 2325000 0 0 

PPPP419 325000 0 0 

CPM1 008 3377500 70 20.7 

CPM1 009 2480000 75 30.2 

CPM1 010 1890000 10 5.3 

CPM1 011 2175000 0 0 

CPM1 012 16950000 10 0.6 

PPPP420 3725000 15 4.0 

CPM1 014 7675000 15 2 

CPM1 015 5525000 50 9.1 

CPM1 016 8275000 55 6.7 

PPPP440 5566667 500 89.8 

PPPP441 7400000 127 17.2 

PPPP442 3200000 200 62.5 

PPPP443 9366667 200 21.4 

PPPP444 9600000 500 52.1 

PPPP445 15700000 184 11.7 

PPPP446 1596667 64 40.1 

PPPP447 556667 25 44.9 

PPPP448 1480000 49 33.1 
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CPM1 065 1263333 382 302.4 

CPM1 066 2233333 8 3.6 

CPM1 067 1090000 18 16.5 

CPM1 071 2665000 31 11.6 

CPM1 073 1420000 23 16.2 

CPM1 028 1190000 5 4.2 

CPM1 076 1330000 26 19.6 

CPM1 077 2213333 43 19.4 

CPM1 019 1613333 500 309.9 

CPM1 011 4100000 13 3.2 

PPPP433 6833333 52 30.2 

CPM1 055 430000 129 300 

CPM1 059 1220000 89 73 

CPM1 060 3333333 115 34.5 

CPM1 050 2936667 54 18.4 

CPM1 049 3920000 22 5.6 

CPM1 048 833333.3 19 22.8 

CPM1 047 6033333 131 21.7 

CPM1 046 750000 57 76 

PPPP437 31333333 154 49.1 

PPPP438 1.89E+08 173 9.1 

PPPP439 1.17E+08 36 3.1 

CPM1 062 68333333 69 10.1 

CPM1 065 15700000 9 5.7 

average 12490922 95.3 40.4 

WBC: white blood cell. 
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Figure 17. Descriptive Statistics of WBC Contamination Rates in 47 Platelet 
Samples Isolated by a Two-step Centrifugation.  

The X axial represented the case numbers, while the Y axial illustrated the WBC 
contamination rates (WBCs/ 1 million platelets).  

2.2 The modification of the current method of 2-step centrifugation  

2.2.1 Taking ½ Upper PRP in Platelet Collection  

From December 2021 to March 2022, a total of 14 patient samples with 

prostate cancer (PCa) were included in the study. There was no 

statistically significant difference in the WBC contamination rate between 

the upper half and 2/3 PRP, with contamination rates of about 20 and 11 

WBCs per 1 million platelets, respectively (P=0.18) (Figure 18). On 

average, when comparing the two methods using the same amount of 

starting blood sample of 0.5ml, taking 2/3 of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) 

yielded an average of 4,654,643 platelets. However, when taking only half 

of the PRP, the average number of platelets largely decreased to 

3,195,714 (P=0.004) (Table 18). And 4/14 cases provided the WBC 
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contamination rate less than 5 WBCs per 1 million platelets.  
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Table 18. The results of platelet count, WBC count and WBC contamination rate 
in 14 cases via upper ½ and 2/3 PRP.  

 Upper ½ PRP transfer Upper 2/3 PRP transfer 

ID Platelet 
count 

WBC 
count 

WBC 
contamination 
rate 

(WBC/1million 
platelets) 

Platelet 
count 

WBC 
count 

WBC 
contamination 
rate 

(WBC/1million 
platelets) 

PPPP415 962500 60 62.3 1575000 75 47.6 

PPPP416 2287500 25 10.9 6362500 25 3.9 

PPPP417 1452500 40 27.5 2505000 70 27.9 

PPPP418 425000 10 23.5 2325000 0 0 

PPPP419 125000 10 80 325000 0 0 

CPM1 
008 

1412500 15 10.6 3377500 70 20.7 

CPM1 
009 

1517500 20 13.2 2480000 75 30.2 

CPM1 
010 

1232500 15 12.2 1890000 10 5.3 

CPM1 
011 

1747500 0 0 2175000 0 0 

CPM1 
012 

18425000 5 0.3 16950000 10 0.6 

PPPP420 2667500 5 1.9 3725000 15 4.0 

CPM1 
014 

4550000 5 1.1 7675000 15 2 

CPM1 
015 

1110000 40 36.0 5525000 50 9.1 

CPM1 
016 

6825000 20 2.9 8275000 55 6.7 

average 3195714 19.3 20.2 4654643 33.6 11.3 
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Less platelets were collected (P=0.004) when taking the upper 1/2 PRP, while there 
was no difference in WBC contamination rates (P=0.18). WBC: white blood cell, PRP: 
platelet rich plasma. 

 

Figure 18. The comparison of WBC contamination rates by the two-step 
centrifugation with different PRP transfer (between taking upper ½ PRP and 
taking upper 2/3 PRP groups) (p=0.18). 

WBC: white blood cell, PRP: platelet rich plasma. 

2.2.2 Using CD45-Labeled Micro-bead Negative Selection for Platelet 

Purification 

Between September 2022 and November 2022, a total of nine samples of 

PCa were included in the study. The average WBC contamination rates 

calculated for 2-step centrifugation and the modified method were 41.4 
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and 40.8 WBCs per 1 million platelets respectively (p=0.96) (Figure 19). 

Within these nine cases, averagely, 6,051,852 platelets were collected 

using the traditional two-step centrifugation method, while the lower 

average number of 875,630 platelets were collected using the two-step 

centrifugation plus magnetic beads method (Table 19).   
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Table 19. The results of platelet count, WBC count and WBC contamination rate 
(WBCs/ 1 million platelets) in nine cases via the two-step centrifugation method 
and further magnetic bead purification after the two-step centrifugation.  

ID two-step centrifugation two-step centrifugation + magnetic 
beads 

Platelet 
count  

WBC 
count 

WBC 
contamination 
rate 

Platelet 
count 

WBC 
count 

WBC 
contamination 
rate 

PPPP440 5566667 500 89.8 1666667 3 1.8 

PPPP441 7400000 127 17.2 1470000 14 9.5 

PPPP442 3200000 200 62.5 276667 26 94 

PPPP443 9366667 200 21.6 750000 51 68 

PPPP444 9600000 500 52.1 1963333 99 50.4 

PPPP445 15700000 184 11.7 1393333 47 33.7 

PPPP446 1596667 64 40.1 59000 4 67.8 

PPPP447 556667 25 44.9 160000 1 6.3 

PPPP448 1480000 49 33.1 141667 5 35.3 

average 6051852 205 41.4 875630 27.8 40.8 

On average, less platelets were collected (875,630) in the method of using magnetic 
beads with similar WBC contamination rate of 40.8 WBCs per one million platelets. In 
case PPPP440 and PPPP444, by DAPI staining, there were full of WBCs under 
microscope which were then recorded as 500. WBC: white blood cell, DAPI: 4’,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole. 
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Figure 19. The comparison of WBC contamination rates by the two-step 
centrifugation with and without magnetic beads (p=0.96). 

WBC: white blood cell. 

2.2.3 Application of Three-step Centrifugation in Platelet Collection 

2.2.3.1 Comparison of the WBC Contamination Rates Between the Three-

step (100g and 200g in the additional step) and The two-step 

Centrifugation  

From August 2022 to September 2022, a total of nine PCa patient samples 

were included. An additional centrifugation of 100g and 200g was 

individually added between the two steps of traditional collection. 

Comparing the WBC contamination rates to the traditional two-step 
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method (78.2 WBCs/1 million platelets), the 3-step centrifugation methods 

showed lower contamination rates: 24 in the 100g group and 28.6 WBCs/1 

million platelets in the 200g group. Five out of the nine cases had a WBC 

contamination rate of less than 5 WBCs/1 million platelets in the three-

step (200g) group, and 3/9 met the same criteria in the three-step (100g) 

group, while only 2/9 cases in the two-step group had acceptable WBC 

contamination rate (Table 20). However, there was no significant 

difference between these methods and the two-step method (p=0.26 and 

0.32 in methods of 100g and 200g, respectively) (Figure 20).  

2.2.3.2 Platelet Collection Efficiency Between 100g and 200g Methods in 

the Three-step Centrifugation  

With regards to platelet collection in the two groups including an additional 

centrifugation, averagely, 194,593 platelets were collected by the method 

of 100g per 1ml whole blood, while 139,370 platelets were collected  by 

the method of 200g per 1ml whole blood (p= 0.09), as well as platelet 

collection efficiency of 11.89% and 8.17% respectively (p= 0.08). (The 

method of 2-step centrifugation provided the average platelet collection of 

1,668,704 per 1ml whole blood.)  

The main purpose of the additional centrifugation is to purify WBC in the 

transferred plasma. After the additional step of centrifugation was added, 
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most residual WBCs in the upper 2/3 PRP transferred were purified in the 

different speeds (100g and 200g). The effectiveness was confirmed by 

both DAPI staining and automated cytometer. Using DAPI staining, the 

96.24% and 97.36% of the WBCs in the transferred plasma were cleaned 

by the methods of additional centrifugation (100g and 200g). Similar 

results were acquired by an automated cytometer, showing that 99.78% 

and 99.92% of WBCs in the transferred plasma were cleaned (Table 21).  
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Table 20. The results of WBC contamination rates in nine cases via the three-
step (100g and 200g) and two-step centrifugations. 

ID WBC count Platelet count WBC contamination 
rate/ 1 million 
platelets 

2-
step 

100g 200g 2-step 100g 200g 2-step 100g 200g 

CPM1-
065 

382 4 0 
1263333 157000 84000 

302 25 0 

CPM1-
066 

8 0 2 
2233333 316667 410000 

4 0 5 

CPM1-
067 

18 2 4 
1090000 25000 45333 

17 80 88 

CPM1-
071 

31 4 0 
2665000 156500 79500 

12 26 0 

CPM1-
073 

23 1 0 
1420000 208000 82000 

16 5 0 

CPM1-
028 

5 0 0 
1190000 128500 54500 

4 0 0 

CPM1-
076 

26 5 2 
1330000 215333 59333 

20 23 34 

CPM1-
077 

43 9 4 
2213333 187666.7 43000 

19.4 48 93 

CPM1-
019 

500 3 15 
1613333 356666.7 396666.7 

309.9 8.4 37.8 

average 115.1 3.1 3 1668704 194592.6 139370.4 78.2 24 28.6 

WBC: white blood cell. 
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Figure 20. The comparison of WBC contamination rates in 9 platelet samples 
isolated by a 2-step, 3-step (100g) (p=0.26), and 3-step (200g) (p=0.32) 
centrifugations.  

The X axial represented the different groups, while the Y axial illustrated the WBC 
contamination rates (WBCs/ 1 million platelets). Better WBC contamination rates were 
acquired in the groups of 3-step methods. WBC: white blood cell. 

Table 21. The results of WBC clean rate during the additional step of 
centrifugation in nine cases via the three-step (100g and 200g) and two-step 
centrifugations.  

ID 

WBC clean rate (%) (DAPI) 
WBC clean rate (%) (auto 
cytometer) 

2-step 100g 200g 2-step 100g 200g 

CPM1 065 17.49 98.88 100 50 99.97 99.97 

CPM1 066 91.75 100 97.5 64.52 100.00 100 

CPM1 067 61.70 87.5 87.10 62.63 99.97 100 

CPM1 071 68.69 95.18 100 42.28 98.93 99.98 

CPM1 073 45.24 98.33 100 8.56 99.93 99.99 
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CPM1 028 73.68 100 100 49.055 99.50 99.72 

CPM1 076 57.38 93.90 96.72 30.55 99.95 99.87 

CPM1 077 42.67 92.68 96.36 2.33 99.99 99.87 

CPM1 019 50 99.7 98.52 41.24 99.74 99.92 

average 56.51 96.24 97.36 39.02 99.78 99.92 

WBC clean rates were calculated by both DAPI and auto cytometer. WBC: white blood 
cell, DAPI: 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. 

2.2.4 Using 3µm membrane filter for platelet collection 

From July 2022 to August 2022, 10 PCa patient samples were collected. 

On average, The WBC contamination rates were 90.3 and 58.5 WBCs per 

1 million platelets, calculated between the 3-µm membrane filter and the 

upper 2/3 PRP, respectively (p=0.013) (Table 22)(Figure 21). Additionally, 

there were 142,433 platelets and 3,039,000 platelets from each 0.5 ml of 

whole blood (P=0.001) by 3-µm membrane filter and the 2-step 

centrifugation. The new method only provided approximately 5% of the 

platelets obtained using the traditional method.   
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Table 22. The comparison of platelet count, WBC count and WBC contamination 
rate in 10 cases via 3µm membrane filter and upper 2/3 PRP.  

 3µm membrane filter+ 2-step 
centrifugation 

2-step centrifugation 

ID Platelet 
count 

WBC 
count 

WBC 
contamination 
rate 

(WBC/1million 
platelets) 

Platelet 
count 

WBC 
count 

WBC 
contamination 
rate 

(WBC/1million 
platelets) 

CPM1 011 170000 5 29.4 4100000 13 3.2 

PPPP433 19333.3 2 51.7 6833333 52 30.2 

CPM1 055 16000 6 375 430000 129 300 

CPM1 059 64333.3 7 108.8 1220000 89 73 

CPM1 060 135666.7 13 95.8 3333333 115 34.5 

CPM1 050 370000 8 21.6 2936667 54 18.4 

CPM1 049 200333.3 9 44.9 3920000 22 5.6 

CPM1 048 132666.7 2 15.1 833333.3 19 22.8 

CPM1 047 283333.3 2 7.1 6033333 131 21.7 

CPM1 046 32666.7 5 153.1 750000 57 76 

average 142433.3 5.9 90.3 3039000 68.1 58.5 

There was a higher average of WBC contamination rate (90.3 WBCs per one million 
platelets) in the filter group (P=0.013). WBC: white blood cell, PRP: platelet rich 
plasma. 
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Figure 21. The comparison of WBC contamination rates in 10 platelet samples 
isolated by 3µm membrane filter and two-step centrifugation (p=0.013).  

WBC: white blood cell. 

2.5 Using 1µm Membrane Filter in Platelet Collection 

From August 2, 2022, to August 25, 2022, a total of 0.5ml of whole blood 

was collected from five PCa patient samples. A comparison was made 

between the 2-step centrifugation method and the use of a 1µm filter in 

this group. The results showed that the 1µm filter yielded a WBC 

contamination rate of 1.2 leucocytes per one million platelets, compared 

to 15.4 leucocytes per one million platelets in the 2-step collection (p=0.18) 
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(Figure 22). Additionaly, the application of the 1-µm filter significantly 

decreased the platelet collection, with only approximately 2.6% of the 

platelets collected compared to the 2-step method (650,167 platelets vs. 

25,303,333 platelets, p=0.03) (Table 23)  

Finally, the summary of all the methods of modification has been listed in 

Table 24.  
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Table 23. The comparison of platelet count, WBC count and WBC contamination 
rate in five cases between the usage of 1um filter and two-step centrifugation.  

 
1-um filter+ 2-step centrifugation 2-step centrifugation  

ID 
Platelet 
count 

WBC 
count 

WBC 
contamination 
rate 
(WBC/1million 
platelets) 

Platelet 
count 

WBC 
count 

WBC 
contamination 
rate 
(WBC/1million 
platelets) 

PPPP437 180000 0 0 31333333 154 49.1 

PPPP438 1716667 0 0 189333333 173 9.1 

PPPP439 483333 0 0 117333333 36 3.1 

CPM1-
062 866667 1 5.8 68333333 69 10.1 

CPM1-
065 4167 0 0 15700000 9 5.7 

average 650167 0.2 1.2 84406667 88.2 15.4 

Using 1µm filter provided 1.2 leucocytes per one million platelets, compared to 15.4 
leucocytes per one million platelets in 2-step collection. WBC: white blood cell. 
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Figure 22. The comparison of WBC contamination rates in 5 platelet samples 
isolated by 1µm membrane filter and two-step centrifugation (p=0.18).  

WBC: white blood cell. 

Table 24. The comparison of taking upper ½ PRP, 1, 3µm filters, three-step 
centrifugation and magnetic beads in the modification of platelet collection.    
 

platelet 
loss 

WBC 
contaminatio
n rate  

Expense for 
additional 
instrument 

duration  

1/2 upper PRP 97.9% 20 N/A minutes 

3µm filter 99.9% 90 Less than one 
pounds/ each 

minutes 

1µm filter 99.6% 1 Less than one 
pounds/ each 

minutes 

3-step 
centrifugation(100g) 

99.9% 24 N/A minutes 
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3-step 
centrifugation(200g) 

99.9% 29 N/A minutes 

magnetic beads 99.4% 45 More than hundred 
pounds 

0.8-1hour 

At the cost of highest loss of platelets, 1µm filter provided best WBC contamination 

rate of 1 WBCs per one million platelets, while 3-step centrifugation demonstrated a 

cheap and simple manipulation. PRP: platelet rich plasma, WBC: white blood cell, 

N/A: not available. 
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3. Discussion  

3.1 Evaluation of the current two-step differential centrifugation for platelet 

collection 

In our study, a first spin at 200g for 20 minutes was applied to segregate 

platelets, while a subsequent spin at 400g for 20 minutes was used to 

concentrate them. My research suggests that the observed low platelet 

recovery rate (7.37%) from the upper 2/3 of the PRP might indicate 

significant platelet loss during the first centrifugation step. The result 

implied that many platelets remain in other parts of the sample after 

centrifugation. Besides, it is critical to know that along the increase of 

centrifugation speed, the activation of platelets may also begin 

spontaneously [491, 536, 537], potentially changing the RNA profiling 

[270].  

3.1.1 Determining Optimal Centrifugation Speeds 

Currently, there is no standardization of PRP preparation [525, 527]. 

Technically, it is understandable that the low speed of the first 

centrifugation may potentially cause more residual leukocytes in the 

transferred PRP [428]. Regarding the first step, the velocities have been 

set mildly, ranging from 50g to 300g within 20 minutes [428, 528-532] to 

collect PRP where platelets suspended [538]. There was a report showed 
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that 100-250 g in the first-step had a lower platelet activation by P-selectin 

expression for about 11-15% increase [536] (Table 25). In the current 

study, 200 g as the speed of the first spin was in the reported range. 

The second centrifugation step is performed on the PRP obtained from 

the first step to collect platelet [536]. This step involves a higher 

centrifugation speed to further separate the platelets from residual 

contaminants, resulting in the formation of a platelet pellet at the bottom 

of the tube. Technically, a spin of a higher speed may yield more platelets. 

However, it is important to consider that higher speeds may also pose a 

risk of platelet activation, which can potentially affect RNA profiling. 

Among the various reported choices for the second centrifugation speed 

ranging from 360g to 1000g [428, 528-532, 537], one study demonstrated 

the safety of using 360g for 20 minutes, as evaluated by flow cytometry 

analysis of CD63 and P-selectin, which are markers of platelet activation 

[351]. Another report recommended 400 g for the second spin for platelets 

yield with the proof that a spin of over 800g for 10 min caused platelet 

activation [537]. Therefore, considering the balance of risk of platelet 

activation and production, 400g was accepted for the second 

centrifugation in the project.  
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Table 25. The parameters of the two-step differential centrifugations in previous 
publications. 

 first–step 
(centrifugation) 

second -step (centrifugation) 

Hamburger S.A. et al. 
[528] 

300 g 15 min 500 g 15 min 

Weyrich A.S. et al. [529] 200 g 20 min 500 g 20 min 

Rowley J.W. et al. [530] 115 g 10 min 500 g 10 min 

Best M.G. et al. [428] 
[351] 

120 g 20 min 360 g 20 min 

Zellner M. et al. [531] 50 g 20 min N/A 

Rolf N. et al. [532] 100 g 20 min N/A 

Finamore F. et al. [539] 150 g 15 min 1000 g 

O’ Neill E.E. et al. [540] 200 g 20 min N/A 

Perez A.G. et al. [537] 100 g 10 min 400 g 10 min 

N/A: not available.  

3.1.2 Platelet Isolation Challenge  

Platelet isolation seeks to effectively separate platelets from other 

components of whole blood. The pivotal phase in this process occurs 

during the transfer of the PRP for the second centrifugation step. Typically, 

the upper portion of the PRP, which houses a concentrated amount of 

platelets, is selected, ensuring the buffy coat and the red blood cell layer 

remain undisturbed [525].  

However, the fraction of PRP to be transferred presents a conundrum. On 

one hand, extracting a larger amount of PRP can optimize platelet yield 
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but might compromise its purity. Conversely, methods geared towards 

achieving pure platelets might fall short in terms of platelet volume [541]. 

The question then becomes: Should the procedure prioritize maximizing 

platelet yield or minimizing contamination from other blood components 

[538]?  

Different studies propose various fractions of PRP to be transferred, 

ranging from 30% [428, 532] to as much as 90% [428, 532]. While 

collecting 90% of the upper PRP theoretically maximizes yield, it presents 

practical challenges. For instance, how to remain the buffy coat 

undisturbed as it's a major reservoir of WBC is a significant concern. A 

study which attempted to collect 90% of the PRP noted that the remaining 

PRP displayed a turbid appearance with a yellow and red hue, suggesting 

contamination from the buffy coat and the red blood cell layer [428]. 

Moreover, the lack of a calibrated scale on the tubes further complicates 

the precise collection of the proposed 90%.  

In light of these challenges and with the intent to strike a balance between 

platelet yield and contamination, this study opted for a more conservative 

approach. Instead of the 90% PRP transfer as in some studies, we 

transferred the upper 2/3 of the PRP, aiming to ensure reduced WBC 

contamination and a reasonable platelet yield. Additionally, further 
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discussion about evaluation of platelet recovery and purity will be 

introduced later.   

3.1.3 Platelet Recovery and Yield in the Two-Step Centrifugation Method 

It is known to all that there is no process of 100% efficiency. When 

choosing a process as the key method of isolation and collection, 

calculation of the platelet production should be understood. In this project, 

before platelet RNA sequencing, a challenge of obtaining a sufficient 

quantity of RNA from a subset of platelet samples was encountered. The 

quantity of platelet RNA did not meet the minimum sequencing 

requirement at the beginning. This underscored the importance of 

evaluating platelet recovery from platelet isolation, especially in those 

blood samples with volume less than 3–5 ml. 

3.1.3.1 Evaluating Platelet Recovery with the Two-Step Centrifugation 

Based on the results obtained using the 2-step centrifugation method in 

the project, the platelet recovery was approximately 7.37% from 0.5ml 

blood samples collected from 47 participants. Furthermore, it was found 

that the upper two-thirds of the platelet-rich plasma (PRP) contained 

approximately 22% of the total platelets present in the blood sample. 

As we are aware, there is an average range of 150 million to 450 million 

platelets per ml of peripheral blood [313]. Despite the widespread use of 
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the 2-step centrifugation method in laboratories, the efficiency of platelet 

collection has been rarely reported. Our results showed that the two-step 

centrifugation method provided a limited platelet recovery.  

3.1.3.2 Potential for Enhanced Platelet Recovery 

To enhance platelet recovery, there are two potential approaches for 

collecting more platelets in the future. On one hand, after 2-step 

centrifugation, roughly 10% of the total platelets were present in the upper 

two-thirds of PRP, while the remaining 90% of platelets were in the rest 

part of sample. Therefore, one direction for maximizing platelet collection 

would be to increase the volume of PRP collected. Previous studies have 

explored this by collecting the upper 90% of PRP [428, 532], with a focus 

on capturing more platelets, albeit at the cost of including more leukocytes.  

On the other hand, it is worth noting the remaining platelets in the upper 

two-thirds of PRP, which did not form a pellet during the centrifugation 

process. Technically, by increasing the speed of the secondary 

centrifugation, it may be possible to acquire more platelets. However, it is 

important to consider that higher centrifugation speeds can potentially 

induce platelet activation, which could alter the RNA composition of the 

platelets. 

3.1.3.3 Limitations and Considerations in Calculating Platelet Recovery 
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Ideally, obtaining the actual platelet counts for each patient would 

provide more accurate and reliable data for calculating the platelet 

recovery. Due to the unavailability of individual patient's platelet count 

data from the National Health Service (NHS), the calculation of the 

platelet recovery had to be based on the average platelet count (300 

million/1ml). As platelet counts can vary significantly among individuals, 

this calculation may introduce bias. Furthermore, the estimation of 

platelet recovery was based on a small sample size of 47 cases, which 

may be considered statistically weak. A larger sample size would provide 

more robust and reliable data for calculating platelet recovery and 

drawing accurate conclusions.  

Although the 2-step centrifugation method alone was unable to provide 

sufficient platelets for RNA sequencing, the challenge was fortunately 

overcome by implementing platelet RNA amplification technology (details 

of which were introduced in the corresponding section). By utilizing the 

switch mechanism at the 5' end of RNA templates (SMART), platelet RNA 

profiling became feasible for the study [532, 542]. Following the pre-

amplification step, the RNA quantity ultimately met the criteria required for 

sequencing. Thus, requirement for a higher quantity of platelets in RNA-

sequencing has been reduced. 
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In summary, the analysis of our current results necessitates further study 

to elucidate optimal individual platelet collection.    

3.1.4 WBC contamination evaluation in the two-step centrifugation  

The observed WBC contamination rates ranged from 0 to 309.9 WBCs 

per 1 million platelets, with an average value of 40.4 WBCs per 1 million 

platelets. This variability may be due to multiple reasons, one of which 

could be the inherent instability of the technology itself.  

Based on the results obtained from the analysis of the 47 cases, the 

method of the two-step centrifugation provided about 25% cases whose 

WBC contamination rates were less than 5 WBCs per 1 million platelets, 

which aligns closely with the recommended values for platelet RNA 

profiling suggested by other publications [428, 532, 543]. 

Thus, by employing an individually accurate evaluation and selection of 

samples with low WBC contamination, the current 2-step centrifugation 

method can provide qualified platelet samples, albeit at the expense of 

approximately three times the required initial sample size. For instance, if 

an RNA sequencing experiment necessitates platelet samples from 20 

PCa patients and 20 non-cancer controls, an initial pool of 80 PCa and 80 

non-cancer candidates would be required to ultimately obtain a sufficient 

quantity of purified platelets. 
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3.1.4.1 Inherent Instability of Manual Isolation 

In the data, due to the 2ml volume of initial blood collection, the CPM1-

011 and CPM1-065 were split and used twice as two independent cases 

for the method evaluation. However, the WBC contamination rates of 

CPM1-065 showed a large difference (302.37 vs. 5.73 WBCs per one 

million platelets) while the results were close in CPM1-011 (0 vs. 3.17 

WBCs per one million platelets). The distinction in CPM1-065 at least 

partly showed the instability of this collection method. The most unstable 

part of the manual isolation process is the transfer of the upper 2/3 of PRP. 

During this process of the slight and gradual dipping of the pipette tip from 

the surface of the sample to the plane of the upper 2/3 PRP, any uneven 

advancing of pipette or aspiration of plasma could lead to disturbances in 

the lower buffy coat, facilitating contamination. To overcome this, further 

trial could be performed by comparison between current manual pipette 

and electric one which may provide a more stable and slower speed to 

reduce the variation in each suction movement. Additionally, the instability 

can be amplified when working with small volumes of samples in the 

laboratory. The smaller the volume of whole blood provided, the greater 

the chance of significant bias occurring. Finally, it should be noted that all 

isolations were performed by one person (XK. Wang), and individual 
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preferences can also impact technical outcomes.  

3.1.4.2 Recommendations and Improvements 

Considering the unstable nature of the two-step centrifugation isolation 

method, the estimation of WBC contamination rate in each case is needed. 

Therefore, the additional 10μl suspension of platelets following the second 

centrifugation for checking the individual platelet count may be crucial in 

selecting suitable cases for platelet RNA profiling, despite the additional 

cost of 25% of the final platelet collection. This manual and simple 

modification appears to be beneficial and can be implemented in 

laboratory platelet collection protocols of 2-step centrifugation involving 

small volumes using the 2-step centrifugation method. 

In conclusion, the 2-step centrifugation platelet isolation method yielded 

a subset of samples (approximately 1/4) with WBC contamination rates 

below 5 WBCs per one million platelets in 0.5 ml of whole blood. Further 

efforts should be directed towards enhancing the stability of this method 

or how to decrease the variation of this manipulation to produce more 

purified platelets. 
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3.2 The Analysis of the Different Modifications of the Current Two-step 

Differential Centrifugation  

3.2.1 Evaluation of Taking the Upper ½ PRP and the Three-step 

Centrifugation in Platelet Collection  

The initial centrifugation step at 200g for 20 minutes was expected to 

separate most of the leukocytes to the lower part of PRP and buffy coat. 

Therefore, it was logical to assume that taking a smaller volume from the 

upper part of PRP would reduce the chances of including WBCs. However, 

based on our data, taking the upper half of PRP for platelet collection did 

not result in a significant improvement in WBC contamination (P=0.18). 

From the data, the absolute number of WBC detected was lower in the 

group of ½ upper PRP (average 19.3 WBC vs. 33.6 WBC separately, 

P=0.028) which consisted with the assumption. The insignificance could 

be explained that the more pronounced decrease in platelets led to a 

higher absolute value of WBC contamination rate in the 1/2 upper PRP 

group. The absolute number of platelets collected was lower in the group 

that took 1/2 upper PRP compared to the control group (average of 

3195714 vs. 4654643, P=0.004).  

Therefore, it may not be practical to improve WBC contamination by 

reducing the amount of PRP taken. It is important to note that this study 
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had a small sample size of only 14 cases, which may be considered 

statistically weak. Further data collection with a larger sample size would 

be necessary to provide a more accurate estimation. 

3.2.2 Challenges and Limitations of CD45-Labeled Micro-bead Negative 

Selection for Platelet Purification 

This method, known as CD45-labeled micro-beads negative selection, 

separates leukocytes from samples based on the specific surface marker 

CD45. Leukocytes attach to magnetic nanoparticles coated with 

antibodies against CD45. Leukocyte-depleted platelets can then be 

collected using magnetic separation columns [544].  

This method of magnetic beads has been widely reported for its efficiency 

[493, 544, 545]. However, in my study, the application of magnetic beads 

did not lead to an improvement in WBC contamination. The WBC 

contamination rate was 40.76 WBCs per 1 million platelets, compared to 

41.42 WBCs per 1 million platelets with the 2-step centrifugation method 

(P=0.96). Although the absolute number of WBCs detected was lower in 

the magnetic bead group (average of 27.78 WBCs), the more loss of 

approximately 99% of collected platelets during this step resulted in a 

similar WBC contamination after the mathematic calculation. There are 

several possible causes for the platelet loss during this step. Firstly, the 
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repeated inversion of the tube containing the platelet suspension may lead 

to platelet attachment to the tube's walls. This effect could be more 

pronounced when a limited number of platelets are included, as was the 

case with the 0.5ml samples in this study. Another possible cause is the 

non-specific binding of platelets when leukocytes attach to magnetic 

nanoparticles. Given the challenges with small volume samples and the 

associated costs, this method seems unsuitable for platelet purification in 

such contexts.  

3.2.3 Discussion of the Three-step Centrifugation in Platelet Collection 

In a previous evaluation of 47 platelet samples collected using the 2-step 

centrifugation method, only 25% of the samples had a WBC 

contamination rate lower than 5 leucocytes per 1 million platelets, which 

could be a consensus for RNA sequencing requirements. However, the 

additional 200g centrifugation step increased the number of purified 

platelet samples with a WBC contamination rate below 5 from 25% to 

more than 50% (5 out of 9 cases), which shows promise in providing more 

qualified platelet samples. 

The choice of 100g and 200g centrifugation speeds in the additional 

centrifugation steps was based on the effectiveness of 200g in the initial 

centrifugation step for separating components in whole blood. It was 
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logical to assume that lower speeds would be effective for simpler 

components in PRP, with a higher concentration of platelets and a limited 

number of WBCs and red blood cells. The results confirmed the 

effectiveness of the chosen speeds. Furthermore, the set of the speeds in 

the study was based on previous experience that speeds below 250g 

were considered relatively safe to protect platelets from activation based 

on previous experience [536]. 

Between the two additional centrifugation groups, the data showed that in 

a 0.5ml blood sample, the 100g centrifugation collected more platelets 

(972,963 platelets per sample) with a lower average WBC contamination 

rate (23.94 WBCs/1 million platelets). In the 200g centrifugation group, 5 

out of 9 cases had WBC contamination rates below 5 WBCs (4 cases had 

0 WBCs, and 1 case had around 4 WBCs) per 1 million platelets. Further 

research can explore more suitable speed sets between 100 and 200g for 

this additional centrifugation. 

One benefit of the additional centrifugation step is that it might add the 

stability to the 2-step platelet isolation method by cleaning majority of 

WBC in the transferred plasma after the first-step centrifugation. It was 

showed that compared to the highest WBC contamination rate of about 

300 leucocytes per million platelets in the 2-step method, the highest 
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values of WBC contamination in the two additional centrifugation groups 

were both less than 100, resulting in a narrower contamination range. 

Although a single example cannot be used to explain the value of a 

method, the case of CPM1-019 at least showed the potential of this 

modification could be meaningful. There was heavy WBC contamination 

after the first centrifugation. However, after undergoing the additional 100g 

centrifugation, the WBC contamination rate was 8.4 WBCs per one million 

platelets, compared to 309.92 WBCs per one million platelets in the 2-step 

method. This implied that the additional centrifugation step has the 

potential to compensate for the possible high contamination from the first 

step, potentially reducing effect of contamination. Therefore, this added 

step shows promise in modifying the stability of the 2-step centrifugation 

method to obtain a purified sample. 

Furthermore, compared to other modifications, the 3-step centrifugation 

method is simple to manipulate, making it practical. However, due to the 

approximately over 99% platelet loss (approximately 99.9% in both the 

100g and 200g centrifugation groups) in the additional centrifugation step, 

the final WBC contamination rates were found to be statistically 

insignificant (p=0.26 and p=0.32, respectively).  
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In summary, the 3-step method of centrifugation shows potential in 

producing more stable and purified platelets. Further studies can be 

conducted to determine the optimal speed set between 100-200g for the 

additional centrifugation step, striking a balance between platelet 

collection and WBC exclusion.  

3.2.4 Analysis of Using 3µm Membrane Filter in Platelet Collection  

The purpose of using the 3µm filter was to improve leucocyte depletion by 

blocking larger-sized leukocytes [540]. The filter was expected to allow 

only particles within a certain size range to pass through, effectively 

obstructing most leukocytes whose sizes are more over 7µm. However, 

from the data, it appears that the use of a 3µm filter in the platelet isolation 

process did not improve WBC contamination. On the contrary, it actually 

increased the contamination, likely due to the loss of platelets during the 

additional filtration step.  

In this method, we purified the PRP by putting membrane filter in an 

Eppendorf with a centrifugation of low speed (100g 1min). This set was 

for the passage of PRP without influencing platelets’ activity [536]. The 

data showed that some leukocytes were still able to pass through the filter, 

indicating that they might have changed their shape or form to do so. 

Additionally, using the filter resulted in a finally higher WBC contamination 
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rate of 90 WBCs per one million platelets (P=0.013), at the cost of losing 

99% of the platelets, compared to the 2-step centrifugation method. The 

significant loss of platelets during the filtration step suggests the 

inefficiency of this method, particularly when working with small volumes 

of whole blood (0.5ml). Similar findings have been reported in other 

studies [546], which recommend using filters specifically designed for 

larger volumes of whole blood [546]. 

In summary, the experiment of using 3µm filter in platelet isolation 

provided a poor platelet collection and WBC contamination in the study. 

3.2.5 Using 1µm Membrane Filter in Platelet Collection: a Promising 

Direction? 

Comparing the results to the 2-step centrifugation method, the use of a 1-

µm filter which is smaller than the diameter of a platelet (about 1.5-3 µm) 

[271] resulted in an average contamination of 1.15 leucocytes per one 

million platelets (p=0.18) with the collection of 2.6% of the platelets from 

the five samples. Interestingly, in four out of the five samples, no stained 

white blood cells (WBCs) were observed under a microscope after using 

the filters. This suggests that although the filters primarily blocked 

platelets, they inadvertently provided a potentially pure collection of limited 

platelet numbers. 
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Furthermore, in the case of CPM1-062, some leucocytes were still 

observed, despite their average diameter being approximately 7-15 µm 

[547]. This might be explained that WBCs could have undergone a 

transformation to pass through the smaller filter. The 1µm filter appeared 

to be more effective in blocking most of the leucocytes based on the 

comparison to 3µm filter. Additionally, a syringe pump was used during the 

filtration process to ensure a stable and consistent speed as the platelets 

passed through the filter, enabling a fair comparison among the five cases.  

Apart from the finding that the 1µm filter might provide relatively high-

purity platelets, another question arises regarding the suitability of these 

collected small-sized platelets for RNA profiling. Several factors should be 

considered in this regard. Firstly, the composition of the collected small-

sized platelets needs to be analyzed. This includes platelets that were 

originally within the normal size range (1.5-3µm) but may have undergone 

transformation during the filtration process due to pumping-induced stress. 

Previous reports suggest that platelets can be activated by physical stress 

[536] potentially leading to alterations in RNA profiling [548], which could 

significantly impact sequencing results. To address this issue and prepare 

this group of platelets for future use, additional methods to fix platelet 

activation and maintain stabilization prior to filtration, such as 
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paraformaldehyde [549] and Formaldehyde [550], could be considered. 

In the study of 1-µm filter, it is possible that small-sized platelets obtained 

after filtration are those with diameters less than 1 µm prior to filtration. 

This raises the question of whether these small platelets can represent 

the overall characteristics of the entire platelet population and serve as 

suitable candidates for further RNA research. The concept of platelet size 

as a functional distinction has been debated for the past 70 years. Initially, 

larger platelets were considered a younger and more reactive 

subpopulation [534]. Larger platelets were reported to contain more 

mRNA associated with hemostatic processes [311], suggesting that small-

size platelets may not be ideal for RNA studies. However, other published 

studies have questioned this concept [551-554].  For example, decreased 

platelet size has been linked to poorer outcomes in patients with cancer-

associated thrombosis in the Vienna Cancer and Thrombosis Study [13], 

suggesting that small-size platelets may be more relevant to cancer 

development. Therefore, the role and value of small platelets in cancer 

research have not been definitively established [555].  

In summary, the use of a 1-µm filter for platelet isolation appears to yield 

a more purified result, although further cases are required to clarify its 

value and determine its suitability for RNA profiling.  
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The calculation of sample sizes for each modification was not initially 

performed, reflecting a deviation from the ideal study design process. The 

initial sample sizes in the pilot study were constrained by available 

resources and funding.  

Despite observing insignificant results with the employed sample sizes, 

suggesting inadequate statistical power, I now recognize the necessity of 

a more systematic approach. After retrospectively analyzing my data to 

estimate the power and effect sizes, I have outlined the required sample 

sizes for each method alongside the sample sizes originally used. These 

calculations aim for a study power of 80% at a significance level of 0.05, 

assuming a two-sided test (Table 26): 
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Table 26. The parameters of the two-step differential centrifugations in previous 
publications. 

 
Current 
sample 
size 

Effect size 
(Cohen's 
d) 

Required 
sample 
size per 
group 

1/2 upper PRP 14 0.441 82 

3-step 
centrifugation(100g) 

9 -0.581 48 

3-step 
centrifugation(200g) 

9 -0.519 60 

magnetic beads 9 -0.025 26,042 

3µm filter 10 0.317 158 

1µm filter 5 -1.051 16 

These findings underscore the need for larger sample sizes in future 

studies to ensure robust and statistically sound results, particularly for 

methods where the required sample size far exceeds what was initially 

used. In future research, priority could be to secure sufficient samples to 

properly evaluate the methods of platelet collection by using 1-µm filter, 3-

step centrifugation, and ½ upper PRP, as these require fewer than 100 

cases each.   
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4. Conclusion 

The current two-step centrifugation provided a one-in-four successful rate 

of qualified platelets (WBC contamination rate is less than 5 WBCs/ 1 

million platelets) for RNA profiling. 

No modification brings better results compared with the current two-step 

centrifugation in my pilot study.  

However, three-step centrifugation brought a chance (5/9) of purified 

platelets with simple manipulation and low expense. The future plan could 

be focused on how to explore a more suitable speed set between 100 and 

200 g in the method of 3-step centrifugation. The application of 1um filter 

provided a good purification as well as the potential platelet activation. 

More cases are needed to reach the ideal sample size for each method 

to clarify the efficiency of platelet collection.  
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CHAPTER VI: Final Discussion and Future 

Research 

1. Final Discussion 

Platelets offer an abundant pool of molecules in circulation, and they have 

been reported to receive molecules from cancer cells, enabling 

communication during early cancer stages [273]. Platelets' ability to 

undergo activation [334], RNA changes during their interaction with non-

cancer [438-440, 443] and cancer cells [352] and the close relationship 

between mRNA and miRNA [434] helped us build up the hypothesis that 

microRNAs could change in PCa and hold potential as early cancer 

detection biomarkers.  

In this study, we identified differential expressions of miRNA627, 22, 195, 

28, and 664 in the PCa group, supporting the hypothesis of platelet miRNA 

involvement in PCa detection. Importantly, these findings were confirmed 

in independent Chinese discovery and British validation groups, indicating 

their potential value as cancer detection biomarkers across different racial 

and geographical backgrounds. While individual miRNAs showed limited 

predictive power with AUC values all below 0.7, combining miRNA627, 

miRNA22, and CTC number in a panel significantly improved the AUC 
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value to 0.7817 in the detection of PCa. Additionally, miR190 exhibited 

lower expression in clinically significant PCa, suggesting its potential as a 

specific biomarker for aggressive disease.  

Regarding PCa detection, the widely used PSA test has been long-termly 

questioned for its low specificity (16%) at the cutoff point of 4 ng/mL, 

leading to unnecessary tissue biopsy [116].  Furthermore, PSA’s limited 

ability to detect aggressive PCa from indolent tumour also result to 

overdiagnosis and overtreatment.  

1.1 Platelet miRNA Might Contribute to Improve PSA’s Specificity in PCa 

Detection 

To make up for PSA’s low specificity in PCa detection, the panel of miR627 

and miR22 provided a specificity of 50.51% with sensitivity of 88.89% (the 

cutoff point of -2.341) Furthermore, based on keeping the similar 

sensitivity (88.24%), the panel of miR627 and miR22 with CTC number 

provided a better specificity of 62.58% (the cutoff point of -2.003). Platelet 

miRNA with or without CTC number could improve PSA’s low specificity 

and avoid more unnecessary biopsy.  

The reason to include the CTC data is mainly due to the previous finding 

in our team that at least one CTC was detected in about 30% latent and 

over 50% aggressive PCa patients [223]. Due to the feature of CTCs, 
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enhancement of the panel’s specificity was expected. With the help of 

CTC’s tumour specificity, the addition to miRNA further enhances the 

panel’s specificity of more than 10% at the expense of a slight decrease 

in sensitivity due to the low detection rate in the PCa [223]. Thus, including 

CTC count in our panel gives more potential of the panel for early cancer 

detection.  Because the role of CTCs in PCa early detection remains 

investigation, this combination might still face the following challenge 

which needs further validation (For example, a biomarker detects disease 

relatively well among patients with late-stage disease but detects disease 

poorly among patients with early-stage disease [111]). Therefore, the 

sensitivity and specificity of panel with and without CTC number were both 

provided.  

1.2 Investigating Tumour Specificity of the panel  

For a biomarker of PCa detection to be effective, it should ideally be 

highly tumour specific compared to the low specificity of PSA, or at least 

tumour associated, minimising interference from other sources and non-

cancer diseases. A negative example is that the elevation of PSA in 

benign prostate diseases raises long-term concerns about its low 

specificity for PCa detection. This results in patients with BPH or 

prostatitis undergoing unnecessary biopsies. Similarly, after my study 
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demonstrated that platelet miRNA190 was expressed differently 

between aggressive and the latent PCa groups, the AUC value in the 

comparison between aggressive and latent PCa was then calculated 

higher than that between aggressive PCa and the remaining (0.64 vs. 

0.63), implying miR190 might also be expressed in some benign 

prostate diseases.     

1.3 Limitations in my study of biomarker development 

Generally, problems of biomarker can develop at many stages of 

biomarker discovery and validation. These problems can be divided into 

analytical (Test itself and the immediate results, e.g. sensitivity and 

specificity) and preanalytical (Conditions and methods leading up to the 

test, such as sample collection.) types during cancer biomarker discovery 

and validation [556]. The list of the possible limitations in my study was 

arranged based on this classification. 

1.3.1 Analytical limitation of the study 

In this study, the individual miRNAs and the panel of miRNAs combined 

with CTC numbers fell short of achieving an ideal AUC value exceeding 

0.8 for detecting prostate cancer (PCa). Similarly, even in the detection of 

clinically significant PCa, miRNA 190 only yielded an AUC value of about 

0.64. The modest AUC values observed for platelet miRNA in isolation 
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suggest that platelet RNA may not be sufficient as a standalone biomarker 

for PCa detection due to its limited predictive value. 

Despite the limitations of individual platelet miRNA as biomarkers 

(AUCs<0.7), their combination with other biomarkers, such as CTC 

numbers, improved PCa detection, resulting in an AUC value (0.78) close 

to the desired threshold of 0.8. This finding suggests that although platelet 

miRNA alone might not be good enough to be developed as an 

independent marker, it could play a role in enhancing the predictive value 

of a panel with other biomarkers. Similar experiences in previous studies 

have demonstrated that combining biomarkers, even when individually 

suboptimal, can synergistically enhance panel prediction value [485, 557]. 

Thus, one of the future focuses could be on the selection of other 

biomarkers to build a better panel for PCa detection.     

1.3.2 The Bias Caused by the Sequencing Methods 

Potential biases from the sequencing methods, including disparities in 

read length, error rates, and sequencing depth, may have affected our 

RNA-seq results.  

Our mRNA-seq, conducted on the Illumina platform, may exhibit GC bias, 

causing over- or under-representation of regions with high or low GC 

content. Although normalization attempted to mitigate this, residual GC 
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effects could influence gene quantification [558, 559]. Due to the 

inadequate RNA, additional preamplification was also performed, which 

can also potentially skew expression estimates. If not properly trimmed, 

residual adapter sequences can interfere with mapping and quantification.  

Our microRNA-seq was performed on the BGISEQ-500 platform, known 

for its sensitivity in small RNA detection. Its use of Rolling Circle 

Amplification may introduce bias in amplifying certain sequences, 

potentially affecting miRNA quantification. Issues like droplet formation 

inefficiencies could lead to representation bias, and the platform's unique 

sensitivity may skew detection of some low-abundant miRNAs. 

Thus, the potential influence of these biases on our results should be 

acknowledged as a limitation of the study. 

1.3.3 The Limitation of Group Size  

Regarding the incorporation of power analysis prior to the validation, I now 

recognize the importance of this statistical method in determining the 

appropriate sample size for my validation cohort. 

I have conducted a preliminary power analysis aimed at achieving a power 

of at least 80%, with an alpha level of 0.05, using a medium effect size (d 

= 0.5). This analysis indicates that at least 64 participants per group in the 

validation cohort may be necessary to detect clinically meaningful 
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differences in miRNA expression between PCa and non-cancer patients. 

Given the existing data, we have 77 non-cancer patients, which meets the 

minimum requirement; thus, the number of PCa patients could be 

between 77 to 154 to maintain a balanced design while maximizing 

statistical validity. 

1.3.4 WBC Contamination in Platelet Samples is One Potential Technical 

Issue  

There was no observable difference in mRNA expression profiles between 

PCa and non-cancer groups. This indifference could stem from two 

sources: a genuine lack of variance at the mRNA expression level or 

potential technical challenges. It is conceivable that mRNA expression 

patterns between PCa and non-cancer groups are truly similar. This may 

indicate that differences in these groups might not be readily apparent at 

the mRNA level (detailed explanation has been shown), warranting a 

deeper exploration of other biomarkers or molecular indicators. 

One of the technical concerns relates to the contamination from WBCs. 

Addressing this contamination is pivotal not just for enhancing platelet 

collection but also for refining platelet-specific analysis in the future, 

including platelet sequencing and in vitro co-culture investigations. To 

mitigate this contamination, a suite of experiments was designed to 
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enhance platelet collection techniques: using smaller RPR volumes, 

introducing filters, adding an extra centrifugation step, and employing 

magnetic beads. Comprehensive testing in larger cohorts for fine-tuning 

centrifugation and filtration methods is imperative.  

Given that WBC contamination could affect both mRNA and miRNA data, 

it's essential to understand that the results of miRNA sequencing might 

also be influenced by this preanalytical phase limitation. Consequently, it's 

vital that validations of the miRNAs identified in this study are performed 

in an independent cohort, using a reliable and accepted platelet collection 

method. 

1.3.5 Potential Change of Platelet Activity during the Collection 

The secondary thinking is the potential change of platelet activity during 

the collection which might subsequently influence the RNA profile in 

platelets [428, 536]. In the current study, 200g was applied as the speed 

of the first step in centrifugation, which lies in the reported safe range 

between 100 to 250g with small and acceptable change of platelet activity 

[428, 536]. Furthermore, the speed of the secondary centrifugation in the 

study is also close to the reported safe value [428]. 

Although it is well known that the two-step centrifugation has been widely 

applied for platelet collection, further accurate evaluation of platelet 
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activity during the collection could be considered based on the purpose of 

using platelet analysis.  Additionally, whether the application of platelet 

activation stabilizer, such as formalin or paraformaldehyde during the 

collection is needed to clarify.  

1.3.6 Uncertainty of Individual Characteristics 

Finally, the uncertainty of various individual characteristics in the study 

cohort could be another limitation. In the study, although the ages between 

cancer and non-cancer patients were compared with no difference 

(p=0.38), more details of patients (such as diet, ethnicity, lifestyle, drugs 

other than the treatment of PCa or exercise) were not clear. All the above 

factors could independently affect biomarker levels.     
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2. Future Research 

2.1 Refining Platelet Isolation Techniques: A Look into Centrifugation and 

Filtration Methods 

In our experimental setup, the application of a three-step centrifugation 

process demonstrated a higher likelihood (5 out of 9 trials) of obtaining 

purified platelets compared to the conventional two-step method. Moving 

forward, it would be beneficial to conduct tests on more samples, aiming 

to determine the optimal centrifugation speed within the range of 100 to 

200 g for this additional step.  

Concurrently, the use of a 1µm filter exhibited remarkable purification 

capabilities in our trials, yielding approximately 1 WBC for every million 

platelets in five instances. To solidify these findings, more experiments are 

necessary. They should focus not only on the efficiency of platelet 

collection using this filtration method but also on evaluating potential 

platelet activation throughout the process.  

2.2 Strengthening miRNA Signatures: in vitro Strategies for Tumour 

Association Confirmation 

The prevalent issue of PSA's low specificity in prostate cancer screening 

stems, in part, from its weak tumour association [560]. This limitation, 
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which often leads to unnecessary biopsies, prompted the direction of my 

project. 

Part of my hypothesis was derived from studies suggesting alterations in 

platelet miRNAs in non-cancerous conditions, such as cardiovascular 

injuries [441]. While my study identified several miRNAs with differential 

expression between PCa and non-cancer groups, as well as between 

aggressive and latent PCa categories, implying their genuine tumour 

association. The validation in independent large cohorts comparing the 

microRNA expression in platelets from PCa patients versus non-cancer 

control is another key to acquire strong scientific evidence. Regarding the 

choice of control cases, the inclusion of age-matched patients with benign 

prostate disease could be primarily considered. 

This is especially so given the potential influences from non-cancer 

related biological factors. Hence, the true tumour-related nature of these 

miRNAs warrants further investigation, potentially through in vitro studies 

and additional independent validations.  

By performing in vitro co-culture experiments between different PCa cell 

lines (both aggressive e.g., PC3 and latent types e.g., LNCap) and normal 

platelets, I plan to create a controlled environment to study the interaction 

between the two and observe any changes in platelet activity and 
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microRNA expression. It is essential to include appropriate control groups 

in the experiments. These control groups can include platelets cultured 

alone, and non-cancerous cells (e.g., prostate epithelial cells) as a non-

tumour-specific control.  

The aim of this step is to determine if platelets become activated or 

undergoing any significant changes due to the interaction with PCa cells, 

as has been reported in some previous studies [322, 334].  Platelet activity 

can be assessed by measuring changes in surface markers like P-selectin 

after co-culturing platelets with PCa cells. This experiment could further 

compare platelet activity between co-cultures with aggressive (e.g., PC3) 

and latent (e.g., LNCaP) PCa cell lines to see if there is difference. 

Measuring P-selectin and other activation markers would clarify whether 

PCa cells trigger platelet activation and if the response varies between 

cancer cell lines. 

After confirming the status of platelet activity, extraction of RNA from the 

co-cultured platelets and control platelets can be performed. The 

expression of the previously identified microRNAs can be checked by RT-

qPCR. This analysis will help determine if the microRNA expression 

changes exist and are induced by the presence of cancer.  

Transfection of human platelets with small interfering RNA has been 
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reported [561]. By using transfection of human platelets with target 

microRNA mimics and inhibitors, investigation is to focus on the functional 

role of those differentially expressed microRNAs in the study.  

After successful transfection, the platelets can be co-cultured with PCa 

cell lines. Functional assays such as proliferation, migration, or invasion 

assays can be conducted in PCa cells to understand the biological 

implications of the platelet microRNAs to cancer cells.  

2.3 Prediction of miRNA190’s target genes and Potential pathways  

In this study, miR190 demonstrated differential expression between 

aggressive PCa and both non-cancer controls and latent PCa as well as 

between aggressive PCa and latent PCa. To elucidate the potential 

functional impact of miR190, the bioinformatics tool, miRWalk, was 

employed to predict its targets. Through a combined effort of this 

prediction and subsequent literature review, 11 genes emerged as 

potential targets for miRNA190. With the help of 'The Human Protein Atlas' 

(https://www.proteinatlas.org/), HMGA2 was identified as the most 

promising target gene for miR190 from the 11 candidates. (Notably, 

HMGA2 exhibited elevated expression in PCa cases associated with a 

predicted poor prognosis (details are elaborated in the miRNA-seq results 

discussion CHAPTER III 2.2 Page 127)). 
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With ethical considerations in mind for both animal and patient sample 

use, future validation efforts will span in vitro and in vivo studies, as well 

as analyses utilizing patient samples: 

In Vitro Validation  

Luciferase Reporter Assays: Cloning the 3'UTR of predicted mRNAs (e.g., 

HMGA2) downstream of a luciferase reporter will serve to test for direct 

targeting by miRNA190. A decrease in luciferase activity upon miRNA co-

transfection would signify a targeting interaction. 

miRNA Modulation Experiments: Utilizing miRNA190 mimics and 

inhibitors to alter miRNA levels will be followed by the analysis of impacts 

on mRNA and protein expression in co-cultured platelets and prostate 

cancer cells. These experiments aim to elucidate the functional impact of 

miRNA190 modulation. 

The primary objectives of in vitro validation are to confirm the direct 

interaction between miRNA190 and its target mRNA. Once this 

relationship is established, we will perform additional assays to assess its 

implications on tumor characteristics such as proliferation (e.g., MTT 

assays), and invasion and migration (e.g., wound healing or transwell 

assays). 
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In Vivo Validation  

We will select an appropriate mouse model, such as the TRAMP 

genetically engineered model or cell line-derived xenografts, that closely 

mirrors human prostate cancer biology. 

We plan to develop methods to modify miRNA/mRNA expression levels 

within these models, ensuring that the chosen delivery method is effective 

for the target tissue. 

This phase will further involve evaluating the impact of miRNA190-

targeted mRNA modulation on tumor growth, progression, and metastasis 

in mouse models. 

Patient Samples 

Whenever feasible, we will corroborate the in vitro and in vivo findings with 

analyses of miRNA and mRNA expression in platelets and prostate cancer 

tissues from patients. This phase is crucial for validating the clinical 

relevance of our findings, confirming the expression patterns observed in 

vitro and in vivo, or further correlating miRNA190 levels with disease 

stages or prognosis. 

While HMGA2 stands out as a particularly promising target, it's worth 

noting that miRNAs often have pleiotropic effects, targeting multiple genes 
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that can influence various cellular pathways. From the initial 11 predicted 

genes, the other candidates should not be overlooked. Similar procedures 

as detailed above for HMGA2 can be applied to validate the interactions 

between miRNA190 and these other genes. This comprehensive 

approach ensures that we capture the full spectrum of miRNA190's 

influence and can lead to a more holistic understanding of its role in PCa 

progression. 

2.4 Enhancing Prostate Cancer Detection: Potential Synergy of Platelet 

miRNAs and Other Biomarkers   

In our study, while the individual combination of platelet miRNAs displayed 

limited clinical utility (with an AUC of approximately 0.71 for miR627 and 

miR22), the combined evaluation of platelet miRNAs and CTC numbers 

yielded a significantly improved AUC value approaching 0.8. This 

enhancement aligns with prior research demonstrating the augmented 

diagnostic power achieved by combining biomarkers that may individually 

exhibit modest accuracy [484, 557, 562]. Our findings underscore the 

potential to further optimize diagnostic performance through the 

synergistic integration of platelet miRNAs with other biomarkers. An 

avenue worth exploring could be the systematic pairing of these miRNAs 

with clinical patient’s examination result, such as imaging 
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(ultrasonography or MRI) which is accessible. By rigorously assessing 

diverse biomarker combinations, we aim to bolster diagnostic precision, 

thus elevating early detection capabilities and potentially revolutionizing 

prostate cancer screening and patient prognosis. 
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In conclusion, this study on developing potential biomarker from platelet 

RNA for PCa Detection lays a foundation for further investigations. By 

addressing the identified limitations and exploring the suggested future 

directions, we aim to refine and validate the biomarker panel's clinical 

utility. Ultimately, our efforts strive to advance early detection and improve 

the management of prostate cancer, leading to better patient outcomes 

and reduced healthcare burden. Collaborative endeavours among 

researchers, clinicians, and industry partners will be key to translating 

these findings into tangible benefits for patients worldwide. 
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Appendix 

Table 27. Details of all RNA quality and quantity measured by Bioanalyzer and 
Nanodrop for RNA-seq candidates (91 cases).  

Sample ID 
Nanodrop 
conc (ng/µL) 260/280 260/230 

RIN 
Score 

Bioanalyser 
concentratio
n (ng/µL) 

Total 
RNA 
yield 
(ng) 

GPB-260 25.57 1.87 0.37 5.7 0.6 3 

GPB-260 23.08 1.86 0.45 4.7 1.0 7.98 

PPPP017 72.38 1.96 1.14 7 18.5 148 

PPPP047 36.1 2.17 0.71 7.2 4 32 

PPPP049 42.11 1.91 0.58 8.2 16 128 

PPPP053 32.58 1.74 0.82 7.1 5 40 

PPPP054 36.14 1.91 0.64 4.7 9.9 79.2 

PPPP056 35.43 1.72 0.59 7.2 6 48 

PPPP061 26.43 1.77 0.57 5.7 3 24 

PPPP062 30.07 1.8 0.5 5.7 5 40 

PPPP063 36.46 1.81 0.47 7.9 8 64 

PPPP065 34.16 1.54 0.17 5.8 0.4 2 

PPPP067 26.12 1.87 0.19 6.7 6.8 54.4 

PPPP068 33.6 1.78 0.5 N/A 3 15 

PPPP074 37.07 1.82 0.88 8.9 7 56 

PPPP080 39.77 1.78 0.73 6.1 7 56 

PPPP087 45.68 1.88 0.27 6.7 1.3 6.5 

PPPP104 10.27 1.73 0.32 2.1 0.13 1.05 

PPPP108 15.72 1.65 0.09 3.4 0.1 0.8 

PPPP118 38.98 1.89 0.71 4.6 5.6 44.8 
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PPPP122 40.52 1.71 0.68 8.4 6 48 

PPPP123  58.4 1.81 0.39 8.5 2.19 17.54 

PPPP127 54.27 1.9 0.88 8.9 13 104 

PPPP129 30.29 1.74 0.13 2.9 0.2 1 

PPPP129 27.18 1.81 0.39 7.2 0.74 5.93 

PPPP129 23.68 1.81 0.21 6.9 0.36 2.90 

PPPP139 22.74 1.83 0.83 6.3 4.4 35.2 

PPPP141 18.58 1.73 0.39 7.9 4 32 

PPPP145 29.55 1.86 0.58 5.4 5.5 44 

PPPP153 31.92 1.79 0.96 8.3 0.66 5.28 

PPPP156 65.29 1.86 0.15 8 2.4 12 

PPPP164 79.67 2 0.67 6.9 23.9 191.2 

PPPP165 33.85 1.75 0.14 5.3 0.3 1.5 

PPPP168 37.68 1.75 0.87 7.5 1.34 10.70 

PPPP170 56.75 1.82 0.3 7.2 1.9 9.5 

PPPP172 37.62 1.65 0.35 7.9 0.19 1.55 

PPPP178 49.17 1.82 0.21 8.5 2.14 17.10 

PPPP206 33.86 1.89 0.09 6 0.516 4.128 

PPPP210 39.56 1.71 0.3 5.8 1.281 10.248 

PPPP211 36.19 1.74 0.44 5.8 8.2 65.6 

PPPP216 35.7 1.75 0.29 7.7 0.7 3.5 

PPPP217 32 1.81 0.55 5.7 0.5 2.5 

PPPP239 33.16 1.75 0.25 4.6 6.9 55.2 

PPPP257 41.91 1.75 0.49 7.8 13 104 

PPPP260 79.39 1.55 0.82 6.6 15.4 123.2 

PPPP267 49.23 1.89 0.71 7.7 17.4 139.2 

PPPP269 52.17 1.87 0.11 4.2 1.2 6 
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PPPP272 41.44 1.97 0.35 8.4 14.6 116.8 

PPPP275 38.06 1.87 1.03 5 16.7 133.6 

PPPP278 38.38 1.95 0.41 7.4 11.9 95.2 

PPPP279 32.54 1.77 0.28 7.3 8.9 71.2 

PPPP284 34.3 1.81 0.86 5.8 9.5 76 

PPPP288 19.27 1.8 0.46 2.4 2.7 21.6 

PPPP294 39.8 1.88 0.97 6.9 15.3 122.4 

PPPP307 37.17 1.74 0.41 3 5.6 28 

PPPP308 35.36 1.84 0.22 7.4 0.5 2.5 

PPPP308 21.04 1.68 0.56 4.4 4.6 36.8 

PPPP310 63.78 1.9 0.39 8.2 1.7 8.5 

PPPP312 54.25 1.8 0.26 2.1 0.5 2.5 

PPPP314 36.7 1.79 0.43 6.6 1.3 6.5 

PPPP314 37.51 1.88 0.65 5.4 6.1 48.8 

PPPP316 73.72 1.87 0.36 7 2.1 10.5 

PPPP320 39.06 1.71 0.1 5.8 0.3 1.5 

PPPP323 37.69 1.75 0.15 6.7 0.5 2.5 

PPPP324 30.16 1.8 0.1 3 0.2 1 

PPPP325 40.28 1.72 0.14 5.8 0.3 1.5 

PPPP326 43.13 1.84 0.35 6.1 1.2 6 

PPPP328 53.49 1.74 0.2 4.6 0.4 2 

PPPP329 64.35 1.9 0.95 7.8 3.8 19 

PPPP329 36.96 1.9 0.34 6.3 9.5 76 

PPPP330 79.27 1.91 0.63 5.8 1.9 9.5 

PPPP332 33.28 1.72 0.21 4.6 0.6 3 

PPPP338 42.83 1.82 0.67 8.1 1.5 7.5 

PPPP340 38.7 1.49 0.51 3.3 0.6 3 
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PPPP341 49.54 1.89 0.24 7.6 2.5 12.5 

PPPP342 49.59 1.93 0.11 8.8 12 60 

PPPP342 46.36 1.95 0.83 6.1 18.4 147.2 

PPPP343 43.98 1.77 0.12 7.5 0.9 4.5 

PPPP343 21.01 1.89 0.68 4.2 4.8 38.4 

PPPP344 33.92 1.63 0.26 6.7 0.6 3 

PPPP346 45.36 1.64 0.57 N/A 0.159 1.272 

PPPP346 36.61 1.75 0.53 1 10 50 

PPPP347 32.05 1.89 0.33 7.3 1.3 6.5 

PPPP348 54.19 1.8 0.47 8.2 1.8 9 

PPPP348 38.61 1.82 0.23 6.6 8.4 67.2 

PPPP350 58.17 1.74 0.37 7.8 1.9 9.5 

PPPP353 36.79 1.68 0.24 6.5 0.2 1 

PPPP353 35.81 1.67 0.15 5.2 2.4 19.2 

PPPP355 42.2 1.79 0.1 8.1 1 5 

PPPP356 39.54 1.78 0.27 7.5 0.9 4.5 

PPPP361 74.95 1.9 0.68 8.2 2.1 10.5 

Patients (GPB-260, PPPP129, PPPP308, PPPP314, PPPP329, PPPP342, PPPP343, 
PPPP346, PPPP348, and PPPP353) provided several samples at different visits. N/A: 
not available, RIN: RNA Integrity Number. 
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Table 28. Results of genes that passed the p-value of 0.05 by DESeq2 in mRNA-
seq. 

GeneID 
baseMea
n 

log2FoldChan
ge lfcSE pvalue padj 

ENSG000002672
43 7.138767 2.34739 0.579181 

5.06E-
05 

0.15732
8 

ENSG000001527
60 33.20336 1.240571 0.307513 

5.48E-
05 

0.15732
8 

ENSG000002566
18 36.07418 2.210061 0.565759 

9.37E-
05 

0.23062
6 

ENSG000002505
48 6.806856 3.007858 0.868812 

0.00053
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001476
47 6.9973 3.318948 0.973885 

0.00065
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002593
47 5.080325 2.649459 0.77806 

0.00066
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001879
50 5.217582 2.680596 0.842713 

0.00146
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002381
78 2.159389 3.199887 1.028338 0.00186 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002541
86 11.41751 1.694026 0.56221 

0.00258
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002862
41 1.338554 3.544826 1.189139 

0.00287
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001753
95 93.67106 0.595633 0.200752 

0.00300
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002787
91 23.40913 1.40578 0.475593 

0.00311
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001526
89 54.7423 0.854305 0.289875 

0.00320
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002379
73 244.5836 1.064108 0.361493 

0.00324
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000785
96 764.5915 0.580182 0.197548 

0.00331
5 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000002421
93 68.23285 0.593488 0.206273 

0.00401
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001980
88 10.13778 1.732157 0.60207 

0.00401
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002795
04 9.815908 0.970652 0.340894 

0.00440
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002341
56 15.22398 2.158067 0.763848 

0.00472
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001987
44 77.17294 1.106136 0.392602 

0.00484
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001637
34 122.4071 0.540516 0.193647 

0.00525
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001258
69 125.6411 0.933467 0.336915 

0.00559
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001857
42 1.007532 3.294506 1.197872 

0.00595
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002262
52 459.1189 0.647726 0.237515 

0.00638
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002364
38 19.05019 1.289473 0.479221 

0.00712
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001533
63 32.68359 0.92843 0.346959 

0.00745
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002670
26 14.77648 1.630621 0.610379 

0.00755
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002829
68 14.27687 3.580871 1.344817 

0.00775
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001877
15 12.93581 1.222424 0.465598 

0.00865
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002587
91 25.78034 1.449954 0.559508 

0.00955
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002430
69 16.3827 1.11281 0.429879 

0.00963
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001314
77 1.62504 2.381857 0.921659 

0.00975
7 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000000767
70 660.2113 0.479947 0.187456 

0.01045
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001579
27 2.306545 2.500796 0.979811 

0.01070
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001227
78 5.446705 1.6344 0.6415 

0.01084
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001158
96 130.1195 0.865479 0.341771 

0.01133
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002131
85 15.87321 1.296116 0.516344 

0.01206
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002264
15 21.67429 0.752502 0.301223 

0.01248
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001652
88 77.147 0.463094 0.186521 

0.01303
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001881
77 338.2955 0.430086 0.17346 

0.01315
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002459
75 1.801443 3.04497 1.230312 

0.01332
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001547
23 395.499 0.313222 0.126839 

0.01353
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001576
80 40.71881 0.944815 0.38765 

0.01479
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002248
61 4.145589 2.059143 0.845603 

0.01488
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001765
93 27.01973 0.65881 0.272773 

0.01572
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001961
18 6.674935 1.625418 0.673158 

0.01575
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000916
51 2.488619 2.268948 0.940427 

0.01583
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001495
31 24.50973 0.789525 0.328125 

0.01612
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001372
67 109.76 1.981278 0.827627 

0.01666
9 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000002134
53 56.06759 0.604011 0.252736 

0.01685
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002333
38 1.309787 2.961164 1.241031 0.01703 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002404
97 168.4315 0.486121 0.204244 

0.01730
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001657
75 207.9069 0.298004 0.125327 

0.01741
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002710
47 0.955247 2.80326 1.182345 

0.01774
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001133
56 93.78837 0.594114 0.251364 0.0181 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001778
54 5.16747 1.514818 0.642715 

0.01842
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002560
45 335.9865 0.861243 0.367784 

0.01919
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001607
66 1.364032 2.994261 1.279287 

0.01925
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002787
71 4.083455 1.614206 0.691561 

0.01958
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002834
75 5.542114 1.182428 0.507015 

0.01969
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001728
19 66.22183 0.544336 0.233766 

0.01988
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002378
52 12.60811 0.957307 0.411297 

0.01993
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001158
08 119.2861 0.284366 0.122279 

0.02004
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000756
18 2.287035 2.157275 0.940736 

0.02183
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001114
45 51.55254 0.463653 0.202557 0.02208 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002505
50 2.009908 2.705236 1.183381 

0.02225
3 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000001352
26 45.06538 1.024724 0.448609 

0.02235
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002133
62 43.57406 0.782247 0.342939 

0.02254
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002474
98 62.02137 1.203936 0.52959 

0.02300
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002755
69 1.056582 2.84735 1.253277 

0.02309
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002670
98 1.701578 3.350963 1.475785 

0.02316
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001646
87 16.68327 0.801586 0.35431 

0.02367
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001129
84 3.050623 1.818973 0.806799 

0.02416
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001636
34 249.0919 0.292926 0.130495 

0.02478
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001826
48 28.12463 0.879005 0.392478 

0.02511
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002155
48 2.41762 2.281502 1.01994 

0.02529
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001846
11 1.381255 2.915336 1.303673 

0.02533
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001021
74 16.48262 1.124547 0.502994 

0.02537
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002706
89 5.304962 1.680728 0.754702 

0.02594
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002131
23 1.280194 2.615125 1.176123 

0.02618
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001224
83 131.3088 0.443937 0.200142 

0.02654
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002176
48 0.977671 2.900771 1.308172 

0.02659
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001377
76 475.2965 0.205273 0.092985 

0.02727
3 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000001268
70 34.84157 0.629357 0.285357 

0.02741
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001368
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0.02635
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001020
30 20.28699 -0.66097 0.297855 

0.02647
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001773
80 4.447324 -1.4032 0.633733 

0.02681
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002747
67 38.03798 -0.8728 0.394563 

0.02696
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001369
28 3.288921 -1.26502 0.57218 

0.02704
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002038
04 2.580107 -2.36141 1.070051 

0.02732
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002404
98 1.29108 -2.31373 1.048652 

0.02735
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002311
60 48.60975 -0.39683 0.179931 

0.02742
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002733
82 3.890324 -1.35604 0.615064 

0.02747
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002713
80 12.76997 -0.80726 0.366523 

0.02763
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002350
08 8.651984 -0.8961 0.407273 0.02779 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001303
68 2.059256 -2.04466 0.929944 0.0279 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002707
34 9.485878 -1.1069 0.503964 

0.02806
5 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000001433
82 4.924819 -1.96205 0.894324 

0.02824
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002147
87 1.76257 -2.74447 1.251819 

0.02835
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001207
05 75.61504 -0.47854 0.218439 0.02847 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001386
13 65.00203 -0.53369 0.243621 

0.02847
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002593
52 10.77272 -1.26453 0.5786 

0.02885
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001059
67 20.19944 -1.22236 0.559985 

0.02904
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001965
62 42.35119 -1.21804 0.558431 0.02917 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001400
44 11.92253 -1.2745 0.584333 

0.02917
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002381
13 5.201933 -1.3743 0.630187 

0.02919
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001813
22 3.513695 -1.13311 0.51978 

0.02925
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001988
76 338.0879 -0.5181 0.238006 

0.02949
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002455
32 456.2676 -0.4527 0.207973 

0.02950
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001870
97 87.33357 -0.5125 0.235691 0.02967 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000852
65 280.3449 -1.51761 0.698506 

0.02980
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001460
70 19.44089 -1.03032 0.474579 

0.02992
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001661
70 78.41687 -0.4065 0.187426 

0.03009
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000051
87 31.36097 -0.78464 0.363268 

0.03077
6 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000002609
08 5.523458 -1.3245 0.613338 

0.03081
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001527
49 65.70116 -0.52269 0.242201 

0.03092
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002494
37 6.454065 -1.99448 0.924471 

0.03097
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002508
48 1.399915 -2.14001 0.992221 

0.03102
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001735
48 1.850724 -2.12797 0.986783 

0.03104
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000301
10 39.60832 -0.47918 0.222541 0.0313 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002052
69 51.49809 -0.87963 0.408779 

0.03140
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002340
36 1.232023 -1.77613 0.827302 

0.03180
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001193
21 89.58582 -0.83073 0.387255 0.03194 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001049
18 1.176385 -2.5453 1.186567 

0.03194
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001208
33 55.47333 -0.5572 0.259765 

0.03195
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001213
16 81.54378 -1.67499 0.781997 

0.03219
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002146
54 7.518945 -0.96203 0.449307 

0.03226
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001676
37 3.532681 -1.78175 0.833072 

0.03245
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001634
64 26.89689 -1.40231 0.656568 

0.03269
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002763
84 3.370656 -1.42219 0.666086 0.03275 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002476
99 1.284674 -2.00319 0.939022 

0.03290
2 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000001790
94 10.75692 -1.12365 0.528298 

0.03342
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001310
42 62.78901 -1.3215 0.622076 

0.03364
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000231
91 171.0636 -0.29225 0.137619 

0.03370
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000276
97 301.4314 -0.46934 0.221254 

0.03389
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002689
96 7.438141 -0.95576 0.451402 

0.03423
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002492
63 1.332288 -2.38104 1.126041 

0.03447
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001977
66 21.4822 -1.71037 0.809703 

0.03465
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002405
63 3.311794 -2.03832 0.965012 

0.03466
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000102
95 23.06113 -1.18931 0.563443 

0.03479
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001142
68 10.37194 -1.3513 0.640451 

0.03486
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002490
87 3.434328 -1.24237 0.589607 

0.03510
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001395
31 4.910126 -1.3203 0.626599 0.03511 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002722
77 3.827664 -1.49159 0.707894 

0.03511
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001127
61 1.757982 -2.01572 0.956942 

0.03516
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002040
54 50.71251 -0.42893 0.2041 

0.03558
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001002
92 73.77004 -0.75398 0.35884 

0.03562
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000067
56 3.545258 -1.9142 0.911101 

0.03564
3 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000002559
87 2.077711 -2.1766 1.036164 

0.03567
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001443
39 1.469252 -2.11344 1.006808 

0.03580
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001331
42 48.44975 -0.43328 0.206643 

0.03601
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001357
40 4.542518 -1.06807 0.510408 

0.03638
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001294
80 6.223013 -1.41108 0.675507 

0.03671
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002645
78 16.69475 -0.64818 0.311645 

0.03753
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001798
20 74.67067 -1.02828 0.494404 

0.03754
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000047
99 41.92639 -0.99379 0.479148 

0.03807
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001669
47 8.232301 -1.46064 0.704447 0.03813 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001821
97 10.86902 -1.02 0.49199 

0.03815
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002562
63 32.65023 -0.78296 0.379936 

0.03932
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001148
59 1.536298 -1.89188 0.918653 

0.03945
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001393
18 197.8579 -0.74634 0.362516 

0.03951
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001699
51 4.00902 -1.30313 0.633203 

0.03959
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001640
54 295.4023 -0.38379 0.186493 

0.03959
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001162
21 78.73015 -0.61471 0.29892 0.03974 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001308
21 3.567353 -1.93731 0.942463 

0.03982
3 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000000492
49 2.159653 -1.94963 0.948989 

0.03993
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002542
36 4.308729 -1.36533 0.665075 

0.04008
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002433
35 35.34929 -0.7304 0.35618 

0.04030
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001511
16 43.42442 -0.62394 0.304446 

0.04042
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001222
18 474.0196 -0.19257 0.094041 

0.04058
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001317
59 25.23727 -0.75401 0.369111 

0.04107
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002544
15 12.76896 -1.66247 0.814643 

0.04127
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001360
98 5.522857 -1.35661 0.66533 

0.04144
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001625
99 14.00446 -0.98882 0.485013 

0.04147
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002724
34 1.881357 -2.06023 1.012237 

0.04181
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002614
23 4.227816 -1.14985 0.565869 

0.04215
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000842
34 196.9798 -0.85185 0.419664 

0.04237
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002783
96 1.37763 -2.10637 1.038118 

0.04245
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001412
79 224.2569 -0.2299 0.113739 

0.04324
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002486
68 1.190678 -2.35657 1.167117 

0.04347
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001340
72 33.11042 -0.59731 0.296036 

0.04362
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001236
84 123.422 -0.55811 0.276663 

0.04366
5 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000001345
31 1.282515 -3.57273 1.771481 

0.04371
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002044
82 181.8401 -0.58504 0.290186 0.04379 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002551
08 20.20953 -0.63144 0.313392 

0.04392
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000288
39 302.2962 -0.37328 0.185981 

0.04474
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001381
66 10.02642 -0.94371 0.470296 

0.04478
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001609
32 102.6326 -0.86054 0.428909 0.04482 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001677
68 8.719783 -1.52293 0.759298 

0.04488
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001103
18 5.45991 -1.39895 0.697526 0.0449 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000661
17 10.4374 -1.02057 0.509344 

0.04510
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002142
12 13.7484 -1.31245 0.65512 

0.04513
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002683
55 1.485407 -1.75028 0.873672 

0.04513
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000103
61 15.87539 -0.63843 0.318986 

0.04534
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002554
91 1.496534 -2.39035 1.194316 

0.04534
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001981
89 91.14426 -0.65891 0.329314 0.04541 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002587
98 1.654488 -1.99689 0.999603 

0.04575
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001677
03 22.28764 -1.37746 0.689585 

0.04576
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001112
75 58.50388 -0.7518 0.376721 

0.04597
2 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000001651
68 267.604 -0.71156 0.357409 

0.04649
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001012
20 39.1856 -0.60836 0.30566 

0.04655
6 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001449
35 1.842775 -1.92358 0.966477 

0.04655
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000752
23 4.121616 -2.08251 1.047232 

0.04674
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000029
33 10.09975 -1.51513 0.762163 

0.04681
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001982
23 21.80049 -1.39656 0.702825 

0.04691
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001116
66 65.82214 -0.74747 0.376215 

0.04694
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002849
51 1.378235 -2.75573 1.387067 

0.04695
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001055
20 9.579815 -1.3981 0.704128 

0.04708
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001245
23 15.96619 -0.70529 0.35573 

0.04740
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000719
67 34.35257 -0.91682 0.462522 

0.04745
5 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001662
11 1.061685 -3.10476 1.569024 

0.04784
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000658
33 95.30545 -0.73416 0.371424 

0.04808
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001100
77 142.3978 -1.31854 0.66715 

0.04811
3 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001356
77 140.1781 -0.78762 0.398851 

0.04830
1 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002335
78 1.111388 -2.8506 1.444576 0.04846 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000627
16 205.1088 -0.70647 0.358198 

0.04857
8 

0.99941
3 
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ENSG000001226
44 21.8197 -0.89197 0.452402 

0.04865
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001420
89 494.8122 -0.66024 0.335125 

0.04882
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001165
14 35.86672 -0.56638 0.28774 

0.04902
4 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001404
06 10.90472 -0.74913 0.38097 

0.04925
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000000821
46 292.8046 -0.35301 0.179696 

0.04947
2 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002565
76 1.817212 -1.95128 0.993729 

0.04957
7 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002267
06 5.365526 -1.08897 0.554973 

0.04973
9 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000002350
82 1.442301 -2.00504 1.022317 

0.04984
8 

0.99941
3 

ENSG000001714
25 6.416329 -0.82458 0.420475 

0.04987
1 

0.99941
3 

The 'log2foldchange' indicates the fold change in gene expression between the two 
groups, calculated as the log2 ratio of the basemean in the PCa group relative to the 
control group. A positive log2foldchange signifies upregulation (increased expression 
in the cancer group), while a negative log2foldchange indicates downregulation. The 
'basemean' signifies the mean of normalized counts for a particular gene across all 
the samples in the dataset, representing an average level of gene expression. This 
combines information from both the PCa and control groups. IfcSe: IfcSe stands for 
"Internal Sample-wise Coefficient of Variation Standard Error." The 'lfcSE' provides an 
estimate of the reliability of the log2foldchange for a specific gene, with a lower value 
indicating increased reliability. The 'p-value adjust' refers to the adjustment of raw p-
values to account for multiple hypothesis testing, using methods such as the 
Benjamini-Hochberg or to adjust for false discovery rate (FDR). Padj: P value adjust.  
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Table 29. Details of the cases in the validation cohort (206 PCa and 77 non-
cancer cases) for differentially expressed miRNA between PCa and non-cancer. 

PCa (n=208) Non-Cancer (n=77) 

PPPP044 GPB114 pppp154 B01P0243B 

PPPP049 GPB135 pppp157 B01P0537B 

PPPP050 GPB149 pppp164 B01P0573 

PPPP052 GPB175 pppp168 B01p0603A 

PPPP055 GPB178 pppp171 B01P0622A 

PPPP057 GPB203 pppp174 B01P0636A 

PPPP058 GPB230 pppp175 B01P0659A 

PPPP059 GPB231 pppp176 GPB218 

PPPP060 GPB260 pppp177 GPB258 

PPPP070 pppp020 pppp178 ICBC004 

PPPP079 pppp023 pppp181 ICBC005 

PPPP087 pppp033 pppp183 pppp017 

PPPP089 pppp034 pppp184 pppp049 

PPPP097 pppp035 pppp185 pppp105 

PPPP114 pppp038 pppp186 pppp139 

PPPP128 pppp039 pppp216 pppp212 

PPPP130 pppp043 pppp223 pppp219 

PPPP132 pppp045 pppp224 pppp257 

PPPP135 pppp047 pppp225 pppp267 

PPPP136 pppp051 pppp226 pppp272 

PPPP137 pppp053 pppp227 pppp279 

PPPP138 pppp056 pppp228 pppp280 

PPPP140 pppp061 pppp229 pppp282 

PPPP144 pppp063 pppp230 pppp283 
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PPPP146 pppp064 pppp240 pppp292 

PPPP149 pppp065 pppp244 pppp294 

PPPP150 pppp066 pppp246 pppp296 

PPPP151 pppp067 pppp248 pppp299 

PPPP154 pppp073 pppp249 pppp305 

PPPP156 pppp074 pppp250 pppp306 

PPPP159 pppp077 pppp252 pppp308 

PPPP160 pppp081 pppp254 pppp310 

PPPP161 pppp082 pppp256 pppp312 

PPPP163 pppp083 pppp263 pppp316 

PPPP165 pppp090 pppp264 pppp320 

PPPP166 pppp091 pppp265 pppp326 

PPPP167 pppp093 pppp268 pppp328 

PPPP169 pppp096 pppp269 pppp329 

PPPP170 pppp098 pppp270 pppp330 

PPPP173 pppp100 pppp271 pppp331 

PPPP179 pppp101 pppp274 pppp332 

PPPP180 pppp102 pppp278 pppp338 

PPPP182 pppp103 pppp281 pppp340 

PPPP189 pppp104 pppp286 pppp341 

PPPP191 pppp106 pppp287 pppp342 

PPPP192 pppp107 pppp289 pppp343 

PPPP193 pppp108 pppp290 pppp346 

PPPP194 pppp110 pppp291 pppp350 

PPPP196 pppp112 pppp293 pppp355 

PPPP197 pppp113 pppp295 pppp361 

PPPP199 pppp115 pppp297 1064 
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PPPP200 pppp116 pppp298 1065 

PPPP201 pppp117 pppp301 1066 

PPPP202 pppp120 pppp307 1067 

PPPP203 pppp121 pppp309 1069 

PPPP204 pppp122 pppp311 1070 

PPPP205 pppp123 pppp314 1073 

PPPP206 pppp124 pppp315 1074 

PPPP207 pppp126 pppp317 1047A 

PPPP208 pppp127 pppp321 1049A 

PPPP209 pppp129 pppp323 1050A 

PPPP210 pppp131 pppp324 CT01 

PPPP213 pppp134 pppp325 CT28 

PPPP215 pppp142 pppp333 CT29 

PPPP217 pppp147 pppp337 CT30 

PPPP218 pppp148 pppp344 PPPP036 

PPPP220 pppp152 pppp347 PPPP046 

PPPP222 pppp154 pppp348 PPPP048 
  

pppp351 PPPP068 
  

pppp352 PPPP069 
  

pppp353 PPPP088 
  

pppp356 PPPP092 
   

PPPP143 
   

PPPP162 
   

PPPP211 
   

PPPP259 
   

PPPP262 

PCa: prostate cancer. 
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Table 30. Differential expressions in platelet mRNAs between aggressive and 
latent PCa patients by internal control gene miR23, miR548, U6 and UniSP6.  

control probes Highly 
expressed in 
latent PCa 

P value Highly 
expressed in 
aggressive 
PCa 

P value 

miR23 miR190 0.004 miR1306 0.047 

   miR28 0.02535 

   miR548 0.0449 

miR548   Let7a 0.0106 

   miR1306 0.0332 

   miR191 0.0405 

   miR195 0.0041 

   miR23 0.0453 

   miR28 0.0061 

   miR342 0.008 

   miR370 0.0183 

   miR380 0.0385 

   miR532 0.0266 

   miR627 0.0441 

   miR652 0.0386 

   miR664 0.0261 

   miR744 0.0164 

U6* -    

UniSP6 N/A  N/A  

The results from U6 were discarded due to its unstable expression in both groups 
(p=0.01) which may cause false-positive results. The results from U6 group were 
labelled as ‘-’. There is no differentially expressed miRNA found in the group of 
UnisSP6 (NA). 

Results of white blood cell contamination in platelet sample from 2-step centrifugation 
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From 06/10/2016 to 07/01/2021, 40 platelet samples were collected by other group 
members and me for further RNA extraction and sequencing. The details of samples 
and the results of WBC contamination were shown in Table 31. The study revealed an 
average of 12-26 WBCs per one million platelets in the RNA sequencing samples 
collected for this project. Out of the 40 cases examined, 25 did not show any evidence 
of WBC contamination due to the absence of WBC checks during platelet collection. 
Due to the limited quantity and quality of the provided platelet RNAs, we selected 
samples without WBC contamination to meet the requirements for RNA sequencing. 
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Table 31. The results of WBC contamination in the 40 cases for platelet RNA 
sequencing.  

ID WBC count under a 
microscope 

WBC contamination rate 

PPPP017 N/A N/A 

PPPP047 N/A N/A 

PPPP049 N/A N/A 

PPPP053 N/A N/A 

PPPP056 N/A N/A 

PPPP063 N/A N/A 

PPPP067 N/A N/A 

PPPP074 N/A N/A 

PPPP122 N/A N/A 

PPPP123 N/A N/A 

PPPP127 N/A N/A 

PPPP139 N/A N/A 

PPPP141 N/A N/A 

PPPP153 N/A N/A 

PPPP156 N/A N/A 

PPPP164 N/A N/A 

PPPP170 N/A N/A 

PPPP178 N/A N/A 

PPPP216 N/A N/A 

PPPP257 N/A N/A 

PPPP267 N/A N/A 

PPPP272 N/A N/A 
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PPPP278 N/A N/A 

PPPP279 N/A N/A 

PPPP294 N/A N/A 

PPPP308 0 0 

PPPP310 51-100 28-56 

PPPP316 21-50 11-28 

PPPP329 11-20 6-11 

PPPP338 11-20 6-11 

PPPP341 51-100 28-56 

PPPP342 21-50 11-28 

PPPP343 11-20 6-11 

PPPP344 21-50 11-28 

PPPP347 21-50 11-28 

PPPP348 11-20 6-11 

PPPP350 51-100 28-56 

PPPP355 11-20 6-11 

PPPP356 1-10 1-6 

PPPP361 51-100 28-56 

average 
 

12-26 

The WBC contamination rate was shown as WBCs per one million platelets. WBC: 
white blood cell, N/A: not available. 
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Table 32. Results of the 47 cases’ platelet count and platelet recovery (%) per 
0.5ml by the two-step centrifugation. 

 
ID Platelet count 

Platelet recovery 
(%) 

1 PPPP415 1575000 1.1 

2 PPPP416 6362500 4.2 

3 PPPP417 2505000 1.7 

4 PPPP418 2325000 1.6 

5 PPPP419 325000 0.2 

6 CPM1 008 3377500 2.3 

7 CPM1 009 2480000 1.7 

8 CPM1 010 1890000 1.3 

9 CPM1 011 2175000 1.5 

10 CPM1 012 16950000 11.3 

11 PPPP420 3725000 2.5 

12 CPM1 014 7675000 5.1 

13 CPM1 015 5525000 3.7 

14 CPM1 016 8275000 5.5 

15 PPPP440 5566667 3.7 

16 PPPP441 7400000 4.9 

17 PPPP442 3200000 2.1 

18 PPPP443 9366667 6.2 

19 PPPP444 9600000 6.4 

20 PPPP445 15700000 10.5 

21 PPPP446 1596667 1.1 

22 PPPP447 556667 0.4 

23 PPPP448 1480000 1.0 
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24 CPM1 065 1263333 0.8 

25 CPM1 066 2233333 1.5 

26 CPM1 067 1090000 0.7 

27 CPM1 071 2665000 1.8 

28 CPM1 073 1420000 1.0 

29 CPM1 028 1190000 0.8 

30 CPM1 076 1330000 0.9 

31 CPM1 077 2213333 1.5 

32 CPM1 019 1613333 1.1 

33 CPM1 011 4100000 2.7 

34 PPPP433 6833333 4.6 

35 CPM1 055 430000 0.3 

36 CPM1 059 1220000 0.8 

37 CPM1 060 3333333 2.2 

38 CPM1 050 2936667 2.0 

39 CPM1 049 3920000 2.6 

40 CPM1 048 833333.3 0.6 

41 CPM1 047 6033333 4.0 

42 CPM1 046 750000 0.5 

43 PPPP437 31333333 20.9 

44 PPPP438 1.89E+08 126 

45 PPPP439 1.17E+08 78 

46 CPM1-062 68333333 45.6 

47 CPM1-065 15700000 10.5 

average 
 

12476738 8.3 

The average platelet recovery of the 2-step centrifugation is 8.32% as well as 
12476738 platelets collected per 0.5 ml. CPM1 011 and CPM1 065 were used twice 
due to abundance.  


